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MASS TEST!!!
5 VHS HI-FI DECKS

FIRST REVIEW!!!
NAKAMICHI BX-300
HOT NEW THREE-HEAD DECK

PROFILES:
HEYBROOK TT2 TURNTABLE
Stable, Transparent Sound

L-103 CD PLAYER
Sound Reproach

ILLUSIONS MODULUS
Well-Made
You'll know why we're first, the second you hear us.
First it was DC. Then DD/DC and Super Feed-forward. Now Sansui astounds the audiophile with the greatest improvement in an amp. X-Balanced circuitry. It cancels out external distortion by eliminating the transformer to chassis ground; and decisively removes IHM.

You’ll find X-Balanced circuitry in a wide range of superior Sansui products, like our AU-G99X amp, shown with TU-D99X quartz-PLL synthesizer tuner which incorporates our new Super Linear Digital Decoder for improved rejection of spurious signals and interference. Another version of this tuner has AM stereo capability.

When it comes to digital sound, our new PC-X11 Tri-code PCM Processor is the world’s finest for any VCR. With 100 times the accuracy of any other PCM processor, it even reads blurred sections of digital material and lets you record up to eight hours of music on one VHS video cassette.

Our ingenious new XL-900C digital/analog speakers handle broad dynamic range with incredibly quick response to energy flow. Patented Tri-composite Carbon Fiber multi-layer diaphragms, plus high-polymer air-tight cores deliver higher resonance, fewer breakups and overall flat response.

There’s more worth hearing about these great Sansui components. Write: Consumer Service Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071, Carson, CA 90746, Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

Sansui
Putting More Pleasure in Sound.
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WHY WASTE
THE PERFECTION OF
DIGITAL SOUND ON
THE IMPERFECTION
OF A CONVENTIONAL
SPEAKER?

As truly remarkable as the digital compact disc is, it has one equally remarkable side effect. Namely, along with taking the mask off sound, it also unmasks the flaws in your loudspeakers.

Distortions like "cone flexing," "split vibration" and "cavity effect," which were heretofore barely audible, are now discernible when listening to music.

To eliminate the flaws inherent in every conventional driver, Sony has radically redesigned the speaker from the bottom of the woofer to the top of the tweeter.

The buckling, flimsy paper cones have been replaced by a rigid, aluminum honeycomb construction.
Yo-Yo Ma.
Hear the music that’s creating the legend.

From magnificent unaccompanied Bach suites to Beethoven sonatas to jazz with Claude Bolling, Yo-Yo Ma has quickly proven himself to be the most exciting new cellist performing in the world today.

Exclusively on CBS and CBS Masterworks Records, Cassettes and Compact Discs.

Masterful recordings by Yo-Yo Ma:

IM 37867* Bach: Unaccompanied Cello Suites (Complete)
IM 39024 Beethoven: Cello Sonatas Nos. 3 & 5 (Volume 2 Of The Complete Sonatas) (A#, piano)
FM 39059 Bolling: Suite For Cello & Jazz Piano Trio (Bolling, piano)
IM 35848 Lalo/Saint-Saëns: Cello Concertos (Orch. Natl., de France/ Maazel)
IM 37840 Shostakovich/Kabalevsky: Cello Concerts Nos. 1 (Phil. Orch./ Ormandy)
M 39110 Haydn: Cello Conc. Op. 101; Trumpet Conc., Violin Conc. No. 1 (English Chamber Orch.,/Garcia; Marsalis, Nat'l. Phil. Orch./Leppard; Lin Minnesota Orch./Marriner)
IM 37794 Bach: Sonatas For Viola da Gamba And Harpsichord (Complete) (Cooper, harpsichord)
IM 37280 Kreisler/Paganini: Transcriptions (Zander, piano)
IM 37251 Beethoven: Cello Sonatas Nos. 1 & 2 (A#, piano)
M 36674* Haydn: Cello Concerts Nos. 1 & 2 (English Chamber Orch./Garcia)
Coming Soon:
IM 39345 Bach: Unaccompanied Cello Suites Nos. 1 & 2

*Not available on Compact Disc

Never before has so much technology been concentrated in one modestly priced cassette deck.

No other recorder in its class can claim to possess the three essential ingredients of sonic perfection—the legendary Nakamichi Discrete 3-Head approach to recording, the unique Direct-Drive Asymmetrical Dual-Capstan Diffused-Resonance transport, and the most sophisticated wide-range low-distortion electronics in the industry.

*Its name—The Nakamichi BX-300.*

*Its heritage—Nakamichi.*

*Its destiny—Legendary.*

See it...Hear it...You can afford The Sound of Nakamichi.
CLASSICAL BROWS

In my February column I wrote some words on the idea of classical music which seem to have disturbed a few readers who thought that I was forecasting the doom of all such music. Far from it! I meant the category, "classical," on which so much of the recording industry has so long been based, even unto its corporate setup. Also "popular," which complements classical. I didn't mean the music itself.

The very idea of a special, separate body of "highbrow" music, much of it from earlier times, all of it intended somehow for the music connoisseurs, is paradoxically quite new—newer by far, indeed, than most of the music which it includes. This "classical" idea began to flourish around the turn of our century. Now it is beginning to fade away again.

Of course, there was "highbrow" music before, and popular music, too. But in the first place, as I said in February, it was largely contemporary (as we would now say), composed and produced by living composers. And, second, there wasn't any special name for the highbrow end of it, beyond the useful descriptive—concert music, chamber music, church music, and so on. The same with music for lower brows. All music was popular in some sense, otherwise it would not have been played at all. The Viennese waltz was enormously popular in its time. Now, of course, it is classical.

Classical is going out for two pleasant reasons, both positive. It started on a very limited basis, mostly opera excerpts on the early 78-rpm discs. Now it has grown so enormously that its coverage is getting out of hand. A million kinds of classical! Moreover, we are all becoming, to an extent, connoisseurs. As classical has grown in variety and in sheer volume, so have we also grown. I wouldn't say that the average listener is any musical genius quite yet. Most of us prefer our music in the background—or the very loud foreground. Nevertheless, we understand and enjoy far more kinds of music than our grandparents ever could, simply because we hear so many.

Classical music, then, is blending into other categories, crossbreeding with pop, spreading into a thousand new corners. So are we as listeners. It's like book publishing in the paper-back and book club age—but do we ever hear of classical and popular books? Publishing, which is a lot older than recorded music, dispenses with all such terminology, except perhaps in those hefty sets of "great classics" which get bought but are seldom read. Instead, we have best-sellers in all areas, from fancy fiction and nonfiction to the hardest core, without any oversimplified big categories. Books range from highbrow to bottom-brow and, seamlessly, all the way between. So, in plain fact, does our music. Why bother, then, with classical and popular? Mainly, I think, because we always have. That is, since around 90 years ago, when records began to sell.

The biggest point I made in February was that the idea of classical music belongs basically to us, who are involved in recording and sound reproduction, not to the much older "live" music business. The idea of classical music began with those early operatic discs and has determined the very shape of the entire recording industry, along with those later offshoots radio, hi-fi, and even, to some extent, television. Before we began, there was no such thing as classical, though "live" music was everywhere.

Ask a friend in 1980 whether he liked classical music, and you might have heard a very odd answer, "Oh, yes, I do like Viennese music, Haydn and Beethoven." Composers of the "classical period," as we now say, would then have been called "classical." Moreover, the friend might continue, "But I really can't abide these dreadful new operas by Wagner, and that Russian man, Tchaikovsky! All hideous noise, without any sort of taste or harmony."

If you had similarly asked do you like popular music?, the answer could have been a puzzled one, "Well, of course, I would not listen to any unpopular music if I had my way. But I do find the Philharmonic concerts delightful whenever I attend, and they are very popular." Getting nowhere rapidly, as you see.

We can be rather specifically technical about the beginning of classical music. It was based on the all-out, patent pooling of rival disc systems, around 1901, when the recording industry ground itself to a halt due to rival lawsuits for assorted infringements. The patent pool is still a great way out of a commercial impasse if each contestant owns some useful, protected technology that the others need. The modern disc (and for a long time the cylinder) began our industry with that memorable patent pool, after which there was only one type of phonograph record (not counting Edison's vertical-cut discs and, of course, the cylinder) with features that were accessible to all manufacturers.
THE EXPERTS SAID THEY HEARD EXCELLENT FREQUENCY RESPONSE, A HIGHER MOL, AND GREATER DYNAMIC RANGE.

BUT NOT IN THOSE WORDS.

Wicked lows. Manic highs. Nasty passages. It all translates the same. Music sounds better when it's recorded on Maxell XL-S cassettes.

That's because we've improved our crystallization process. So we can now produce magnetic particles that are both smaller in size and more uniform in shape. Which allows us to pack more of these particles on the tape's surface, in turn, making it possible to record more information within a given area of tape.

AC bias noise is reduced by 1dB. And maximum output levels are increased by 1.5dB on XL-I-S and 2dB on XLII-S.

As a result, XL-S delivers a significantly expanded dynamic range. A noticeably improved signal to noise ratio. And a fuller impact of dynamic transients.

So if you want to hear your music the way it was meant to be heard, put it on Maxell XL-S. Because recording tapes just don't get any better. Or any badder.
When WW II broke out, classical music on records, being suddenly restricted, became even more precious. It came to represent civilization itself.

Within a couple of years, the first great wave of celebrity opera recordings appeared, soon making use of the elegant and expensive 12-inch discs at very fancy prices. (Some single-sided records, playing four-plus minutes, cost as much as $7.00 at the time, which is a sum scarcely imaginable in terms of the present dollar.) So "classical music" was born, on records. It was for a time more likely to be called "Great Music" or "Immortal Art" or, more directly, "Great Artists," but the idea was there. Even I can remember the awe with which those precious records were received by the discriminating public. Somehow, their very fragility, their very short playing time, added to their value. The many collectors of these old discs still share in that feeling today.

It wasn't just the "discriminating" public, either. Opera singers were far bigger stars, back then, rather like pop stars today. We still have dishes named for them—Clams Caruso, Peach Melba. And the first million-selling artist was Caruso.

Strange that, for purely technical reasons, "classical music" was at first pretty much limited to opera excerpts. You couldn't record anything else! And it's odd, too, that much of the opera music at that time was actually contemporary, or not far from it. Puccini was in full flower. Verdi and many others were recent composers by a few decades or so.

And then, still on acoustic records, came the first tentative string quartets, brief excerpts from symphonies, bits of ballet music, items from the famous concert tone poems. The Boston Symphony (reduced) recorded in 1917. My very first classical record experience was that not-so-highbrow piece, Scheherazade, about the young prince and princess. So classical music began to grow a bit, defying the medium, anticipating what was to come with electrical recording.

I might say, at this point, you know the rest. But do you? I have previously described the astonishing explosion of "classical" electric recording, which began as soon as the new possibilities of the microphone were realized and ran right on straight through the Great Depression. This was the great period of classical music, its time of real impact. It was at that time that I began to collect records and I know all about the feeling. I spent hours in cramped, airless record-store cubbyholes where you could actually play all the records you wanted, if you could stand the sonic competition from other, unsound-proofed booths next to you, and if you survived the total lack of ventilation. In my later years I have come to understand that these difficulties were not accidental. Some people just wouldn't quit unless they were about to faint from lack of oxygen.

When WW II broke out, classical music on records, being suddenly restricted, became even more precious. Somehow, it came to represent civilization itself, so dreadfully imperiled. People hauled ancient phonographs or gramophones into fox holes, down air raid shelters, into clandestine retreats along with the forbidden record player or radio. (See Hans Fantel's "A Christmas Gift of Music, Long Ago," Audio, Dec. 1981.) By the war's end there was an immense emotional backlog of need which had to be satisfied when the lights went on again. It took several years, worldwide, just to replenish the stocks of prewar recordings on the same old electrical-shellac 78s. Thus, the first great expansion of classical music spread onward right into the late 1940s. And then—we ran straight into a new world, combining tape recording and the new LP record. And FM radio broadcast.

Who can forget that heady, early decade of the LP, when the classical repertoire was expanded a hundredfold to cover enormous quantities of music not previously available—and, for that matter, seldom heard in any "live" concert hall? This was the second great boom in classical music. The sound was still pretty poor on most LP records, and the incidental noise was mostly dreadful—not much better than the worst of the old 78s. But prices were low, unbelievably low for the new long-playing time, a thing we had never heard before except via radio broadcast. And then came stereo—which turned out to be a multi-pronged stimulus, not only to rerecord most of the music on mono LP but to improve the whole reproduction chain in the process of adapting to the new-type stereo groove.

That was a splendid decade for classical music, the '60s! But we did not really get back into stride in terms of audio quality until the 1970s. And so—on to the audiophile disc, Direct-to-Disc, digital and so on. The expansion of classical repertory goes on today but the audiophile recording hasn't done much for it. Stick to the tried and true. Necessarily, the impetus towards more repertory is slowing down—we have such immense, unthinkable quantities already. And so classical falters. And loses meaning. It's happening everywhere.

Why do I now hear Mozart, or more often, fake Mozart, out of every loudspeaker, be it in the supermarket, bank, or on the radio? Because Mozart is "in" and the sound of Mozart is pop, not classical. Same with Vivaldi. Also Bach. The "beautiful music" services abound with pseudoclassical "Romantic" music, concertos, symphonies, all copied from the real thing. Is this classical? Not remotely! See definition, beginning of this column. Music by all sorts of classical composers (as we call them) is now heard in varying degrees of, shall we say, pop-ness, from highbrow straight down to no-brow. Okay, and I don't mind. It's an inevitable step forward towards a wider musical viewpoint for all of us. And just as well. The classical idea, born with recordings, has served its time and is on the way to retirement.

No end to this heady process. We find Professors of Jazz in many music schools and conservatories; there are academic courses in Third Stream music, midway between the old pop and classical categories. Hard-core porn movies have Beethoven sonatas on their soundtracks (I heard one), Kurt Weill's most recently recorded work is a very serious and dissonant choral piece, George Gershwin takes up a column and a hall of small type in the Schwann Record & Tape Guide classical section, right next to Gilbert & Sullivan. Classical music, you understand, is simply diffusing itself out and away in all directions. A good thing, I'm sure, and about time.

Symbolic P.S.: Recently, Schwann's computer erased the entire works of Mozart from the classical section, all by itself. Mozart had to be reconstructed by hand. That's typical.
WHAT'S A GUITARIST FROM NEW JERSEY DOING WITH AN AMPLIFIER FROM NEW ZEALAND

He's listening to the sweetness of his own pure sound on Perreaux.

World renowned jazz guitarist Al Di Meola, who spends much of his time at his home in New Jersey wanted to buy new audio components for his system. He chose Perreaux of New Zealand.

Although the country of origin may seem ludicrous, given the Kiwi, would you believe that Perreaux of New Zealand is the only facility in the world that completely handcrafts its audio components. Each Perreaux is custom crafted under the supervision of Peter Perreaux, as it has been for over ten years.

Al Di Meola, who has earned a sublime reputation for his mercurial dexterity and finesse playing jazz guitar, appreciates the work done by craftsmen at the Perreaux factory. Handcrafting is necessary for the attention to detail demanded by the Perreaux design. From the cutting, drilling and anodizing of the rigid aluminum chassis, to the testing, matching and soldering of the transistors, Perreaux's sonic quality is unattainable by mass production.

Al Di Meola's obsession with the highest quality of music reproduction will be evident on his new album 21st Century Guitar due to be released in January 1985 on Manhattan/EMI and pressed on the finest virgin vinyl. If you don't own a Perreaux audio component, you probably won't hear every nuance Al Di Meola has intended for you to hear.
The straight wire with gain is the ideal amplifier.

It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs wholeheartedly.

In the world of audio components, Perreaux does more than anyone else, with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less. The “less” that comes between you and the original music signal, the more it sounds like the original music. In audio, this concept is known as “straight wire with gain”. The ideal amplifier would have no parts other than a wire between the source and the speakers. Perreaux comes closer to this ideal than any other audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI FI FOR PLEASURE says: “There is little more that I can add about the ‘sound’ of the Perreaux as it can’t really be said to contribute any particular character of its own to the musical performance—it is as innocent a component as I have ever been privileged to hear.”

Perreaux circuits are so simple that a single integrated circuit chip usually contains more circuitry than a Perreaux component. No integrated chips or trick circuits are used by Perreaux. Each circuit has been refined over and over again until it accomplishes its task with the shortest circuit path and the fewest parts. Perreaux simply designs the most refined audio components in the world.

Other manufacturers use additional parts to correct for differences in transistors. Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches every transistor. Others use additional parts to block radio interference, Perreaux plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold, creating the most conductive ground plane possible to “absorb” and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers from self destructing, Perreaux power amplifiers require no protection circuitry whatsoever—the stability is inherent in
the design. While other manufacturers require additional circuitry to boost the gain of a low output moving coil phono cartridge, Perreaux preamplifiers accept moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.

Perreaux has even created an amplifier capable of harnessing all the electricity your power company can supply to your home—the PMF5150B. Its brute strength is also derived from elegant simplicity. Perreaux can deliver more massive power than any other home amplifier with only five transistors in the driver stage and twelve transistors at the output. The filter capacitors and power transformer can deliver over 2,000 amps to the circuit, eliminating the need for dual transformers which cause severe phase shifts.

Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing lights or panels that glow in the dark. Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.
Every Perreaux is handcrafted in New Zealand from the finest parts the world has to offer.

Transistors are custom made for Perreaux in the United States. Filter capacitors are built in Japan to Perreaux's specifications. Power transformers are custom built in New Zealand. Polypropylene capacitors in the signal path are carefully selected in West Germany.

Perreaux places each of these superlative parts through stringent test procedures. Over 90% of the transistors tested for use in Perreaux preamplifiers are rejected as not meeting the demanding requirements.

When a circuit is nearly completed, Perreaux continues the quest for perfection by inserting critical circuit elements at the very last, thus "tweaking" each amplifier individually for ultimate performance.

By the time each Perreaux audio component reaches its final quality control stage, it has been through over 100 quality control checks of sonic performance.

The Chassis
Only the finest quality aluminum is used to create a Perreaux chassis. Each aluminum component is blasted with chemically inert glass beads, etched and anodized. To achieve the smooth, even finish of Perreaux, the metal must be completely free of imperfections such as grain pattern. You will see no sanding marks that hide imperfections on a Perreaux front panel. (Other component manufacturers just aren't willing to go to the same expense for the level of craftsmanship that Perreaux demands for a part as basic as the front panel.)

The heat sinks are one of the most com-
APART FROM THE REST

plex extrusions in the world. Designed by Perreaux for maximum heat dissipation, each fin contains over 60 ribs per inch. This attention to the smallest chassis detail maintains the relative temperature of the output devices within \( \pm 1^\circ\text{C} \). Knobs are individually machined from solid aluminum, rather than molded plastic, as on many other supposedly high quality components. All this prompted STEREO REVIEW magazine to say of Perreaux's construction: "This sort of 'no-holds-barred' approach to doing a first rate design and manufacturing job is uncommon in all walks of life these days, and the result is an audio component of which both the manufacturer and the lucky owners can be justly proud."

Perreaux—awarded the Hi Fi Grand Prix for "its Mercedes-like construction" by AUDIO/VIDEO magazine.
PERREEAUX INTRODUCES THE OBsolescence
OF PLANNED OBsolescence

When you acquire a Perreaux audio component, you enter into a company. Our future does not lie in throw-away components, since the components we manufacture do not become obsolete. Our future does not lie in trendy styling, but in the enduring elegance of fit and finish. Perreaux understands that performance can become obsolete by an advance in technology. In fact, Perreaux has been responsible for significant design and manufacturing breakthroughs:

- The first high power MOS-FET amplifier
- The first high power amplifier requiring no protection circuitry
- The first wide bandwidth amplifier (3,000,000 Hz)
- The first preamplifier capable of accepting any phono-cartridge with a single gain stage
- The first passive RIAA phono section with low noise
- The first pre and power amplifier combination with $\pm 1^\circ$ phase accuracy.

When Perreaux develops a new circuit, it makes certain that existing Perreaux amplifiers and preamplifiers can be upgraded to the new technology for substantially less than the cost difference of a new component. Perreaux's classic styling will never appear out of date. You do not purchase Perreaux...you invest in Perreaux.

With your investment in Perreaux, comes the assurance of the highest level of service.

Perreaux is available only at the finest audio specialists. Personnel, trained by Perreaux, both sales and service, have a thorough understanding of each component. They will be happy to install a Perreaux system in your home and be sure it is operating properly. If by chance, your Perreaux should require service, it is backed by the longest warranty period in the industry. We assure you in writing that Perreaux's value is unsurpassed.

Perreaux— the ultimate tool for the reproduction of music.

Classic Stereo
Grand Rapids, Michigan
(616) 957-2130

Perreaux
international 575 Merrick Ave, Westbury, N. Y. 11590 516 683-3000
Dear Editor:

I have a Life Member subscription to Audio, and I have compiled a large quantity of the magazines from Volume 38 (1954) to the present, with only five copies missing in all. In addition, I have 13 more sets, almost all complete.

I also have back issues of Hi-Fi/Stereo Review, QST, Electronics, Radio News and Communications, as well as 25 volumes of Riders TV Service.

I no longer have room to store all these magazines, and wonder if any of your readers would be interested in purchasing them. I have a complete inventory of issues.

Edward Scribner
Schoharie, N.Y.

Editor's Note: If you are interested in purchasing back issues from Mr. Scribner, send a letter to him care of this magazine (1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036). We will forward all inquiries.—A. H.

CD Fulfillment

Dear Editor:

I address this observation to the manufacturers of Compact Discs. The disc itself has the capacity to contain over 60 minutes of music. It is somewhat disappointing to purchase a collection of works just to find out that it only has 34 minutes of music on it. Why not use the Compact Disc to its maximum capacity by filling out the remaining 26 minutes or so with another collection? It would be nice to feel that you get close to 100% of what you pay for, and not just 50%.

Harlan Lassiter
Newport Beach, Cal.

Off the Beaten Format

Dear Editor:

Thank you for mentioning the fact that we offer real-time duplicated cassettes in both Dolby C and "TypeX" (dbx-compatible) formats, in addition to the Dolby B format. (See "Spectrum," February issue).

In addition, we have products in the other two formats Mr. Berger discussed, PCM digital cassettes and 15-ips open-reel tapes on metal reels. We offer all of our releases (over 45 titles) in all formats. Our price for PCM digital cassettes (VHS and Beta formats) ranges from about $25 to $31, while our price for the 15-ips open-reel tapes ranges from about $30 to $36 on metal reels ($5 less on NAB-hub plastic reels). Our open-reel tapes, whether on "standard" tape at 7½ ips or on mastering tape at 7½ or 15 ips, are available in 2- or 4-track with no noise reduction, or with Dolby B, Dolby C, or "TypeX" noise reduction.

Audio readers may also be interested in our plans to offer our complete tape catalog in one additional format, Beta Hi-Fi, for the same price as our PCM digital tapes. I feel that the Beta Hi-Fi system is an excellent choice for the audiophile who wants very high fidelity but doesn't want the expense, trouble, and inconvenience of open reel at 15 or 30 ips, especially with wider tape.

Bob Sellman
Direct-to-Tape Recording Co.
14 Station Ave.
Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035

Erratum

In the feature article, "Cassette Test Update: 12 Formulations," in the September issue, the figures for two Type I and two Type II formulations appeared incorrectly. Below are the correct versions.

Type I: Realistic Low Noise (top) and Supertape Gold

Type II: Swire Laser UHDII (top) and TDK HX-S

I am向前 two in our next column we'll discuss in detail why two magnets is the ideal number for stereo reproduction.
Technics CD Player
Designed for studio use, the SL-P50 includes dual VU meters and a calibrated fader. A "Fader Start" feature automatically starts play, if desired, as soon as the fader is moved from full attenuation, for smooth fade-ins. A display shows track, index, frame and time selected, while another shows the current track and time remaining within that track or the entire disc, plus an analog "map" of the disc's contents. Selection may be made by numeric pad, automatic location, or a manual search dial with resolution switchable between 1 S and 30 S per turn. A monitor speaker with switch and level control is built in, as is a remote-cue indicator lamp. Outputs are balanced-line, selectable at +4 or -20 dBm for 0 VU. A start/stop remote control is included, and a full-control remote is optional. Price: $4,000.00.
For literature, circle No. 100

Pioneer FM/AM Tuner
The F-101T tuner has a built-in clock and timer, which can turn the tuner and associated audio equipment on and off at selected times up to twice a day on an everyday basis, and one additional time on the current day. Other features include a sleep-timer button and memories for up to eight AM and eight FM stations. Price: $269.95.
For literature, circle No. 102

Realistic PZM Microphone
PZM microphones are now available from Radio Shack stores and dealers. The Realistic PZM microphone (No. 33-1090) is a 600-ohm model with response rated from 20 Hz to 18 kHz. It features an on/standby/off switch on its power-supply box and an 18-foot cord with ¼-inch phone plug. One AA battery is required. Price: $39.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

Akai Timer
Unlike most audio timers, the Akai DT-220 can be programmed for up to four events over a one-week period. Events can be set for any specific day, for every day, for all days but Sunday, or for all weekdays. A one-button sleep timer, a light-sensing auto dimmer, and a quartz clock are also included. Price: $149.95.
For literature, circle No. 104

Polk Loudspeakers
The SDA Compact Reference System is a bookshelf-sized version of Polk's Stereo Dimensional Array speaker technology, using acoustic cancellation to minimize stereo imaging anomalies. The enclosures each contain two tweeters, two 6½-inch midrange/woofer units and a 10-inch woofer in the rear. Standard finishes are walnut- and rosewood-grain vinyl, with oak or walnut wood veneers available at extra cost. Price: $395.00 each.
For literature, circle No. 103
Celestion Speaker
The cabinet of the Celestion SL600 is not the usual wood, but a honeycombed aluminum sandwich, to eliminate cabinet resonances. The two-way system measures just 14 in. H x 8 in. W x 9 in. D. Price: $1,500.00 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 108

Niles Audio/Video Switcher
The VSA-1 is a passive matrix switcher for use with video and audio/video systems. All audio circuits are stereo. A four-in, five-out matrix allows complete dubbing and monitoring flexibility for any four video and audio devices, plus a monitor screen and amplifier. Walnut side panels and rack-mount brackets are optional. Price: $149.95.
For literature, circle No. 105

ULTRX Receiver
The top receiver in the new, premium ULTRX line from Sanyo is the R70. It contains a matrix stereo synthesizer for use with monaural signals from TV, VCR and other sources. Other features include 20 station presets and remote control. Output power is 70 watts per channel. Price: $479.95.
For literature, circle No. 106

Hitachi VHS Hi-Fi VCR
Hitachi's VT-88A videocassette recorder uses the new VHS Hi-Fi sound system to achieve 80 dB of dynamic range, with wide frequency response and low wow and flutter, conventional, linear audio tracks are also provided, for full compatibility with existing VCRs and recordings. The front-loading deck has a six-program, 14-day timer and a tuner that can be set up to receive any 14 VHF, UHF or common cable channels. Price: $1,195.00.
For literature, circle No. 109

Linn MC Cartridge
The body of the Linn Karma AL22621 moving-coil cartridge is milled from a solid piece of aluminum, for more rigid coupling of the cartridge to the tonearm and of the cartridge's generating elements to the cartridge body. A new magnetic system allows reduced moving mass with no reduction in stylus mass, which could shorten stylus life. The 470-ohm cartridge weighs only 6 grams. Price: $725.00.
For literature, circle No. 107
**WHAT'S NEW**

**Autotek Car Receiver**
The Model 5770E is Autotek's first receiver in the knobless, DIN E format. It features both DNR and Dolby B NR, usable in FM (and, for DNR, AM) as well as tape modes. It also has auto reverse, key-off eject, six station-preset buttons and a dual-function fader which controls either the internal amplifier or two external ones. Price: $399.95. For literature, circle No. 110.

**Bush Audio Cabinet**
The Gallery Collection Model A665 cabinet holds equipment up to 19 inches wide, but the wood trim edging its glass doors prevents visual gaps when using components as narrow as 17 inches. The doors of the lower storage compartment can be reversed, to show a contrasting dark brown, and the unit moves on hidden casters. The Model A665 is 20 1/2 in. W x 48 in H x 17 3/4 in. D and is finished in pecan. Price: $199.95. For literature, circle No. 111.

**NEC Compact Disc Player**
As with many second-generation CD players, the NEC CD-705E offers more features for less money, and takes up less space than its predecessor. Both the disc and the multi-mode remote control load in drawers; the remote control can also be used in place, to program the system. Selections can be programmed by track number, index number and time within track. The display shows elapsed or remaining time for the track or the entire disc, as well as current track and index numbers. There is also a front-panel headphone-level control. Price: $995.00. For literature, circle No. 112.

**Canton Speaker**
The CT 2000 floor-standing speakers use a modified vent system instead of the company's usual acoustic-suspension design, for higher efficiency and a frequency range from 18 Hz to 30 kHz. The 12.2-inch (310-mm) woofer has a surface coating to suppress resonance and a voice-coil pressure-relief vent. The three-way system also includes a 4.7-inch (120-mm) midrange and a 1-inch (25-mm) titanium-dome tweeter. Price: $2,000.00 per pair in black, white or walnut; $2,250.00 per pair in gloss mahogany. For literature, circle No. 114.

**Denon CD Test Disc**
The Denon Audio Technical CD (38C39-7147) combines musical excerpts (classical, jazz and rock) with computer-generated test signals to provide a series of more than 90 signals for checking CD players and audio systems. Among the test signals are channel identification, separation and phasing tests, group-delay measurements, frequency response sweeps, silent tracks for noise tests, square waves, tone bursts, white noise and many more. Price: $19.95. For literature, circle No. 113.
Onkyo Receiver
A built-in expander increases the dynamic range of music played through the TX-85 receiver. Other features include selectable FM bandwidth, manual high-blend control, and both dbx and DNR noise reduction. Power output is 60 watts. Price: $620.00
For literature, circle No. 116

Luxman Amplifier and Preamplifier
Luxman's Twin-Monolithic C-05 preamplifier features dual tape monitors with record-output defeat and one MC and one switchable MC/MM phono input. The matching M-05 Twin-Monolithic pure Class-A power amplifier delivers 105 watts per channel (bridgeable to 400 watts in mono) in Class A, and features noiseless fans. Both use Lux's Duo/Beta circuitry, oxygen-free copper wire and copper isolation. Prices: C-05 $1,800.00; M-05, $2,800.00.
For literature, circle No. 116

Sansui PCM Digital Audio Processor
The PC-X11 is the second version of Sansui's Tricode PCM processor, used in digital recording on videotape. The Tricode PCM technology allows the use of slow VCR speeds for longer, less expensive recording. The PC-X11 uses a 14-bit linear code.

Bertagni Indoor/Outdoor Speaker
The BES SM90 is a weatherproof, omni-directional speaker designed for indoor or outdoor use. The speaker may be either suspended from the ceiling or placed on the floor, using installation hardware provided. Price: $380.00 each.
For literature, circle No. 118

AKG Mini Headphones
The AKG K-1 mini phone has a unique, pantograph (scissors-type) folding headband, which allows it to be carried in a pocket or in the protective case provided. The case can be worn on a belt. An adaptor is supplied for use with the quarter-inch headphone jacks in home hi-fi systems. The K-1 weighs 2.3 ounces. Price: $29.00.
For literature, circle No. 119
Previously we have explored time sampling, amplitude quantization, and aliasing. We have seen that band-limited sampling is a lossless process, that the problem of aliasing can be largely overcome through an input low-pass filter, and that quantization stubbornly determines the signal-to-noise ratio inherent in our digitization system.

If we specify a high sampling rate and a steep filter, sampling and aliasing cease to be meaningful obstacles to the high-fidelity recording and reproduction of audio. But quantization is a different story; that error floor is directly determined by the number of bits in the system.

Although a 16-bit system would yield a theoretical signal-to-noise ratio of 98 dB, it is disturbing, at least conceptually, to know that there is still some error down there and that as the signal amplitude decreases to the order of one least-significant bit (LSB)—that is, one quantization increment—an error might even be audible under certain signal conditions.

In any case, quantization always destroys some information, which can create unexpected problems. Let's look at those problems as well as an extremely nifty remedy for quantization error.

Digital signals are made up of discrete bits. This is a real blessing; it permits us to employ fantastic digital methods for processing and storage. However, in quantization, the discrete nature of digital and the ensuing amplitude increments can create nonlinearity. Consider the case of a signal with amplitude on the order of one quantization increment (Fig. 1), as proposed by John Vanderkooy and Stanley P. Lipshitz [1].

The signal value would either vary within one increment, resulting in a d.c. signal or cross back and forth across the increment threshold, resulting in a square-wave output signal. That square wave, created at very low levels, suggests that quantization ultimately acts like a hard limiter; in other words, severe distortion takes place. This quantized fluctuation in the noise floor is perceived as a particularly nasty kind of sound, which is called 'granulation noise' because it has been described as a gritty sound. To make matters worse, a square wave is rich in odd harmonics, extending far beyond the Nyquist (half-sampling) frequency, thus, our dear friend aliasing reappears after the anti-aliasing low-pass filter.

Consider the example of a low-level sine wave of 15.333 kHz in a 44-kHz sampling system. The third harmonic creates a 2-kHz component, the fifth harmonic a 32.666-kHz component, the seventh harmonic a 193.333-kHz component, etc. An entire quantization error spectrum has been created, and the anti-aliasing filter is powerless to stop it; these are entirely new components not masked by the original fundamental or its harmonics. If the harmonics are very close to a multiple of the sampling frequency, the beat tones drift through the frequency origin to produce a sound called 'bird-singing' or 'birdies'.

Okay, here we are destroying perfectly good information and creating entirely off-the-wall information; even worse, this junk has been euphemistically renamed. Of course, this effect occurs for very low-amplitude input signals; thus, the amplitude of the distortion is also very low. However, it can also happen for higher level input signals of very narrow band. It's a question of the degree of statistical correlation between successive samples. In much the same way that white noise is perceptually benign because successive values of the signal are random (whereas predictable noise signals are more perceptible), we desire noise input signals, and they resulting errors, to be uncorrelated to be least audible.

For broad-band, low-level audio signals, the correlation factor is about 0.5, and for low-level signals it decreases to 0.01. But it rises again for narrow-band signals. Quantization error is least perceptible with broad-band audio signals, the correlation is low, and the resulting error is very similar to white noise. But for low-level or narrow-band signals, the error takes on a new, more troubling guise. Yet there is a solution.

A conversion system must suppress any digital quality of its noise. Obviously, the number of bits could be increased, with a resultant decrease in error by 6 dB per bit. This is uneconomical, and it has been estimated that two extra bits would be needed to reduce granulation noise satisfactorily.

An alternative is to add a small amount of analog white noise to the input signal; this noise is referred to as "dither." Dither has been around for a long time (at least since its use in video technology, circa 1950), but it is only now being applied to audio technology. The point of dither is that a small amount of noise removes the quantization artifacts from a signal—it doesn't mask the artifacts, it removes them.
Let's reconsider our example of a signal crossing a quantization threshold. But this time, let's add a dither signal equal to two quantizing steps.

The result (Fig. 2) is a duty-cycle modulation which still preserves the information of the original signal. As Barry Blesser has pointed out [2], the average value of the quantized signal can move continuously between two levels, and thus the incremental danger of quantization has been alleviated. The familiar square wave is output from the digital-to-analog converter as the limiting action takes place. But when dither with an amplitude of one LSB is added, a duty-cycle-modulated waveform results. While this might still look distinctly digital,

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{INPUT} & \rightarrow \text{D/A converter} & \text{OUTPUT} \\
\text{INPUT} & \rightarrow \text{D/A converter} & \text{OUTPUT}
\end{align*} \]

Fig. 2—With dither, the quantized signal is duty-cycle-modulated, reproducing more of the original signal information without quantization noise.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{AMPLITUDE} & \rightarrow \text{TIME} \\
\text{AMPLITUDE} & \rightarrow \text{TIME} \\
\text{AMPLITUDE} & \rightarrow \text{TIME} \\
\text{AMPLITUDE} & \rightarrow \text{TIME}
\end{align*} \]

Fig. 3—Small threshold-crossing signal, as output from D/A converter (a) without dither, (b) with one-LSB dither, (c) after averaging 32 times, and (d) after averaging 960 times.
Granulation noise sounds nasty, and its harmonics pass the Nyquist limit, reintroducing aliasing after the anti-aliasing filter.

Our ears are quite good at resolving narrow-band signals below the noise floor because of the averaging properties of the ear's basilar membrane. It behaves like a 1.5-octave filter with a Q of 4, such that the quantization error (which has been given a white-noise character by dither) is averaged out by the ear, and the original narrow-band sine wave is heard without distortion. In other words, dither changes the digital nature of the quantization error into a white noise, and the ear may then resolve signals with levels well below one quantization level.

I think that is a startling and important conclusion: With dither, the resolution of a digitization system is below the least significant bit. By encoding the audio signal with dither to produce modulation of the information, we may later recover that information, even though it might be smaller than the smallest increment of the quantizer. Exactly how is the dither produced? The mathematical definition for the best kind of dither is, "a noise with rectangular probability density with peak-to-peak amplitude exactly equal to one quantization increment." However, this is a difficult signal to generate, and an ordinary Gaussian (white) noise can be used. In fact, a digital system might not even need a dither circuit, because the residual analog noise in the input stages or the input audio signal itself can act as dither. The performance price? A degradation of about 1.5 dB in the broad-band noise floor of the digitization system results, an increase which is negligible compared to the signal-to-error ratio inherent in the digital system.

Dither thus represents a unique and unlikely concept. The idea of adding analog noise to a digital system seems like a strange idea. But, as we have seen, the bottom line is lower distortion and, thus, higher fidelity for the digital system. I think it demonstrates the first stages of maturity in the design of digital audio systems. The nuances of detail are becoming apparent, and the sound just keeps getting better and better.

References
Tandberg's advanced engineering offers less.

Tandberg's dedicated staff of audiophile engineers long ago decided that ideally there should be nothing between the listener and the music...no IM, no THD...no audition distortion of any kind.

However, in the real world of audio electronics, "nothing" wasn't easy to come by, virtually every aspect of the signal path, and the circuitry that supports it, required reevaluation. Tandberg embarked on a 5-year research project to systematically localize and eliminate every source of audible distortion however subtle.

In Pursuit of Nothing

The practical result of our concentrated research effort is the remarkable TPA 3006A Power Amplifier. Breaking new ground, and old rules, the TPA 3006A employs unique zero feedback MOSFET output stages. This is a difficult design topology, but the only one guaranteed to eliminate the audible time domain distortions undetected by conventional test methods. Available power output is 150 watts per channel into 8 ohms and 235 watts per channel into 4 ohms, with less than 0.02% THD/IM.

And, although MOSFETs have been used before, our constant-source impedance driver stage design is specifically engineered, for the first time, to take full advantage of these remarkable output devices.

The voltage and current limiting protection circuits of conventional amplifier designs also proved to be major obstacles to full fidelity. Tandberg's MOSFET configuration eliminates the need for all such circuit limitations; the MOSFET stages themselves are maintained at full linearity by a unique Voltage Comparator Circuit. The TPA 3006A, therefore, has an output-current capacity exceeding 25 amperes per channel, supported by a massive, tightly regulated toroidal transformer power supply with over 30,000 microfarads of filter/storage capacitance.

Damaging DC is kept from the output signal path via our (patented) Thermic Servo Loop system that monitors the amplifier's output, automatically and instantaneously rebiassing the amplifier as necessary...but, unlike other designs, with no connection whatsoever to the musical signal.

Once the major areas of power amplifier distortion were eliminated, Tandberg engineers were free to pursue the much more subtle, less definable sources of sound degradation.

Further technical nuances

Tandberg's pursuit of absolute fidelity led to the use of carefully chosen, costly high tolerance components: 1% metal-film resistors for their stability and low noise, plus sonically superior polycarbonate capacitors (instead of electrolytic and ceramic types) are used in all audio stages. And, all audio stages employ discrete (no ICs)

TANDBERG

Tandberg has even reevaluated circuit board design. The lowest possible noise levels and totally identical performance between channels could be realized only when there is symmetrical parts layout and the reverse side of the circuit boards copper-plated to form a shielding ground plane, all housed in an unusually compact, nonmagnetic, anodized extruded-aluminum chassis.

Compact & Cost Effective

Never before has a power amplifier of this degree of performance been compact enough to match our TCA 3002A Preamplifier and the world-famous TPT 3001A Programmable Tuner.

It should be evident that in the TPA 3006A, Tandberg has mounted an all out assault on audible distortion, breaking new ground in those areas that elude conventional measurements...and designers.

The final proof, of course, is in the sound. Audition the TPA 3006A at your Tandberg dealer...and hear why our engineers feel that they have achieved a quality of music reproduction comparable to the most costly esoteric units, in a compact, cost-effective design that is unobtrusive in any room setting.

For a Technical Paper on the remarkable TPA 3006A Power Amplifier and a beautiful color poster showing the complete Tandberg family of purist audio components, send $2 for postage and handling to: Tandberg of America, Dept. AM, One Labriola Court, P O Box 58, Armonk, N. Y. 10504.
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POWER COUPLER DEMONSTRATION IS AVAILABLE AT MOST OF THE FULL-LINE DEALERS LISTED...

However, many additional Dealers—too numerous to list here—are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our “Dealer Locator Operator.”

ARIZONA
Tucson
8 & A ELECTRONICS
Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
HI-FI FRAMEWORKS SOUNT CO.
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
Davis
WORLD ELECTRONICS
Palo Alto
WESTERN AUDIO
Sacramento
NEAL'S SPEAKERS
San Francisco
WORLD ELECTRONICS

SO. CALIFORNIA
Phone 714-556-6191, ask for "Dealer Locator Operator" (Insufficient space to list all Dealers in this area)

COLORADO
U.S. STEREO STORES
Englewood
GOLD SOUND
Colorado Springs
THE SOUND SHOP

CONNECTICUT
Danbury
CARSTON STUDIOS
East Hartford
ELECTRONIC WORLD
Stamford
COUNTY AUDIO

DELAWARE
Sover
SOUND STUDIO
Newark
SOUND STUDIO
Wilmington
SOUND STUDIO

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
CAPTAIN VIDEO
Fort Lauderdale
CAPTAIN VIDEO
Fort Walton Beach
CAPTAIN VIDEO
Miami
CAPTAIN VIDEO
Ft. Lauderdale
CAPTAIN VIDEO

GEORGIA
Atlanta
AUDIO UNLIMITED
Columbus
STEREO DESIGNS

HAWAI'I
Hilo
YAFUSO TV APPLIANCE
Honolulu
HARRY'S AUDIO
VIDEO LIFE

IDAHO
Idaho Falls
PHASE 4 STEREO

ILLINOIS
Chicago
MUSICRAFT
Oak Park
AUDIO PLUS

MISSOURI
Kansas City
SUPERIOR SOUND

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
LIGHTS & SOUNDS FANTASTIC

NEVADA
Las Vegas
UNIVERSITY PRO AUDIO

NEW JERSEY, N.J.
Wildwood
SEASHORE STEREO

NEW YORK CITY,
NORTHERN N.J.
Phone: 201-947-9300, ask for "Dealer Locator Operator" (Insufficient space to list all Dealers in this area)

NEW YORK, UPSTATE
Albany
SOUNDS GREAT
Buffalo
PURCHASE RADIO

OHIO
Akron
OHIO SOUND
Canton
OHIO SOUND
Cleveland
BB APPLIANCE

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
JOHNSON TV & SOUND

OREGON
Corvallis
PENNINGTON'S AUDIO
Eugene
BRADFORD'S HI FIDELITY

PENNSYLVANIA
Chambersburg
SUNRISE ELECTRONICS
Hermelain
CUSTOM SOUND CO.
Lebanon
MARTY'S MUSIC
McKeesport
Hi Fi CENTER

PUERTO RICO
San Juan
LAS FABRICAS
CAPTAIN VIDEO

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
NORTON STEREO
Greenville
GON JONES STEREO

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls
GOURLEY DISTRIBUTING PRO AUDIO

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
COLLEGE HI FI

TEXAS
Arlington
SOUND IDEA
Beaumont
BROCK AUDIO
Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Midland
FOLGER'S ENTERTAINMENT

UTAH
Ogden
INKLEY'S
Salt Lake City
INKLEY'S

VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED

WASHINGTON
Bremerton
EVERGREEN AUDIO

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
THE SOUND POST

WISCONSIN
Appleton
AMERICAN TV
Madison
SPECIALIZED SOUND

WI.
Waukesha
PORT OF SOUND

WI.
Milwaukee
PORT OF SOUND

WISCONSIN
Oshkosh
AUDIO PLUS
Soundcraftsmen presents...

BIG POWER FOR YOUR RECEIVER

Add the power you need for the new digital, dbx or Dolby recordings—without obsoleting your present stereo system!

PC-1...just $39.00!

Don't sell or trade in your stereo receiver just because you need more power!

The Preamplifier section of your receiver can now be instantly coupled to a Soundcraftsmen high-power amplifier with the amazing new PC-1 Power Coupler.

The PC-1 connects to your receiver (or integrated amplifier) speaker terminals, perfectly matching the inputs of any Soundcraftsmen amplifier!

Ask your Dealer—(opposite page)—to Demonstrate the PC-1 with the new PCR800 Power Amp...

410 watts—MOSFET—$449.00

205 watts per channel @ 8 ohms, 20 Hz–20 KHz, less than 0.05% THD...

300 watts per channel @ 4 ohms...

"PHASE-CONTROL-REGULATION"®

Soundcraftsmen's research into Digital Audio Technology has resulted in a major advance in amplifier design—Phase Control Regulation®. The world's first PCR amplifier, the PCR800, sets continuous performance and reliability standards never before possible in audiophile equipment.

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST, LIGHTEST, MOST POWERFUL CONTINUOUS POWER STEREO AMPLIFIER!

DIGITAL QUARTZ AM-FM-FM STEREO TUNER...

AM-FM-FM Stereo Tuner with 7 AM, 7 FM Station Presets, Automatic or Manual Scanning, Active High Blend Circuitry...$299.

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS...

Featuring—97dB Phone S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for Mono Operation of Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, Push-Button Patch Bay with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs, 10-octave EQ, Precision Passive Coil EQ Circuitry and Differential/Comparator® for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic-Range Material. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EQ's...from $399.

REAL-TIME SCAN-ALYZER/EQUALIZERS AND EQUALIZERS, ACCURACY TO 0.1dB...

REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator® circuitry makes possible Accuracy to 0.1dB Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion. Scan-Alyzer Models With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone necessary. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EQ's...from $189.

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND MOSFET AMPLIFIERS, 125 TO 555 WATTS P/C...

The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifier Models, featuring Class H Dual Signal-Tracking Power Supply, Auto-Buffer® for Continuous 2-Ohm Operation, No Current-Limiting, Power MOSFET circuitry for Highest Reliability, Calibrated LED meters, A, B, and AB Speaker Switching...from $449.

FREE! 16-PAGE FULL-COLOR BROCHURE, $19.95 EQ-EVALUATION KIT, Includes 1-12" LP Frequency Spectrum Analysis Test Record, 2-sets of Computer Charts, 1-Connector Cable for comparison test, 1-instruction folder for use with your present stereo system, JUST WRITE TO US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD # 30 for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.


Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card
DIGITAL DYNAMITE FROM TDK.

TDK enters the digital recording era with a BANG! Introducing our exclusive HX-S metal-particle formulation for Type II (High-Bias) recordings. It delivers everything promised by metal tape—on any cassette deck with a Type II switch.

High frequency saturation ceases to be a problem since TDK HX-S is capable of an MOL of +4 dB at 10 kHz.

HX-S also delivers exceptional high-end response. Plus a wide dynamic range. With further improvements in overall sensitivity of up to 1.5 dB.

These superior recording characteristics make HX-S perfect for dubbing high-powered, treble-intensive digital source material with optimum results.

And TDK makes sure the performance never fizzes, with our specially engineered, trouble-free Laboratory Standard cassette mechanism for curability and reliability. Plus the assurance of our Lifetime Warranty.

So before you try any other cassette, pick up TDK HX-S, the first metal particle formulation for Type I (High-Bias) and digitally-sourced recordings.

It's absolutely digital dynamite!
Is the Price Right?

Q. I purchased a high-quality cassette deck, costing over $500, about 15 months ago. Recently, I took it back to where I bought it to have the deck cleaned and checked. I was told it would cost me $60 in labor plus the cost of parts to correct the following: Azimuth misalignment of the playback head; excessively fast speed, erratic motion of the take-up reel, and bias out of adjustment. Is this an excessive price? If I am going to have to pay this much each year for service, is it really worth having a deck like this?—Richard Butia, New Wilmington, Pa.

A. For a high-quality deck, the price doesn’t seem out of line. After all, it costs more to service a Cadillac than a Chevrolet. On the other hand, you could choose to live with your deck as it is if you hear nothing wrong, and wait until something goes obviously wrong before you seek repairs. But I don’t think this is the way to go. As with a car that you value, you should be prepared to periodically pay repair and maintenance costs for your tape deck.

Taping AM

Reader Harrison Pierce Reed III has some cautions about taping AM broadcasts in the Dolby mode.

When taping AM radio, unless one is practically on top of the transmitter, Dolby noise reduction should never be used. The 19-kHz filter in the deck will be practically worthless, because the problem is caused by other frequencies. The problem frequencies include heterodynes at 10 and 20 kHz. Additional heterodynes are caused by the many Caribbean stations that operate on half-channels—for example, 1,035 kHz—and European stations that are spaced at 9-kHz intervals. Further, noise frequencies are generated by cross-modulation of sidebands. This mesh may be acceptable to the ear, but the Dolby circuit sees it as legitimate treble energy and tries to follow it. The Dolby will go nuts.

If one insists on Dolby encoding when recording AM, one must settle only for clear-channel, 50,000-watt stations that are nearby, and tape only from two hours after sunrise until two hours before sunset. And one cannot tape during the colder months, when skip signals of 1,000 miles or more are common during midday. Even if taping during the time of year when skip signals are virtually nonexistent, one had better make sure there is no adjacent-channel station within the remotest ground-wave distance, and had better hope there isn’t a thunderstorm anywhere within 800 miles.

In sum, no matter what AM tuner is used, one is hardly going to tape AM satisfactorily with Dolby on unless the signal is so strong that it overloads the tuner’s front end, resulting in gross distortion! Anyway, considering how noisy and low-fi AM typically is, it is not going to benefit much from Dolby. I am aware that some AM broadcasters, especially in hight-budget major markets, do an excellent job of producing audio signals worthy of the best on FM. However, the AM medium itself adds too much distortion unless one lives a noise-distance from the station. Something as critical as Dolby tracking requires at least the reliability of FM reception quality to work properly.

Dubbing-Deck Quality

Q. High-speed dubbing cassette decks, such as those made by Radio Shack and Technics, may save time when dubbing, but will the quality of sound on the dubbed tape match the original’s? I’ve been told these systems introduce distortion and reduce sound quality, but I thought higher tape speeds meant less information per tape area, thus improving sound quality.—Theodore Floyd, Tampa, Fla.

A. Try the model of your choice, connected to a good demo system in the store, and see if you can hear a difference when you play back the dubbed tape.

In general, any copy will add some THD and noise. Also, with Dolby B and C NR, there may well be tracking problems with high-speed duping, since the normal procedure (decode the tape you’re playing and re-encode for the tape you’re recording) will be thrown off because the frequencies on the tapes will temporarily be transposed up. The only way to prevent this would be to copy Dolby tapes without any Dolby circuits switched on—and to make that work, you’ll have to set your recording levels so that a recording made on the dubber would have precisely the same level as the tape it was copied from. You might try dubbing a Dolby-level test tape to check and adjust the level match.

Dubbing at high speed does not change the information per tape area. If the tape speeds are doubled, then the frequencies are also doubled, which neutralizes the effect. For example, a 1-kHz tone on a normal-speed cassette will occupy about 0.05 mm of tape. Double the playback speed, and that tone’s frequency becomes 2 kHz—just long enough to record onto 0.05 mm of a tape being recorded at double speed. The tone’s recorded wavelength stays the same, even though its frequency has been temporarily doubled.

Magnetic Field Danger

Q. I have bought an old tube amp (it was cheap and has a nice sound) which comes in a wood cabinet and has several large transformers inside. Should I go to great lengths to keep my tapes away from this amp? Or is it okay to place my cassette deck next to the amp?—Paul Rubin, Berkeley, Cal.

A. Ordinarily, tapes are safe if they are kept at least 3 inches distant from magnetic fields which may be emitted by the transformers in audio equipment. Therefore, it is probably safe to place your cassette deck alongside your amplifier.

Warp Frequency Problem

Q. I hope you can help me with a problem involving my cassette and 8-track decks; I have written to the manufacturers but have never received an answer. Whenever I copy a phono record onto 8-track tape, the drums, cymbals, and handclaps are distorted in playback. This makes the background very raspy and produces a terrible swooshing sound. When I record from the cassette deck to the 8-track deck, this does not happen, and the recording is perfect. I have had the 8-track deck checked, and it is fine. I use only the best 8-track cartridges and am not overloading the tape, as I have tried recording at various levels. Phono...
When dubbing records, subsonic warp frequencies can make some tape decks block, distort or oscillate.

records play fine, and my cassette tapes of these records are also fine. Prerecorded 8-track cartridges play excellently on the 8-track deck. It is only when I try to record phonos discs onto 8-track cartridges that I experience distortion.—Bill Schuh, Scottsdale, Ariz.

A. Others have run into a problem such as yours. The answer appears to be that the electronics of the offending deck (in your case, the 8-track unit) are unable to handle all frequencies presented to them at high or even moderate levels. Specifically, the deck is unable to handle the warp frequency generated by many discs and therefore presented by the phono pickup and phono preamp. The warp frequency is too low to be audible to the human ear, but it exists and is amplified by the bass boost supplied by the phono preamp. Given such a frequency, the electronics of a tape deck may block, distort, and/or oscillate.

On the other hand, it appears that your cassette deck, apparently of high quality, can accept the warp frequency without trouble. However, its output drops sharply below about 20 or 30 Hz, so very little of the warp frequency remains in the signal presented to your 8-track deck. Therefore, the 8-track works satisfactorily when dubbing from cassette.

Flat Spots

Q. My car cassette deck does not automatically eject the tape when the motor is turned off, and tapes are therefore forgotten at times and remain in play position. Can this damage any of the parts and cause a deterioration in playback response?—Samuel J. Neiditch, Redlands, Cal.

A. Yes. If the tape remains in operating position, this may cause the pressure roller to develop a flat spot at the place of contact with the tape and capstan, resulting in wow. If the mechanism contains rubber drive wheels, these may also tend to develop flats. The flat is not necessarily permanent, because the rubber tends to have a "memory" of its original shape, but it may tend to become so if the deck is in play position long enough. It's difficult to define long enough; a few minutes of engagement is unlikely to do harm, but a few hours very well may.
CLASSES on CASSETTES!

ALSO AVAILABLE ON STEREO RECORDS

BOLLING-SUITE FOR CELLO & JAZZ PIANO TRIO

YO-YO MA, CELLO

HERNAN PINERO, PIANO

SIR GEORGE SOZIT

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI

ANGEL

New arrivals are ready to start or add to your collection of the world’s greatest music—on easy-to-store, easy-to-play, carefree tape cassettes! As a member of CBS Masterworks, you can get 11 cassettes at once for only $100, plus shipping and handling, if you prefer, you may take your 11 selections on stereo records.

Your only membership obligation is to buy just eight more selections in the coming three years, at the regular Club prices (which currently are $7.98 to $9.98, plus shipping and handling. Multi-set and Double Selections may be somewhat higher).

How the Club works: every four weeks (3 times a year) you’ll receive our Music Magazine. It describes the "Classical Selection of the Month," plus scores of other classical releases and many other selections from other fields of music. In addition, up to six times a year we may send you some special issue of the Magazine, offering extra-special savings. So you’ll have up to 19 buying opportunities during the year.

There is no obligation to accept the "Selection of the Month"—you order only the recordings you want when you want them. A special response card will be enclosed with each Music Magazine—mail it by the date specified to order or reject any Selection. And if you want only the "Selection of the Month," do nothing—it will be shipped automatically.

What’s more, you’ll have at least ten full days in which to make your decision—if you ever have less time than that, feel free to return the "Selection of the Month" at our expense.

You may cancel membership at any time after you’ve purchased 8 selections or continue under our generous money-saving bonus plan. And if not satisfied for any reason, just return your introductory shipment within 10 days and your membership will be canceled and you will owe nothing.

Note: selections with two numbers are 2-record sets or double length tapes. Each of these 'double selections' counts as 2—so write in both numbers.

COLUMBIA CLASSICAL CLUB
Columbia House, Terre Haute, IN 47881

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. Send me the 11 classical selections listed here for only $100, plus shipping and handling. I agree to buy eight more selections (at regular Club prices) in the coming three years—and may cancel membership at any time after I’ve purchased 8 selections.

SEND MY SELECTIONS IN THIS TYPE OF RECORDING (be sure to check one):
- Tape Cassettes
- Stereo Records

Send me these 11 Selections:

1. Gershwin's Greatest Hits—Rhapsody in Blue; An American in Paris (Columbia, Digital; CBS Masterworks)
2. Kroll’s Greatest Hits—Orchestra; Elgin State Theatre (3 CBS Masterworks)
3. Pavarotti’s Greatest Hits—100 Years of the Metropolitan Opera (Angel; CBS Masterworks)
4. The Greatest Baritones—Caruso; Callas; Pavarotti (CBS Masterworks)
5. The Greatest Tenors—Ponchielli; Jussiw; Schiller (CBS Masterworks)
6. The Great Opera Choruses—Choruses, Vocalists; etc. (CBS Masterworks)
7. Beethoven's Greatest Moments—Symphonies; Concertos; etc. (CBS Masterworks)
8. Mozart's Greatest Moments—Symphonies; Concertos; etc. (CBS Masterworks)
9. Verdi's Greatest Moments—Aida; Rigoletto; La Traviata; etc. (CBS Masterworks)
10. The Greatest Ballets—Schoenberg; Prokofiev; Stravinsky; etc. (CBS Masterworks)
11. The Greatest Popular Hits—Husky; Johnson; Sinatra; etc. (CBS Masterworks)

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Do you have a telephone? (Check one) YES NO

Do you have a credit card? (Check one) YES NO

Please enter your telephone number:

Please complete the information below for delivery of your selections.

© 1983 CBS Inc. All rights reserved. Please write for details of alternative offer.
AudioClinic

Joseph Giovanelli

Tuner Antenna Connections and Pilot Lamp

Q. My tuner is connected to a 75-ohm outdoor FM antenna via a balun transformer attached to the tuner’s 300-ohm input. Recently, while reconnecting the tuner to the cable, I accidentally connected it to the 75-ohm input. When I turned the unit on, the dial light flashed on and, a moment later, off. The light has not worked since. The tuner itself works perfectly. What made this happen? Is it likely that any other damage has been done? And would I get better performance if I took the balun out of the circuit and connected the cable directly to the 75-ohm input terminals?—Patrick J. Callery, Massapequa Park, N.Y.

A. You will be glad to learn that the lamp’s burning out and the accidental connection of your cable directly to the tuner were coincidental events. Replace the lamp and all should be fine.

The balun serves as an impedance-matching device when placed between the 300-ohm input and the 75-ohm transmission line. It also creates the balanced condition needed by the tuner’s 300-ohm input and the unbalanced arrangement required by the transmission line. However, considering that you have a 75-ohm input, you should connect the transmission line directly to this input. It is unbalanced and of the proper impedance for matching the transmission line. Eliminating the balun removes a device which introduces a small amount of signal loss. As long as your tuner can live without it, don’t use the balun.

Disc Stabilizers and Turntable Speed

Q. I have used a disc stabilizer for some time. When I do so, I see that the platter drops about 1/16 of an inch. I am concerned this drop can harm my direct-drive motor. Do you think the disc stabilizer is too heavy? (It weighs about 600 g.) When the stabilizer is used, will it change the speed of the turntable?—C. K. Chan, Long Island City, N.Y.

A. On direct-drive turntables, the platter and the motor are one unit; so if the platter sinks, the motor is sinking with it. If you check your turntable carefully, you’ll probably find that the extra weight is either making the entire base sink on its suspension or making the motor and platter assembly sink slightly on its shock mounts. There should be no immediate harm, as long as no rotating parts are made to rub against the base and the arm and turntable remain rigidly coupled so that their relative positions do not change. In the very long run, there might possibly be extra wear on the motor bearings; check with the manufacturer of the turntable on that.

On other types of turntables, additional problems could occur if the weight made the platter sink or tilt relative to the motor. Bearing wear would affect platter motion, but not the motor. The stabilizer should not affect turntable speed. Its added mass may make the turntable take somewhat longer to come up to proper speed. But once it is running at speed, no adverse effects should be noticed.

Tonearm Wiring

Q. My question relates to phonograph wiring: Why is there a separate left-channel ground and a right-channel ground? Would not one ground suffice? Electrically, it is all the same at the phono inputs. Additionally, one less wire in the tonearm would be beneficial from a mass/pivot-friction standpoint.—Nicholas A. Sisco, Jr., Columbus, Ohio

A. You are correct about tonearm wiring regarding the reduction of mass and drag, but the grounding situation is something else again. If a common ground is used for both channels, there is a risk of hum resulting from a ground loop. By using two separate grounds, it is possible to keep electrical grounding as close to its corresponding input as is practical, eliminating this ground-loop problem.

Eliminating Static from Phonographs

One problem which has been brought up again and again with turntables is static electricity. It is an inevitable, but unwanted, byproduct of cleaning and playing your phonograph records.

Since I purchased the Discwasher Zerostat, I have eliminated this problem to a certain extent. But, there always seemed to be a static charge remaining on the record and the turntable mat. In the end I still had a statically charged record and a statically charged mat—both of which draw dust, further complicating things.

I was particularly interested in removing static electricity from the turntable mat without having to purchase an additional mat. After I “sprayed” the stationary disc (about 12 inches above its center), I would touch the center tip of the Zerostat to the center spindle and slowly squeeze the trigger. This effectively removed any static electricity from the turntable mat.

Since a static charge could enter the ground system and damage the phonograph preamp, amp and possibly the loudspeaker systems, you should turn the volume down and set the program selector to a position other than phono before using the Zerostat.

In summary, by using a Zerostat gun on both the record and the turntable platter, static electricity can be effectively controlled.—Fred Botway, North Merrick, N.Y.

Noise Generators and RTAs

Q. What’s the purpose of a real-time spectrum analyzer and a pink-noise generator in an equalizer?—Elmer F. Maye, Jr., Coram, N.Y.

A. The spectrum analyzer and pink-noise generator help determine the frequency response of a sound system (including the room’s acoustics), while the equalizer is used to correct any deficiencies thus discovered.

In use, the pink-noise generator provides a signal having equal energy in every octave of the sound spectrum. The real-time analyzer shows the system’s output level in each of several (usually 10) frequency bands, so you can tell in which bands the signal should be boosted and in which it should be cut to obtain flat response.

Phonograph Hum

Q. Two or three times a week I hear a low-frequency hum produced by some disorder in my turntable. When it occurs, it is accompanied by the loss of one channel. I can cure the problem

If you have a problem or question about audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at Audio Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Dolby® HX Pro

Dolby HX Pro™ headroom extension is a program-adaptive bias technique which can significantly improve the quality of cassette recordings. High-level frequencies can be recorded more accurately, without sacrificing signal-to-noise ratio, while such side effects of tape saturation as distortion are reduced. For both the home recordist and the duplicator of pre-recorded cassettes, Dolby HX Pro improves the performance of good conventional tapes to match that of costlier, more exotic formulations, and even the more expensive tapes benefit from Dolby HX Pro.

The problem of self-bias

Even when a cassette deck is adjusted for the nominally optimum bias for a given tape, performance is nevertheless compromised under some signal conditions. In particular, music which is rich in high frequencies has what's called a self-biasing effect. The musical high frequencies act in and of themselves as recording bias on the tape, effectively adding to the external bias supplied by the recorder's bias oscillator. The net result under such signal conditions is momentarily too much effective bias, which leads to the familiar symptoms of tape saturation. The highest frequencies don't get recorded at all, and considerable IM distortion is generated at lower frequencies.

How Dolby HX Pro deals with the problem

Dolby HX Pro uses a special circuit which constantly monitors the total effective bias — a combination of bias from the recorder's oscillator and self-bias contributed by the musical signal — while the recording is being made. If it senses the total bias increasing beyond the optimum level as a result of high frequencies in the music, it instantly compensates for the increase by lowering the bias from the recorder's oscillator, thus keeping the total effective bias constant. Even on music with a great deal of high-frequency energy, the tape remains optimally biased, and so tape saturation and its side effects are significantly reduced. The improvement in high-frequency headroom can be 6 dB or more, depending on the particular tape formulation. No decoding is necessary to realize the benefits of Dolby HX Pro.

Spectral analysis of two high-speed (32 times) cassette recordings of the same selection of rock music show the highest levels accumulated over time at each frequency. Both recordings were made on conventional iron oxide tape of the type favored for commercial cassette duplicating; in this example, the high-frequency headroom improvement provided by Dolby HX Pro is as much as 10 dB.

Improve both the cassettes you make and those you buy

Dolby HX Pro technology, developed by Bang & Olufsen with the assistance of Dolby Laboratories, is provided along with Dolby noise reduction in home cassette deck models from Aiwa, B&O and Harmon-Kardon.

Just as important, Dolby HX Pro can be applied to high-speed cassette duplication, where its ability to improve good conventional tape formulations is economically, as well as sonically, significant. Commercial duplicating facilities are now equipped, and the first pre-recorded cassettes made with Dolby HX Pro (as well as Dolby noise reduction) are available from the following labels: Capitol, Liberty, EMI/America, Angel, Warner Brothers, Electra/Asylum, and Atlantic.

For further information, including a complete technical explanation of Dolby HX Pro, contact Dolby Laboratories at the address below.

DOLBY HX PRO
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Intermittent cartridge contact can occur at the cartridge terminals, inside the cartridge, or at the headshell connections.

by tapping on my phono cartridge, but I am afraid of damaging the cartridge. Is there a wiring problem?—Bill Bales, Roanoke, Va.

A. There are several possible causes for your problem. The most likely is that one of the slide lugs which fit over the terminals of your cartridge

is loose and intermittently fails to make good electrical contact. It is probably a ground connection. (When a "hot" lead is intermittent, it does not tend to produce hum.) Remove the slide terminal, gently squeeze it with pliers, and then replace it. If you have not squeezed the lug too much, it will now fit snugly over the terminal and the hum should disappear.

A similar problem involving the cartridge terminals can occur if the electrical connection from the coil to the terminal within the cartridge is not properly attached. This problem cannot be fixed; you will need to replace your cartridge or have it repaired by the manufacturer.

Intermittent contact can also occur where the shell's contacts mate with those within the tonearm. A little squirt of contact cleaner on these terminals will generally cure problems that result from oxidation but not those caused by weak spring tension. If the springs are a part of the shell, all that is needed is a new shell. If, however, these contacts are within the tonearm, then the arm must be repaired by its manufacturer.

The final possibility is less likely, but I am including it for the sake of completeness. Check all of the connections on the cables which connect your turntable to the rest of the sound system. Sometimes the plugs' skirts will widen with repeated insertions and withdrawals. Squeeze them gently and reinsert them into their sockets. All should then he well. There is also the chance of a cable defect, usually found at the connector. Although rarer, it can happen that the "hot" connector inside the equipment has enlarged, resulting in an intermittent connection. The equipment must be opened, the connector on the offending socket squeezed a bit, and the plug reattached.

From the Amber Collection of Fine Musical Instruments:

The Model 17 Preamplifier.

The Model 17 Preamplifier epitomizes Amber's dedication to sophistication made simple... and incomparable sound made affordable. Passive RIAA equalization minimizes phase shift and improves detail. While direct-coupled circuitry heightens strong, clean bass response. Recreating live-sounding sound is critical. But so, too, is controlling it. The Model 17 features three recording loops, contoured tone controls, high output headphone jack and bass-boost... making it ideal for beginner and audiophile, alike. Visit your Amber dealer. Hear the difference between mere components and fine musical instruments.

Amber

PO. BOX 2015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 TLX 901601 (804) 296-5696
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Direct to Digital Disc

Q. Is it necessary to make a digital tape of a performance before producing a Compact Disc? Or can we expect a few "direct-to-digital discs"?—Karl E. Landgren, Smithfield, N.C.

A. I doubt that any direct-to-digital disc recordings will be produced. The equipment needed to make a CD recording is not portable. It requires a special, "clean-room" environment; where positive air pressure keeps dust from being deposited onto the surface of the master.

Further, digitally made tapes should be virtually identical in audio quality to CDs. This takes away any advantage that direct-to-digital disc recording would otherwise have had.
A THOUGHTFUL GIFT FOR A FRIEND WHO ENJOYS GOOD SOUND AS MUCH AS YOU DO

Thoughtful gifts don’t have to cost a lot to be appreciated. One of the best gift values you can find for fellow audiophiles is in your hands right now. With this holiday offer, you can give a one-year gift subscription for half the regular subscription price—only $7.97 for 12 months of AUDIO excitement!

(That means you save $7.97 off the regular subscription price—and over $16 off the newsstand cost.)

What’s more, we’ll send a gift announcement card to each person you name and see that the subscriptions begin with the January issue.

Just fill in the postage paid card bound into this issue, and then drop it in the mail. Do it today!

For your convenience, call our toll free number: 1-800-228-4420
In Nebraska call: 1-800-642-9900

SAVE 50% Off the Regular Subscription Price
TWEAKAHOLICS UNANIMOUS

It is generally acknowledged that audiophilia is an incurable disease, victims of which are engaged in a never-ending quest for the elusive goal of sonic perfection in their audio systems. Audiophiles will go to incredible lengths and expense to achieve even the most minuscule improvement in the performance of their systems. The really committed and affluent audiophiles—and there are more of them than is generally realized—think nothing of laying out $6,000 + for a pair of Levinson ML-6A preamplifiers or $7,000 for a pair of Krell KMA-200 Class-A power amplifiers. For the price of an Infinity Reference Standard Series III loudspeaker system, I could be burning up the highway in a sleek Jaguar XJS!

Nor do true-blue audiophiles confine their pursuit of ultimate sonic perfection to audio hardware alone. The really knowledgeable audiophiles are aware of the tremendous importance of purpose-built, acoustically treated listening rooms. Some years ago, I mentioned that Dick Burwen (guru of single-ended noise-reduction systems) had three huge exponential horns cast in concrete in the foundation of his home. (See also "20,000 Watt Home Hi-Fi," Audio, April 1976.) I have visited the England home of the ebullient Alastair Robertson-Aikman, head of the well-known tonearm-manufacturing firm, SME. His listening room has a 30-ton reinforced concrete ceiling, and he stacks four Quad ESL speakers in a special tubular framework filled with 900 pounds of lead on each side of his 1-ton concrete subwoofers, which use 18-inch drivers!

Audiophiles will exhaustively investigate alleged improvements, some seemingly outrageous, that fly in the face of engineering logic or even try to abrogate the laws of physics. This would include such items as unidirectional speaker wire, marked with indicator arrows showing which end connects to amplifier and loudspeaker to ensure proper electron flow!

Be that as it may, all audiophiles indulge in endless upgrading and tweaking of their music systems to extract still another iota of realism. But barring the unexpected legacy from Aunt Matilda or a lottery windfall, most audiophiles don’t have the wherewithal to permit big-ticket, high-end improvements. However, every once in a while, a clever person comes up with a very bright idea for a relatively inexpensive device that can effect dramatic improvement in the fidelity of any music system—even the megalobuck audio jewels of the wealthy. The Mod Squad, a unique hi-fi company, offers a wide variety of unusual products and services. Co-owners Steve McCormack and Joyce Fleming might well be dubbed the “Duke and Duchess of Tweak.” Their main activity is providing modifications to certain audio products, thus tweaking them for optimum performance (usually significantly superior to the original specifications). Among their most successful modifications are those for the Quad 303 and 405 amplifiers, Linn Ittok tonearm, Spatial TVA-1 and Belles Research DMC preamps, and the Trans Audio/Oracle Delphi turntable. They also offer modification kits for such diverse items as the Rogers LS3/5A loudspeaker, the Quad ESL 63 speaker, and the Technics EPA-100 tonearm. In addition, The Mod Squad manufactures the $2,000 Triplanar tonearm and $2,500 Phoenix preamp.

Surely one of the most clever products in their catalog is what they call MacMod Tiptoes. The Tiptoes are machined cones of hardened aluminum available in two sizes, either ½ inch or 1¼ inches high. The smaller cones taper to moderately sharp tips and are placed under turntables, amps and preamps, while the larger cones taper to much sharper points and are placed beneath loudspeakers. In all cases, the tip of the cone faces down on whatever surface is supporting the equipment. What these simple Tiptoes can do is mass-couple the component to the surface beneath it. The pressure per square inch on the tiny tips is enormous, linking component to surface as solidly as if the component had far heavier mass.

The smaller Tiptoes afford more clarity and resolution to the sound from turntables and preamps/amps. However, the large Tiptoes, placed under loudspeakers, offer a truly dramatic improvement in sound quality. It is not a subtle effect, discernible only to golden ears, but something that is immediately apparent to anyone with normal hearing. I would venture to say that most audiophiles have carpet on the floor of their listening rooms. With the usual rubber underpadding, the loudspeaker is sitting on a rather thick, semi-resilient, amorphous surface and...
Save up to $25 during the Shure 60th Anniversary Rebate Sale.

Buy a genuine Shure cartridge or replacement stylus between September 1 and October 31, 1984 and get a hefty cash rebate direct from our factory. Just supply the information requested below, mail it to Shure and earn up to a $25 rebate on a quality phono cartridge—up to $10 on a stylus.

A Shure cartridge is the best investment you can make to improve the sound of your system. And a Shure replacement stylus will reduce record wear, extending record life. Remember, with Shure, you're getting 60 years of audio experience. Get all the details on this offer at a Shure dealer near you or write Shure Rebate Offer, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204.

### Save $10 to $25 on a quality Shure phono cartridge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartridge rebate</th>
<th>Your rebate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V15 Type V-MR</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V15 Type V-B</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML140HE</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML120HE</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M110HE</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Save up to $10 on a genuine Shure replacement stylus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stylus model</th>
<th>Compatible with this Shure cartridge</th>
<th>Your rebate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VN5MR</td>
<td>Upgrade for V15 Type V</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN5HE</td>
<td>Replacement for V15 Type V</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN45HE</td>
<td>Replacement for V15 Type V</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N97HE</td>
<td>Upgrade for M97ED Replacement for M97HE</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95HE</td>
<td>Upgrade for M95ED Replacement for M95HE</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N95ED</td>
<td>Replacement for M95ED</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N91ED</td>
<td>Upgrade for M91E Replacement for M91ED</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The large Tiptoes, placed under loudspeakers, offer a truly dramatic improvement in sound quality, not merely a subtle difference.

is therefore not in contact with the floor itself. The very sharp tip of the larger Tiptoes, under the weight of the loudspeaker, pierces the rug and padding and couples it directly to the floor. (British audiophiles have been using mass floor coupling for some time, employing various proprietary spikes. Some of these chaps even use special screws to fasten their speaker stands right through the carpeting into the floor!)

The results using Tiptoes are really amazing. The mass coupling disperses the resonant energies of the loudspeaker enclosure and reduces boominess to a remarkable degree, as well as giving the sound significantly more clarity, better focus and imaging, and improved dynamics. The coupling is very effective on wood floors and quite dramatic on concrete floors.

I am fortunate in having a concrete floor in my listening room. It is covered by a thick rug with padding. I first placed Tiptoes under both_prediction_subwoofers, using three of them in a tripod arrangement. The result was a cleaner bass, with more clarity and a singular lack of coloration. Then I placed a pair of B & W 801F speakers on the Tiptoes and got very satisfactory improvements, on the same order as with the subwoofers. Finally, although it was a bit tricky, I managed to place Quad ESL 63s and their metal stands on Tiptoes. To add more weight to these fairly light loudspeakers, I placed two VPI magic bricks on the struts of each Quad stand. When these bricks aren't sopping up eddy currents, which they do quite effectively, they are handy objects of concentrated mass. (By the way, wrapped in aluminum foil, they are great for compressing freshly baked country pâté.)

Incidentally, for the apprehensive, there are no visible marks or damage to the carpeting when the cones are removed. And perhaps best of all, these Tiptoes cost $5.00 each for the smaller size and $7.00 each for the larger size—quite likely representing the most significant improvement in sound quality that can be obtained for such a small expenditure.

Having had such good results with the Tiptoes, I then tried The Mod Squad's modification kit for the Quad ESL 63. Everyone acknowledges that Peter and Ross Walker's Quad ESL 63 is a very accurate loudspeaker, with superb sound qualities. However, there is always room for improvement. One point that many Quad owners find irksome is the use of spring-loaded input terminals. These will not permit the use of large-diameter, audiophile-type speaker wire. In The Mod Squad kit, good five-way binding posts are provided. Steve McCormack felt that the electrolytic input coupling capacitor of the Quad ESL 63 speakers could be profitably bypassed with high-quality polypropylene capacitors. Thus, he provides three of the well-known Wonder Caps for each speaker. A soldering iron and a screwdriver are the only tools required to make this simple modification.

The binding posts are easy to install, but the new capacitors may require a bit of reorienting of components to get them into the electronics chassis at the base of the speakers. The binding posts cost $10 and the capacitor kit $70 for both speakers.

Is it worth the trouble? Definitely. Without in any way denigrating the Quad design, one must always keep in mind that commercial restraints often preclude incorporating costlier components. With The Mod Squad's binding posts, I was able to use the excellent Discrete Technology speaker wire. This and the superior capacitors did indeed provide a smoother, more transparent sound, with better focus and imaging and better resolution of detail and complex music textures. However, there is no technical justification whatever to explain why the Quads seemed more dynamic and seemed to play louder. All I can say is that there was more output before the protection circuit tripped. Perhaps it was the speaker wire? Whatever the case, this modification justifies its fairly modest cost by making a great speaker just that much better.

The Mod Squad catalog features other interesting and useful items. You can get a copy by writing this company at 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, Cal., 92024.

So friends, you don't necessarily have to pop for that new $1,000 phono cartridge to upgrade your audio system. As is so often the case, it's the little things that count.
**Speakers and Such**

Car-speaker design runs in waves. First, most speakers were flush-mounting types, designed to fit in round or oval holes sized like their cones. Then there was a trend toward plate speakers, with two or three round drivers on rectangular plates like the fronts of mini-box systems. Now, the emphasis is increasingly on separates, woofers and tweeters that mount side by side—essentially, plate speakers without the plates.

ADS, Boston Acoustics, Canton. Nakamichi and Visonik all showed new separates at the Summer Consumer Electronics Show. Boston's 741 and 751 intrigued me most, because their tweeters come with removable, surface-mount housings which are angled, so the highs can be aimed where they are needed. The 741, with 4-inch woofer, is $169.95 per pair, the 751, with 5¼-inch woofer, is $218.95 per pair.

ADS's new 315 system, which also has a tweeter which can be surface- or flush-mounted, is priced at $159.50 each. Canton's Pullman separates apparently use the same drivers as the Pullman cross-the-ceiling surface-mount system, but fewer of them: Set 200 ($275 per pair) uses one tweeter and one 4¼-inch woofer per channel, while Set 300 ($375 per pair) adds a second woofer for each side. (The surface-mount version has two woofers and two tweeters per channel.) Alphasonik's D-7200 ($235 per pair) uses a 5¼-inch woofer and surface-mounting tweeter.

Nakamichi's SP-10 tweeter and SP-50 5¼-inch woofer are actually the drivers from their new SP-300 plate. In that version, the tweeter is mounted 15° off vertical and can be rotated ± 45°. The crossover has two woofer cutoff frequencies, selectable to match the speaker's placement and the car's acoustics.

The new emphasis on separates doesn't preclude introduction of new plate or single-hole speakers. EPI's new LS70x plates are molded as single units, driver basket and all, allowing a 6-inch woofer in a fairly compact (6½ × 9½ inch) space. The MP-46, from MTX, fits into an even smaller, 4 × 6 inch space, by using a 3½-inch main driver candidly described as a midrange unit; it's designed to cross over at 200 Hz to a subwoofer.

There were woofers aplenty, too. Nakamichi's first car woofer, the 7¼-inch SP-80, made its debut as did Jensen's J2090, a 6 × 9 inch model. ADS rolled out its CS700 using a pair of 7½-inch drivers, which replaces the CS400. It's rated at ± 3 dB from 30 to 125 Hz and is priced at $259. Woofer boxes for pickups and hatchbacks were shown by MTX, while similar boxes with full-range systems were shown by Stillwater Designs.

**Making Waves**

**Boston Acoustics 751**

**Infinity A32 (left) and A462 (right) replacement speakers**

Perhaps the most newsworthy speakers, though, were in the venerable, single-hole, flush-mount format: Jensen's PEQ models. As their names imply, these speakers have built-in equalization—passive networks which cut the midrange down to match the speaker's bass ability. A switch behind the speaker selects flat, –3 dB (for use in pickups and other vehicles with many reflective surfaces) or –6 dB (to leave some headroom for boost in systems with external equalizers).

Jensen also has a new, unequalized, US series, with nifty-looking, molded-in grilles. This line includes three flush-mount units (4½- and 5¼-inch coaxes plus a 5¼-inch Triax) and a surface-mount version of the small coaxial.

JBL's new ER/G Graphite series of one-holers are so named for their graphite-reinforced, high-temperature plastic baskets. The frames are acoustically dead, magnetically inert and electrically non-conducting, while costing less than JBL's traditional cast-aluminum frames. The speakers themselves are "Co-Motional"—that is, their piezo tweeters are mounted on the woofer cones. This avoids any possibility of sound obstruction or diffraction from the back of the tweeter or an overhanging tweeter bridge, eliminates the dirt-sealing problems of pole-mounted tweeters, and improves phase coherency by bringing the high- and low-frequency sources closer together. The thought of Doppler distortion did pass through...
Despite the new wave of speaker plates and separates, the most newsworthy speakers may be of the good, old hole-mount type.

my mind when I first heard of this, but I heard no sign of it from the speakers themselves.

In other single-hole news: Infinity has small models to replace the 3½-inch and 4 × 6 inch speakers factory-installed in many cars; Altec Lansing has thin-mount speakers requiring only 15/16 inch of mounting depth; AR has expanded its in-car line to a total of nine models (including an 8-inch subwoofer), and Sherwood has announced its first three car speakers.

So far, I've not seen any British car speakers, save the mobile versions of the B & W LM1 Leisure Monitors. But KEF's latest home speaker, the 104.2, operates on a principle apparently much like that of Linear Power's Bass Vent subwoofer, with two bass drivers firing at each other into a plenum chamber from whose side the sound emerges.

In electronics, both Nakamichi and ADS offered electronic crossovers whose high-pass and low-pass frequencies could be independently adjusted. Nakamichi's EC-200H has five, switch-selectable crossover frequencies, from 1.8 to 6 kHz, for triamp systems. ADS's AX-2 (which is also supplied with their CS-700 subwoofer) uses plug-in frequency networks, built up on DIP headers which plug into IC sockets. The AX-2 comes with networks for 125 Hz, plus a spare header, resistors, and data for building others and adjusting filter Q (sharpness), too.

The Calisto crossover ($150) from Hifonics has separate frequency adjustments for left and right channels—not for systems whose left and right speakers differ, but to avoid the expense of closely tracking, four-gang controls and to allow use as a monophonic, three-way crossover. Filter frequencies can be set anywhere from 70 Hz to 7 kHz.

In equalizers, Blaupunkt showed a dual nine-band unit, the BEQ F/R ($179.95) for independent front and rear equalization—sensible, since speakers and their environments differ so much. Blaupunkt's BEQ MS ($99.95) is a five-band unit built on two chassis to keep its control unit small for easy placement.

JVC's amplified, seven-band KS-EA55 ($179.95) includes a Biphonic processor to enhance stereo separation. Parasound now has a pushbutton-controlled, nine-band model, the 300EQP ($139.95) with LED indicators.

In amps, the most powerful stereo model now available is the Hifonics Zeus, at 200 watts per side. Rockford Fosgate's most powerful is now the Power 650 (125 × 4 watts, bridgeable to 325 watts in stereo), and it incorporates a crossover ($1,060). Nakamichi's new PA-400M is a subwoofer amp, summing its left-and right-channel inputs into one monophonic output rated at 140 watts into 4 ohms and 220 watts into 2 ohms.

Linear Power has revamped most of its line. The new "02" models have faster slew rates and either more power, less THD, or both than the "01" models they replace. The remaining "01" models have new, low-profile, cooler-running wraparound heat-sinks like those on the 02s. The 02 models and the cooler 01s have the same prices as their predecessors.

Fuji has now put Type II tape into the cassette shell they introduced last year with automotive use in mind. Like the original GT-I, the new GT-II has a heat-resistant shell, ribbed for easier grip. Side A and Side B are made easier to tell apart, both by touch (the Side-A indicator is concave, Side-B

17 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine avg. per cigarette by FTC method.

Winston. America's Best.

Excellence. The best live up to it.
Fuji's new tape makes it easy to tell which side is up, by touch or at the merest glance.

Trouble in Saab City

I've just had fresh proof of two rules I'd known already: More than one cause can produce the same effect, especially in complex systems, and, if a tape gives you troubles anywhere else, don't stick it in the slot of your car stereo—if it gives you trouble there, it may be hard to get out.

I didn't do that on purpose. I just pulled a tape from my jacket pocket and forgot it was the one that had played with lots of wow and flutter on my Walkman. The tape went in the Alpine's slot but didn't sink out of sight, as usual. The system just stopped, with the tape tantalizingly visible, but out of reach.

On my way to work, I stopped by Wally's Tape City, on 47th St., to have the tape removed. Harold Wally looked in the slot with a flashlight, tested the player's grip on the tape, then gently withdrew it with needlenose pliers.

Only, the Alpine still wouldn't go on.

I tried pushing the tuner-on switch, with no result (I didn't dare stick another tape in till I saw some sign of life). Harold looked in the slot again, and said the automatic tape/tuner selector looked okay, so it was probably a blown fuse. I found it, and replaced it... and still nothing.

The next weekend, I took the car out to troubleshoot and fix the problem... and the system came on as soon as the ignition did. It had fixed itself—only, now, I couldn't turn the tuner off!

Another problem gave the clue—turning down the volume turned the bass and treble down as well. The volume knob shaft had gotten bent somehow. Straightening it out with my fingers also fixed the tuner switch, which uses the same shaft.

And the tape that started the whole chain? It wasn't properly welded shut, as you can see from the picture.

With complex systems like the one in my Super-Sound Saab ("Roadsigns," July and August '83 and March '84), bliss is great but sometimes fleeting. Not long after the original problem had been solved, the car needed another dose of diagnostics.

This time, its main amplifier (the Rockford Power 6 that drives the under-dash tweeters and midranges) started cutting out as soon as I turned the volume up beyond a whisper. Once out of the car, though, the amp performed okay: "Must be the speaker wires or a rubbing voice-coil," Rockford told me on the phone.

That rang a bell. A while before the amp began to cut out, I noticed an occasional tinkle from the left speaker housing when I played the system loud. I thought it was a loose part somewhere—but New England Radio, who'd done the original installation, suggested that it was a rubbing voice-coil.

I turned the system on with the balance control swung all the way right; the amp played just fine. Then I turned the control to the left and found the midrange wasn't working and the tweeter was cutting out as soon as things got loud. With the midrange driver disconnected, the amp stopped cutting out. A new driver fixed the system up just fine.

convex) and by a quick glance (the label is at the right of the Side A and the left of Side B). A large tape window makes it easier to check which side is ready to play before loading.

Sparkomatic has a new accessory line, including flat, 12-gauge speaker cables. Monster Cable has expanded its Hotwires line, adding Hotwires 2 (at 40¢/foot, a lower-cost, thinner-gauge version of Hotwires 1), Hotwires 2+2 (two pair of Hotwires 2, zip-corded together, for ease in running wires to the two speakers in the rear, 90¢/foot), and Interlink 4+4 ($2.75/foot), which combines two Interlink 4 multi-gauge interconnect cables with a 12-V power line for use in biamped systems.
YOU CAN SEE AND HEAR
When you're this good, you put your warranties where your mouth is. That's why, overall, Hitachi probably has the finest limited warranty protection ever offered in home electronics products. Products that perform so well, you may never get a chance to see how good our warranties really are.

NEW COMPACT DIGITAL AUDIO DISC PLAYER
Hitachi leads the way in compact disc performance with Laser Life, a two-year limited warranty twice as long as the competition. Introducing the DA-600: Three spot laser pick-up servo system; wireless remote control that reads, selects, repeats, skips and scans; memory programming for up to 15 selections; slim-line, front load design.

NEW 5 + 2 HEAD HI-FI VCR
With Adjustomatic, a limited warranty superior to industry standards, the exceptional VT-89A VCR from Hitachi has brought hi-fi technology to video sound. Sound finer than any turntable or conventional tape deck... far superior to ordinary VCRs, it's sound you have to see to believe. Five video heads, two audio heads, cable ready, with a computer brain that guides you through every program function. Each step is displayed on your TV screen.

NEW SIGNAL TRACKER COMPONENT TV
Backed by Hitachi's incomparable 10/2/1 limited warranty, this state-of-the-art 20" diagonal flat square tube receiver/monitor integrates all your home entertainment functions. VCR, VideoDisc Player, stereo system, video games, home computer and total TV reception. Enjoy more on-screen picture and less distortion. And only Hitachi has Signal Tracker control, our most advanced color control system ever. With the handy wireless remote control and wood cabinetry you get ease of operation, great sound and quality good looks.

Simulated TV picture.

HITACHI
401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220. (213) 537-8383
VHS HI-FI: FIVE UNITS TESTED
By Leonard Feldman

Photo: Carl Zapp
With the advent of stereo simulcasts, stereo on prerecorded videocassettes and now stereo VHS broadcasting, the makers of both Beta and VHS videocassette recorders (VCRs) have finally turned their attention to sound quality.

The first breakthrough in this area came from Sony, who announced a true, hi-fi stereo recording system, which they called Beta Hi-Fi. Compared with the audio performance specifications for the conventional audio tracks of a VCR, the capabilities of Beta Hi-Fi seemed almost too good to be true. Claimed dynamic range for Beta Hi-Fi was 80 dB, as opposed to the sigma-to-noise ratio of 40 dB or so commonly achieved with conventional audio recording in home videocassette recorders. Distortion had been cut by a factor of 10—from around 3% to 0.3%! Frequency response, normally no better than from about 50 Hz to 10 kHz at best (and at the higher Beta II speed, at that) was now flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Wow and flutter, perhaps the most annoying defect in conventionally recorded audio on VCRs, was reduced from as much as 0.4% or more to a negligible 0.005% or less! Basking in the glory of their achievement, the Beta people confidently predicted that the VHS camp (whose share of the exploding VCR market far exceeded Beta's) would not be able to duplicate this audio feat without degrading picture quality.

But, like the proverbial bumblebee who flies because he doesn't know it's technically impossible, the engineers at JVC have created their own hi-fi audio system for VHS-format VCRs. Having listened to the new system and watched the video pictures accompanying its sound, I can attest that VHS Hi-Fi not only works magnificently, but does not noticeably degrade picture quality in any way.

In the past several months, many VHS licensees have begun to sell VCRs with the new VHS Hi-Fi stereo capability. As these machines became available, I began to hear rumors that there were some problems with the VHS Hi-Fi system. There was talk of incompatibility; stories about some prerecorded videocassettes not playing properly on some VHS Hi-Fi machines. Some VHS supporters insisted that these rumors had been started by supporters of the Beta format. Others
In Depth Multiplex recording, separate heads lay down the FM audio signals first, followed by the video.

Fig. 1—In Depth Multiplex recording, separate heads lay down the FM audio signals first, followed by the video.

Fig. 2—Frequency spectra of conventional (top) and VHS Hi-Fi recording. Note overlap of video and Hi-Fi audio tracks, requiring Depth Multiplex technique.

insisted that the problems were real and that they did, indeed, exist. Still others said that the problems were not in the VHS Hi-Fi system itself, but rather with duplicators grown careless in their haste to fill a need for prerecorded cassettes incorporating the new and better sound.

In the face of all this talk, the Editor of Audio Magazine and I decided to measure the audio quality of a few of the first VHS Hi-Fi machines. We tested five VHS Hi-Fi VCRs, from JVC, Jensen, Panasonic, RCA and Sharp. Then, to provide some frame of reference, I also measured one VHS model with conventional, longitudinal-track stereo sound, from GE. That unit was equipped with Dolby noise reduction, and all of the audio measurements were made with the Dolby circuits on.

Before I tell you about the tests and their results, it might be useful to outline the principles behind VHS Hi-Fi and, for that matter, the operation of conventional audio recordings on videocassette tape. Before the advent of Beta Hi-Fi or VHS Hi-Fi, the audio track (or tracks, in the case of stereo) on home videotape was a mere 1 mm wide and ran along an outside edge of the tape. Longitudinal linear tape speed in VHS machines is only 1.31 inches per second at the fastest (SP) speed. Beta machines run even slower, around 0.8 inch per second at their fastest (Beta II) speed. Audio cassette decks, by contrast, run at 1.875 inches per second and have tracks just about twice as wide as the longitudinal audio tracks on a VCR. All this should help explain why audio performance using a VCR's conventional soundtracks is as poor as it is.

Like Beta Hi-Fi (Audio, May 1983) VHS Hi-Fi records audio as frequency modulations on two r.f. carriers (one per stereo channel). But the Beta system mixes these FM signals in with the video signals recorded and played by the regular video heads. By contrast, VHS HI-FI, because of a different frequency spectrum (the reason Beta engineers doubted VHS Hi-Fi was possible), must use an extra pair of audio heads to record these signals. These heads are not stationary, like the conventional-track audio heads, but are mounted on the same rotating drum as the video heads. Thus, for a VCR hav-
ing four video heads, the total number of heads on the drum would be six.

The audio signals are recorded by a process which JVC calls "Depth Multiplex." First, the two audio-channel signal carriers (whose frequencies are 1.3 MHz and 1.7 MHz) are recorded deeply into the tape's magnetic coating. Then the video signal, consisting of the luminance signal and the down-converted chrominance signal, is recorded on top of the audio signal in a shallower layer, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The video signal spectrum is identical to that of the regular VHS recording system, with the FM luminance (brightness) signal having a deviation or FM spread of from 3.4 to 4.4 MHz and the chrominance (color) signal modulated on a carrier having its center frequency at 629 kHz. During playback, the FM audio signals in the deep layer of the tape are read through the higher-frequency video information recorded on the surface layer.

Frequency distribution for the chrominance and luminance signals in a conventional VHS recorder is illustrated in the upper diagram of Fig. 2. In the lower diagram, the frequency allocation for the extra two audio signals is depicted separately, and it is clear that the video output-signal frequency spectrum remains exactly the same as it was in a conventional VHS VCR. As a result, video recordings remain perfectly compatible between VHS Hi-Fi and conventional VHS machines. Furthermore, the fixed audio head is re-

**TABLE I—MEASURED AUDIO PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>GE 1VCR5014X*</th>
<th>JVC HR-D725</th>
<th>Jensen AVS-6200</th>
<th>RCA VKT-650</th>
<th>Panasonic PV-1730</th>
<th>Sharp VC-489U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freq. Resp., ±3 dB</td>
<td>47 Hz-11.5 kHz</td>
<td>20 Hz-20 kHz</td>
<td>20 Hz-20 kHz</td>
<td>20 Hz-25 kHz</td>
<td>24 Hz-18 kHz</td>
<td>45 Hz-21 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N, re: &quot;0 dB&quot;</td>
<td>59.5 dB **</td>
<td>69.3 dB</td>
<td>68.3 dB</td>
<td>75.3 dB ***</td>
<td>65.6 dB</td>
<td>75.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Range</td>
<td>60.0 dB</td>
<td>84.3 dB</td>
<td>83.3 dB</td>
<td>81.3 dB</td>
<td>76.3 dB</td>
<td>86.7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd HD, 0 dB</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd HD, 0 dB</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation, 1 kHz</td>
<td>64.7 dB</td>
<td>53.7 dB</td>
<td>53.7 dB</td>
<td>66.4 dB</td>
<td>61.1 dB</td>
<td>70.1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow and Flutter</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>0.004%</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>0.003%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.003%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulcast</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-Only Able</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Conventional audio, ** With Dolby, *** Arbitrary 0-dB reference point (see text).
Despite predictions that VHS could not match the Beta Hi-Fi system, the VHS Hi-Fi decks I tested for this report performed magnificently.

In VHS Hi-Fi, the video heads have azimuth angles of +6° and −6°, while the angles of tilt for the extra pair of audio heads are +30° and −30°. Because of this difference, crosstalk—between audio and video signals and between audio signals on adjacent tracks—is effectively suppressed.

The technical specifications for VHS Hi-Fi read very much like those previously announced for Beta Hi-Fi. Frequency response is flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Dynamic range is better than 80 dB. Harmonic distortion is less than 0.3%. Wow and flutter is negligible 0.005% or less, and channel separation is greater than 60 dB. Frequency modulation improves the dynamic range of the audio signals, to greater than 60 dB. To further expand this range to the claimed 80 dB, VHS Hi-Fi uses a noise-reduction system which, in JVC's words, "is the most suitable for FM recording and playback." Specific details concerning this extra noise-reduction system have not been disclosed.

Tests of the Six VHS VCRs

The six VHS machines tested for this comparison report were full-featured models from GE (not a VHS Hi-Fi), JVC, Jensen, Panasonic, and Sharp. It is no secret that most of the VHS VCRs manufactured in the world are made by a few Japan-based companies. While that is certainly true, it is not necessarily true that all of the machines made by a single company for other companies are identical. When a company buys a VCR from a manufacturer and puts its own name on it, that company may well have the OEM (original equipment manufacturer) firm customize the machine with features that the purchasing company feels will make the VCR more salable. Some companies who want to maintain higher levels of quality and lower return rates pay their suppliers more for tighter inspection and quality control during production. I would also like to point out that of the six VCRs I tested, I was careful to select machines that come from at least three different prime manufacturers.

As for the lab tests themselves, us-
ing my Sound Technology 1500A audio tester, I treated each machine as though it were a high-quality audio tape recorder. I ignored video capabilities entirely, other than to make certain that the VHS Hi-Fi audio recordings did not in any way interfere with picture playback on a video screen. I measured frequency response at nominal -20 dB level, as indicated on each machine's own level meters (Figs. 3A through 3F). I measured unweighted signal-to-noise ratios, relative to each machine's indicated 0-dB recording level (Figs. 4A through 4F). Then I measured third-order harmonic distortion versus recording level, up to +10 dB. In Figs. 5A through 5F, the dotted-line cursor has been set at 0 dB to measure third-order distortion at that point. In Figs. 6B through 6F, the cursor has been set at the signal level where overload (3% distortion) occurs. (There is no Fig. 6A, as automatic level control keeps the GE's signal level from reaching the 3%-distortion point.) In order to reach this high distortion level, it was necessary to raise the “0-dB” reference on the graphs by 10 dB for all but the RCA unit, the double vertical bar which normally marks 0 dB therefore marks +10 dB on these graphs. My figures for dynamic range (Table I) are the sum of these headroom figures and my previously obtained S/N measurements.

I also measured second-order distortion (Figs. 7A through 7F) since I found that this type of distortion was generally higher for VHS Hi-Fi machines than was third-order distortion. The cursor in Figs. 7A through 7F has been set to 0 dB to show distortion at that level. Wow and flutter was also measured and plotted (Figs. 8A through 8F), as was channel separation for each of the machines (Figs. 9A through 9F). For ease in comparing the machines, results of all these measurements for all six VCRs are summarized in Table I.

The need for a better audio system than that available from conventional, longitudinal audio tracks of a VCR is clearly apparent when you examine the results obtained for the General Electric model. This unit does quite well as far as signal-to-noise ratio is concerned, thanks to Dolby noise reduction, but its frequency response

---

**Fig. 5—Third-order distortion vs. indicated recording level, with cursor marking 0-dB point. (Note shifting scales.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>0-dB Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> GE VCR5014X</td>
<td>L = 99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong> JVC HR-D725</td>
<td>L = 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong> JENSEN AVS-6200</td>
<td>L = 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong> RCA VKT-650</td>
<td>L = 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong> PANASONIC PV-1730</td>
<td>L = 87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F</strong> SHARP VC-489U</td>
<td>L = 88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The measured at the fastest, SP, speed) leaves much (about an octave) to be desired, as does its distortion level and, perhaps worst of all, its high level of wow and flutter. Notice, too, that dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratio are about equal, indicating little or no headroom above the 0-dB record level. In this case, an automatic level-control circuit acts as a sort of "limiter" to prevent the system from going deeper into tape saturation.

In terms of signal-to-noise ratio, even the poorest performing VHS Hi-Fi unit offered results about 6 dB better than did the non-Hi-Fi unit with Dolby. And as for dynamic range (which is really what counts here), improvement ranged from 16 dB to 26 dB for the five

---

The need for a VHS Hi-Fi system is clearly apparent when you compare performance of video decks with Hi-Fi and those with conventional audio.
VHS Hi-Fi is not perfect. With the gain turned up, you can just hear residual noise, and the companding NR can be fooled into slight breathing.

VHS Hi-Fi units compared with the non-Hi-Fi model.
While separation was more than adequate for all machines (including the GE model), wow and flutter of the non-Hi-Fi unit was intolerably high—nearly four times as high as that of the poorest Hi-Fi VCR and more than 100 times as high as the 0.003% measured for the best of the Hi-Fi units. As for frequency response of the Hi-Fi units measured, all of the results were flat within 3 dB from 20 Hz to better than 20 kHz, with the exception of the Panasonic unit. Its -3 dB cutoff point occurred at 18 kHz.

Listening and Compatibility Tests
I made several musical recordings using all five of the VHS Hi-Fi machines and was able to play all of them back with complete compatibility on four of the five machines. The RCA unit gave me some problems with some tapes, while it tracked others perfectly. I also played a couple of prerecorded VHS Hi-Fi tapes and the same results were obtained. Again, the RCA had some difficulty, which I can only attribute to alignment problems. This unit did play back recordings made on it perfectly, however. The remaining four VHS Hi-Fi units showed no preference for their own tapes over those made on other machines, playing all of the tapes back with equally high fidelity, low wow and flutter and almost imperceptible background noise levels. The easiest way to convince yourself of the benefits of VHS Hi-Fi is to simply switch back and forth between the conventionally recorded (longitudinal) audio tracks and the FM (VHS Hi-Fi) tracks on any VHS Hi-Fi machine. I couldn't help thinking that perhaps the inventors of VHS Hi-Fi had two purposes in incorporating the stationary audio head and longitudinal tracks on these new machines. The first, of course, was for compatibility. The second may well have been to show prospective purchasers just how great an improvement VHS Hi-Fi offers over the conventional low-fi audio tracks of ordinary VCRs.

Six Audio Channels—If You Want Them
While I was testing and evaluating these VHS Hi-Fi units, Audio Associate Editor Bert Whyte pointed out something that had not immediately occurred to me. With a VHS Hi-Fi unit, it is possible to record six completely independent audio channels on videotape. Here's how. First, you hook a PCM processor up to a VHS Hi-Fi VCR's video input and output, while feeding two audio channels to the input of the PCM processor. Then you feed another pair of audio channels to the two hi-fi audio inputs of the VHS Hi-Fi VCR. Finally, after you make your recording, you can wind back the tape and do an audio overdub onto the deck's conventional longitudinal audio tracks. The reason this works, of course, is because the PCM processor's signal looks, for all the world, like a video signal. Since any "video" signal can be superimposed on the VHS Hi-Fi audio tracks,
they can be recorded along with the digital audio. Finally, the other two tracks go where the audio always went—on the low-fi longitudinal audio tracks. Just think about the possibilities with this six-track arrangement. It's fantastic—and it works. I tried it as soon as I finished my telephone conversation with Bert!

**Video Features**

While it was not the purpose of my tests to evaluate video performance as such, I did feel that it would be useful to discuss some of the more usual video-related features of each machine so that you can compare them. These features, and their availability on each machine, are summarized in Table II. In case you are not familiar with some of them, here's a brief explanation.

Number of programmable events refers to the number of recording events that can be prescheduled on the machine. One of the chief virtues of a VCR is its ability to "time-shift," allowing you to record programs while you are away or otherwise engaged. The number "8" in Table II, for example, means that you can set up the machine to record eight separate events for specific periods of time, providing the tape doesn't run out.

Programmable period refers to the number of days in advance that the programming can be scheduled. Some machines allow you to program over only the ensuing 24-hour period, some for a week in advance, some for two or three weeks, and, believe it or not, the RCA VCR I tested lets you program for unattended recording one full year ahead (for those who take very long vacations, I suppose).

Slow motion is one of the special effects possible on many late-model machines, along with still-frame or freeze-frame viewing. It allows you to play back pictures at slower than normal speeds (or frame by frame) for close examination of picture content, particularly fast-action sequences. Viewable speed search, on the other hand, allows you to shuttle forward or backward at rapid speeds while simultaneously viewing the picture on the screen. It is analogous to cue-and-review features found on many audio cassette decks. In most cases, audio is muted during fast video search.

Total TV channels refers to the total number that can be accessed by the TV tuner built into the VCR. Even though a VCR may boast over 100 channels (regular TV channels plus cable channels), this doesn't mean that all those channels are accessible from the front panel. Usually, the panel has 14 or 16 channel-select buttons, each of which can be programmed to tune one of the channels available in your viewing area. If a full-function remote control is supplied with the unit, however, it may incorporate a 10-key numeric keypad which would allow you to access any channel number electronically.

Instant record allows you to quickly get into the record mode by touching a

The ability to record up to eight hours of high-fidelity program material on a single length of tape is certainly a plus.

---

Fig. 7—Second-order distortion vs. indicated recording level, with cursor marking 0-dB point. (Note shifting scales.)

- **(A) GE 1VCR5014X**
- **(B) JVC HR-D725**
- **(C) JENSEN AVS-6200**
- **(D) RCA VKT-650**
- **(E) PANASONIC PV-1730**
- **(F) SHARP VC-489U**
You can even have six audio channels:
Two Hi-Fi, two PCM (with an adaptor), and two more, dubbed in later on the conventional tracks!

single pushbutton. Recording then proceeds for 30 minutes, or for several 30-minute increments if you touch that switch more than once. The feature is useful if you are watching a TV program and suddenly decide that you'd like to preserve it on tape. You don't have to go through the lengthy conventional programming procedure, but can punch in the "instant record" button and then walk away from the set, confident that the machine will turn itself off after the specified number of 30-minute increments.

Most Beta VCRs offer Beta II and Beta III speeds. Many will play back videotapes made in the now-antiquated Beta I speed. VHS utilizes three recognized tape speeds: SP (Standard Play), LP (Long Play), and EP (Extra Play). A T-120 cassette tape will record or play for two hours at the SP speed, four hours at the LP speed, and six hours at the EP speed. T-160 tapes are also available and will provide up to eight hours of recording in the SP speed. Since VHS Hi-Fi audio performance is essentially the same at all operating speeds, you can record up to eight hours of high-quality stereo sound on a single videocassette using this new technique. That's more than you can record on a single tape in any cassette deck or, for that matter, on any open-reel machine operating at speeds of 7½ or 15 ips!

Auto tape rewind, program cueing, and memory rewind should all be familiar to audio enthusiasts, since they are completely analogous to features found on many audio cassette recorders. Auto tape rewind winds the tape at end of play. Program cueing allows you to access the start of the next program on the tape. Memory rewind causes the tape to be rewound to the 0000 point on the tape counter.

Video insert is really possible on all VCRs. It simply means being able to record new video scenes over old ones. Where it is listed as a special feature, however, the manufacturer has incorporated video insert in such a way as to eliminate the "noise bars" that usually accompany such video over recording. However, video inserts will erase the Hi-Fi audio track, and over recording Hi-Fi sound will erase the video, since both are essentially part of the same composite video signal. You can still use the conventional audio tracks after a video insert, and some decks let you overdub those tracks. Of course, you can always re-record everything at once.

Conclusions

Lest you think that VHS Hi-Fi is going to offer competition to digital tape recording, let me say that the audio reproduction that I heard using VHS Hi-Fi tapes (those I made, and those that were prerecorded) is not "perfect." During very quiet passages of music, with my volume control set at the rather high level I prefer, you can still hear just a bit of residual noise. Then, too, remember that the VHS Hi-Fi system uses a special type of companding to
New from TDK

Reach a new high in stereo recording

Q: Why do I need Hi-Fi video tape?
A: The critical demands of today's sophisticated and complex Hi-Fi VCRs require a video tape of equal sophistication. This video tape must be virtually free from dropouts and jitters, have unsurpassed particle density, and deliver unparalleled uniformity and stability in picture and sound quality. Additionally, the cassette transport mechanism must be unerringly precise to insure proper transferring of the Hi-Fi audio, video, and control signals.

Q: Why has TDK developed such a tape?
A: As the world leader in innovation in home video tape, we knew it was our responsibility to develop the highest quality VHS and Beta video cassettes that would be completely compatible with any Hi-Fi VCR. Just as we developed a video tape that made six-hour VCRs a reality, and with almost 50 years of magnetic media technology behind us, we knew that we could develop a TDK Hi-Fi video tape that would deliver the kind of high-quality performance that has become synonymous with our name.

Q: How is TDK Hi-Fi Video Tape able to deliver such a critical performance?
A: For a tape to deliver excellent audio/video reproduction, it must have—among other factors—excellent signal-to-noise ratios in both chrominance and luminance. TDK has accomplished this by developing new super-refined, Super Avilyn magnetic particles that are thinner, shorter and more uniform than any others currently available. This allows them to be packed more densely for improved audio/video performance.

Q: Can you be more specific?
A: Our technical specifications show the benefits: Video S/N +4.5dB, chroma +5dB, audio frequency response +2dB, and sensitivity +1dB, compared to our Standard Reference tape. All of this adds up to crystal clear, life-like color reproduction. And with an audio frequency response of 20-20,000 Hz, plus total harmonic distortion of under 0.3% at 7 kHz, you’ve got to see and hear TDK Hi-Fi on your new Hi-Fi VCR to believe it.

What else should I know?

A: In addition, TDK developed a new high density/durability binder system which facilitates optimum particle dispersion and delivers the lowest dropout rate in its class. Our ultra-smooth/flat base film and high-conductivity back coating, in conjunction with our super-precision-made SQ shell mechanism (built to tolerances 2.5 times higher than industry standards), provide for the smoothest running performance of any video cassette designed for Hi-Fi VCRs.

Q: Can I use TDK Hi-Fi tape for special digital sources?
A: Yes. Because of its surface smoothness, superior signal-to-noise ratios and its low modulation level, combined with an ultra-low dropout count, TDK Hi-Fi is ideal for PCM digital recording. With TDK Hi-Fi's unique features, PCM recordings can achieve their full potential. For the finest in Hi-Fi VCR and PCM enjoyment, there's no better video cassette than TDK Hi-Fi.

©1984 TDK Electronics Corp.

Don't just tape it. TDK it.

Simulated TV Picture.
VHS HI-FI

TABLE II—AVAILABLE FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>GE 1VCR5014X</th>
<th>JVC HR-D725</th>
<th>Jensen AVS-6200</th>
<th>RCA VKT-650</th>
<th>Panasonic PV-1730</th>
<th>Sharp VC-489U</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Programmable Events</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Period (Days)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow Motion</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewable Speed Search</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Channels (TV + CATV)</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant Record</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Tape Rewind</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Rewind</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Cueing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video “Insert”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

get it up to that 80 dB-plus level of dynamic range. As with almost any companding system (and this happens to be a very good one), there are times when the system can be tricked. When that occurs, you can hear some slight breathing and pumping. A very severe test (which I tried) consisted of recording the sound of a bunch of jangling keys on VHS Hi-Fi videotape. This program material is about the most severe test to which you can subject any recording medium. Although the playback results were better than I have obtained using many cassette decks and even some top-grade open-reel recorders, they were still far from perfect.

The ability to record up to eight hours of high-fidelity program material on a single length of tape is certainly a plus in favor of VHS Hi-Fi. And while the performance and sound is not quite as good as might be obtained with a digital PCM processor operating with a VCR for audio-only recording, remember that you’ve got a picture being recorded here at the same time! Sound quality for all of the hi-fi equipped machines was better than that obtained with LaserVision videodiscs (which, themselves, are noted for good sound and excellent fidelity). In short, VHS Hi-Fi is the only way to obtain sound on videotape recordings that is good enough to listen to using a top-grade component system and a fine pair of loudspeakers—the only way, that is, besides Beta Hi-Fi.

Fig. 9—Channel separation vs. frequency.

(A) GE 1VCR5014X

(B) JVC HR-D725

(C) JENSEN AVS-6200

(D) RCA VKT-650

(E) PANASONIC PV-1730

(F) SHARP VC-489U
It's no contest.

The new JVC® Lolux Video Camera can do more for you than cameras twice its size. And do it twice as easily. So shooting your kid's little league team is now a whole new ball game.

At just 2.4 pounds, the camera fits into the palm of your hand. But the GX-N7 puts more fully automated features in your hands than any other camera we've ever made.

For instance, it has through-the-lens auto-focusing with virtually no parallax error. And Auto Color Tracking that eliminates the need for white balance adjustment. With the optional character generator, you can create titles for your movies. And even roll the credits.

The GX-N7 can record sound in stereo, and with its low light sensitivity, you'll even be able to shoot night games. It has a 6X power zoom lens, and can also accept lenses from your 35mm SLR.* So you can shoot anything from super telephoto to macro videos.

Check out the entire line of JVC Lolux Cameras at your JVC dealer.

That's the whole pitch.
Whether you're watching the movie that won the Academy Award's "Best Picture" or want to make your own video movie with the best picture possible, NEC has the video cassette recorder that's exactly right for you.

Now, you've probably heard pretty convincing arguments for the superiority of VHS versus Beta and vice versa.

THE NEC VC-N833EU VHS VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER. Add Dolby stereo to a high performance four-head, CATV-ready VCR and double your recording pleasure.

THE NEC VC-N895EU VHS HI-FI VCR. This state-of-the-art VCR's features include true hi-fi audio; a 139 channel, CATV-ready PLL Quartz tuner, 14 day, 8 event programmable timer, 4 heads for clear special effects; stereo recording and playback with Dolby Noise Reduction; segment recording; variable speed control; automatic editing system; picture sharpness control; electronic tape counter and full function infrared wireless remote control.

The Paramount Home Video Videocassettes pictured are $39.95 each suggested retail price and are supplied courtesy of Paramount Home Video.
That's because each format has its respective strengths. While VHS decks play longer, which saves tape costs; Beta video cassettes are smaller and employ a faster writing speed, making Beta the favorite of serious field and home video recordists. This is why NEC became the only VCR manufacturer to offer both formats under its own name in the United States. This includes the very finest Beta and VHS models in each category.

Suddenly, the answer to the question, "Which VCR is best?" becomes very simple. NEC.
NAKAMICHI BX-300 CASSETTE DECK

The BX-300 is the latest addition to Nakamichi’s BX series of lower-priced cassette decks. It has several features designed to attract the serious recordist: Three discrete heads; 50-dB, peak-responding meters; Dolby B and C NR; “diffused-resonance” dual-capstan drive, and a dual-speed, electronic fader.

Having three heads, of course, enables off-tape monitoring while recording, and allows the head designs to be optimized for their individual functions. Wide-range, peak-responding meters are really needed to cope with the improved dynamics of such new sources as Compact Discs. Dolby C noise reduction also does a better job of preserving the dynamic range of the source material than does Dolby B NR. Improved transport design brings greater clarity, with lower flutter and modulation noise. And the electronic “Master Fader” of the BX-300 solves the problem of getting both channels of a stereo level control to track each other closely, while its two speeds provide added flexibility in making smooth fades.

Gold designations give the BX-300’s black front panel a subdued attractiveness, but require normal to fairly bright room light for easy reading. At the very left are the “Power” switch, “Timer Rec/Play” switch, “Pitch Control” and headphone jack. The “Pitch Control” pot is center-detented, and has a range specified as ±6% of normal speed. The control is effective in playback only; this prevents off-speed recording, both by accident and on those very rare occasions when it might be desired.

Just to the right are four large, horizontal rocker bars for the main operating functions. From top to bottom, these are, “Rewind/Fast-Forward,” “Stop/Play,” “Pause/Rec,” and “Master Fader” (“Up/Down”). All but the fast-wind bar have LED status indicators—red for recording, green for the rest.

The switching logic permits instant switching from any mode into stop, play or fast-wind modes, but not into recording. Pushing “Rec” puts the deck in record-standby mode, with the transport paused and record-level indicators working; recording only starts when you push “Play” thereafter. Holding in the “Rec” control during recording mutes the signal till the control is released.

Manufacturer's Specifications
- Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB
- Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.9% at 200 mWb/m
- Signal/Noise Ratio: 64 dB; 70 dB with Dolby C NR.
- Separation: 36 dB
- Crosstalk: –60 dB
- Erasure: 60 dB at 100 Hz
- Input Sensitivity: 50 mV
- Output Level: Line, 1.0 V at 2.2 kohms; headphone, 5 mW at 8 ohms.
- Wow and Flutter: 0.027% wtd. rms, ±0.048% wtd. peak
- Fast-Wind Time: 80 S for C-60.
- Dimensions: 16-15/16 in. (430 mm) W x 3-15/16 in. (100 mm) H x 9 3/8 in. (250 mm) D.

Weight: 12.3 lbs. (5.6 kg).
Price: $650.00.
Company Address: 19701 S. Vermont Ave., Torrance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 90.
The two “Master Fader” speeds are controlled by pressure on the rocker bar. A light tap starts a 4-S fade, while holding the bar in quickens the fade to 2 S. The status lights not only indicate the direction of fade but change brightness as the fade progresses to show what is happening. This control operates only during recording, and all fades are between full off and the limits set by the manual slide pots, there’s no way to stop the control halfway. The “Master Fader” performs very well, and most users would probably use it regularly.

The line of controls just to the right of the rocker bars starts with a soft-touch “Eject” control. Below that are the LED-type, four-digit counter (“–999” to “9999”) and its associated three controls, the “Reset” button and on-off switches for “Memory Stop” and “Auto Repeat.”

The BX-300’s counter memory has two useful and unusual features: Fast-winding will stop at “0000” from either direction or will keep going past that point if the fast-wind button is held in, with no need to switch the memory off. The “Auto Repeat” function rewinds the tape back to its beginning (if the memory switch is off) or back to “0000” (if memory is switched on), replays the tape to its end, then repeats the cycle indefinitely until switched off.

With the cassette compartment door open, access for all tasks is very good; with the door/cover slid off, cleaning is a snap. The three-head configuration and the dual-capstan drive appeared rigid and well constructed. The BX-300 is also typical Nakamichi in offering ready access to the head adjustments when the cover is off. In my view, this makes an important contribution to getting and keeping maximum performance from a deck.

To the right of the cassette compartment are the vertical, LED-ladder level meters and the vertical-slider output- and input-level controls. The level meters cover the range from –40 to +10 dB relative to Dolby level and are peak-responding, both desirable features. Each channel ladder has 10 double-bar segments, with the best resolution (3 dB) between “+4” and “+10”; this seemed too coarse at first, but judgment was reserved for the results during the listening tests. The long vertical travel of the input and output level sliders provides good resolution for easy level setting. The side-by-side positioning and the medium friction of the left and right sliders made adjustments very easy, whether for two-channel or interchannel level changes.

Just to the right are the switches associated with noise reduction: “Dolby NR” (“Off/On” and “B/C”) and the multiplex filter. Indicators above the level meters remind the recordist which NR (if any) has been selected. At the bottom is the center-detented “Bias Tune” control, which greatly expands the number of tapes that will give optimum performance with the deck, particularly when Dolby NR is used.

At the very right, starting from the top, are the “Monitor” switch (“Tape/Source”), the “EQ” switch (“+120/70”) and the interlocked tape-selector buttons for “EX(I)” “SX(II)” and “ZX(IV).” Nakamichi continues to use their own tape-formation designations for switch labels, but they have now added the IEC Tape Type numbers, which ought to minimize confusion.

The rear panel has line-level input/output phono-jack pairs (as with many modern decks, there are no microphone inputs) and a socket for the optional remote control. A look inside showed that most of the circuitry is on one large, horizontal p.c. board. The card is fairly well supported, but it is a bit springy in spots. There are also a few small, vertical cards; the one for the power supply had two pigtail fuses. Most of the interconnections were made with multi-conductor cabling. The parts appeared to be of quality, and all of them were identified by part number. The transport was quiet in operation, and I judged it to be of good construction. The box-chassis configuration made for considerable rigidity, even more so with the removed cover back in place.

**Measurements**

With the exception of some fringing-response boost at the lowest frequency and a little peak at the highest frequency, the playback frequency responses for both equalizations were within ±1.7 dB. Tape play speed was very slightly high, about 0.1% fast. Playback levels seemed to be indi-
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Table I—Record/playback responses (−3 dB limits).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>Dolby Lvl</th>
<th>Without Dolby NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXII</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi SX</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II—Miscellaneous record/playback characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erasure</th>
<th>At 100 Hz</th>
<th>Sep.</th>
<th>At 1 kHz</th>
<th>Crosstalk</th>
<th>At 1 kHz</th>
<th>10-kHz A/B Phase</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Jitter</th>
<th>MPX Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 dB</td>
<td>63 dB</td>
<td>67 dB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-34.3 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III—400-Hz HDL₃ (%) vs. output level (0 dB = 200 nW/m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>Output Level</th>
<th>HDL₃ =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXII</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi LX</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The BX-300's performance was excellent: Outstanding frequency response, very low distortion, and the highest S/N I've measured with Dolby C NR.

tests, and these figures are all excellent, too. The phase and jitter figures are among the best I have ever measured, and the multiplex notch was exactly at 19.00 kHz. The bias in the output during recording was very low, bettered by very few decks. "Bias Tune" varied level at 10 kHz from +3.5 dB (minimum bias) to −1.7 dB (maximum bias) relative to flat response with SX (Type II) tape.

Third-harmonic distortion (HDL₃) was measured for all three tapes from 10 dB below Dolby level to the point where the 3% distortion limit was reached (Table II). I call attention to the fact that the levels listed are the output levels. In the past, I had used recorded levels, as the recordist would see them in "Source." Because of compression at the higher recording levels, however, the output levels— as would be seen in "tape"—are slightly lower, perhaps a dB or more at the 3% limit. The figures for SX are fairly good, those for EXII are better at the higher levels, and the performance with ZX is really excellent over the entire level range.

The signal-to-noise ratios for the three tapes, with and without Dolby C NR and with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings, appear in Table IV. The results are consistently impressive, including those for the Type I tape. The metal tape, ZX, really shines here and in Table III, demonstrating that the BX-300 cassette deck takes full advantage of metal tape's superiority.

Further evidence along these lines is shown in Table V, which presents distortion versus frequency. The distortion figures are fairly low across the band, even at 0 dB. At −10 dB, distortion was difficult to measure at a number of points because it was so low—0.03% or less, which is 60 dB or more below the 200 nW/m reference level.

Table VI lists various input and output characteristics measured at 1 kHz. The line-input impedance of 77 kilohms was measured with the slider two-thirds up. With the slider all the way up, the impedance dropped to 24 kilohms, still

cated correctly, as near as one could tell from the limited resolution of the level meters.

With the use of a pink-noise source and a 1/2-octave RTA monitor, the record/playback responses were checked both with and without Dolby C NR for approximately 50 formulations. The "Bias Tune" control was used to get the best responses, which resulted in the best Dolby NR tracking. The results were excellent with many tapes: BASF Pro I Super, Denon DX4, Fuji FR-I, Konica GMI, Maxell UD-XL, I, PD Magnetics Tri-Oxide Ferro HG and TDK AD for the Type I, and BASF Pro II Chrome, JVC DA1, Maxell UD-XL II and XL II-S, PD Magnetics 500 Crolyn HG, Scotch XSiII, Sony UCX, TDK SA, SA-X and HX-S, and Yamaha CR for Type IIs (The deck did not have quite enough bias to match Yamaha CR-X.) With the Type IV metal tapes, the best matches came with Fuji FR Metal, Maxell MX, Memorex Metal IV, PD 1100 Metal, Realistic Super Tape Metal, Sony Metallic, TDK MA and Yamaha NR. (The minimum bias setting in the Type IV position was too high for metal tapes from BASF, Denon, Konica, Loran and Magnex.) The BX-300 showed the best Dolby C NR tracking among a large number of tapes for any deck tested to date.

All of the following detailed tests utilized the three Nakamichi formulations supplied with the unit. Because of the results of some previous special tests on Dolby C NR tracking, I made all record/playback responses with pink noise, limited to a band from 15 Hz to 27 kHz. Responses made with a swept sinusoid show "errors" that do not exist with music or music-like signals. Figure 1 shows the record/playback responses for the three formulations, with and without Dolby C NR, both at Dolby level and 20 dB below that. All of the responses are very flat, and the Dolby C NR tracking is excellent in all cases. Take note of the fact that the responses are more extended at 0 dB with Dolby C than without. Table I lists the −3 dB limit points found with a sine-wave test signal. They are all excellent, reflecting the flatness shown in Fig. 1.

Table II lists the results from several record/playback

Fig. 1—Record/playback responses with (solid trace) and without (dashed trace) Dolby C NR. From top to bottom: Nakamichi EXII (Type I) tape at Dolby level, Nakamichi SX (Type II) tape at Dolby level, Nakamichi ZX (Type IV) tape at Dolby level, EXII at −20 dB, SX at −20 dB, and ZX at −20 dB. (Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.)

The BX-300's performance was excellent: Outstanding frequency response, very low distortion, and the highest S/N I've measured with Dolby C NR.
This new addition to the Nakamichi line is now their lowest-priced three-head cassette deck and is a strong performer.

### Table IV—Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>IEC A Wtd. (dBA)</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/Dolby C</td>
<td>Without NR</td>
<td>Without NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi EXII</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi SX</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V—HDL₃ (%) vs. frequency with Dolby C NR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape Type</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakamichi ZX</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10 dB</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI—Input and output characteristics at 1 kHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Sens</th>
<th>Overload</th>
<th>Imp. Kiloohms</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Imp. Ohms</th>
<th>Clip (Re. Meter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>48 mV</td>
<td>&gt;31 V</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Line Lm</td>
<td>994 mV</td>
<td>850 mV</td>
<td>2.1k</td>
<td>16.2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hdpn</td>
<td>1.0 V</td>
<td>610 mV</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plenty high enough. The load for the headphone tests was 50 ohms, with the load at 8 ohms the output was 5 mW, matching Nakamichi's specification. Just holding the two channel knobs together, I was able to make a fade down from maximum for over 65 dB before the channel levels differed by more than 1 dB. The two sections of the output level slider remained within 1 dB for more than 80 dB down from maximum—certainly the best that I can remember. The output polarity was the same as the input in "Tape," but it was reversed in "Source." "Master Fader" times were 2 S and 4 S, as specified.

Tests on the LED-ladder meters gave precise results because of the poor resolution of the steps, and readings of "-9," "-5," "0," "+4," "+7," and "+10" seemed too far apart in this important level region. The "-40" double segments were always illuminated, and the first turn-on for "-30" was actually at about -27 dB, relative to zero turn-on. The other thresholds corresponded more closely to the scale markings, and the highest ones were very accurate. The meters' ±3 dB points could not be read directly, but they were at about 22 Hz and 20 kHz. The response time of the meters was plenty short enough to meet peak-meter requirements, and the 1.6-S decay time was also to standard. The meters showed true peak detection with a test tone burst given a negative d.c. offset, but did not do so with a positive offset.

Using the supplied Nakamichi test tape, I measured flutter in playback to be 0.022% weighted rms and ±0.035% weighted peak. In record/playback, the flutter was 0.028% weighted rms and ±0.043% weighted peak with some cassettes, but slightly above specification at 0.035% weighted rms and ±0.055% weighted peak with others, extremely good in any case. I detected no change in playback speed (less than 0.01%) with line voltage anywhere from 110 to 130 V. Momentary speed variations were less than ±0.01%. The fast-wind times for a C-60 cassette averaged 64 S, typical for many decks and much less than the 80 S specified. The pitch control, effective in play mode only, could set speed anywhere from -6.6% to +7.3% of normal tape speed, providing just a little more than a semitone (5.9%) in each direction. All changes in mode, including run-out to "Stop," required 1 S or less. Loose-loop take-up was actuated with each closing of the cassette compartment door.

### Use and Listening Tests

The owner's manual is basic and straightforward, rather undetailed, but there are good comments on setting bias and cleaning. The pushbutton switch action felt good, but at least medium-level lighting was needed to be certain of which selection had been made. I liked the rocker-bar transport switches, but I did feel a little frustrated, on occasion, when I couldn't punch in "Rec" from play or pause mode. Holding in "Rec" for record-mute was certainly easy, and it seemed natural after a couple of times.

I had some doubts about the ease of setting levels because of the low resolution of the meters, but the nature of music, and the way the meter segments' intensity varied with the dynamics of the performance, fairly well obscured the indication-level jumps. Peak holding would have been nice, but there was really nothing to fault in the meter dynamics.

Listening tests were run primarily with pink noise for NR-tracking checks and with dbx-encoded records from Sine Qua Non and Chalfont. As expected, the tracking was excellent over a wide range of levels. In setting levels for recording from records, I spent some time listening at very high levels—far above normal—to see where I would set maximum levels on the basis of a head-distortion limit. I concluded that, for my ears, I had to keep even the shortest peaks from reaching the indications associated with the 3% limits measured earlier. All three tape types provided excellent sound, although the high-level limit was most obvious with SX. I thought the piano sound to be excellent in playback. In a recording of Ravel's "Bolero" (Morton Gould and the London Symphony Orchestra, Chalfont SDG301), there was a very slight loss in the impact of the tympani near the end of the piece, but this was only with the recording level on the high side and the listening level even more so.

The BX-300 is a very worthwhile addition to Nakamichi's BX series. Aside from a few special features, such as the "Master Fader," it does not have a collection of microprocessor-controlled conveniences for its medium-high price. Instead, it offers a number of things that the serious recordist will find more important. Outstanding record/playback responses with Dolby C NR with a number of different tapes, very low distortion (especially with metal tape), the highest signal-to-noise ratio (80.0 dBA) measured to date with Dolby C NR, and very low flutter. Mention should be made of the pitch control, the bias trimmer, the excellent level sliders and the wide-range peak-responding meters—quite good in practice, despite my criticisms. In its general price range, the BX-300 is unequaled when performance is the criterion. On this basis, it is worthy of comparison with any other deck at any price.

Howard A. Roberson
McINTOSH...  
**POWERFUL PERFECTION**

The magnificent music of the mighty organ commands **POWERFUL PERFECTION** from any power amplifier. The 500 watt per channel perfect voice of the McIntosh MC 2500 is **POWERFUL PERFECTION**. Proud craftspeople, here in the United States, assemble carefully selected technologically superior high quality components into a powerfully perfect power amplifier. In the MC 2500 you get performance... you get all the power necessary for perfect musical reproduction... you get complete response unaffected by distortion... and you get the pleasure of owning the best... you get **POWERFUL PERFECTION**.

Send for our 76 page catalog for more information.

For Detailed Information on McIntosh Products Write:  
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.  
P.O. BOX 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A54  
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0996

Organ pipes photographed at Casadesus Recital Hall  
State University of New York at Binghamton, N.Y.
EQUIPMENT PROFILE

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS PREAMPLIFIER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer’s Specifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>2 Hz to 100 kHz, +0 dB, -1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Output</td>
<td>55 V at 1% THD into 100 kilohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>0.2% at 2 V into a 50-kilohm load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono Input Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.45 mV for 0.5 V output at 1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono Input Overload</td>
<td>1.2 V rms at 1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono Input Impedance</td>
<td>47 kohms shunted by 100 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phono-Section Gain</td>
<td>30 dB at 1 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N Ratio</td>
<td>70 dB, IHF A-weighted, for 10-mV signal at phono inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Level Sensitivity</td>
<td>16 mV for 0.5 V output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew Rate</td>
<td>25 V per μS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Gain</td>
<td>60 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>9 1/2 lbs. (4.3 kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Address</td>
<td>1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, Cal. 95126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature circle</td>
<td>No. 91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 100 kHz, +0 dB, -1 dB.
Maximum Output: 55 V at 1% THD into 100 kilohms.
THD: 0.2% at 2 V into a 50-kilohm load.
Phono Input Sensitivity: 0.45 mV for 0.5 V output at 1 kHz.
Phono Input Overload: 1.2 V rms at 1 kHz.
Phono Input Impedance: 47 kilohms shunted by 100 pF.
Phono-Section Gain: 30 dB at 1 kHz.
S/N Ratio: 70 dB, IHF A-weighted, for 10-mV signal at phono inputs.
High-Level Sensitivity: 16 mV for 0.5 V output.
Slew Rate: 25 V per μS.
Overall Gain: 60 dB.

Weight: 9 1/2 lbs. (4.3 kg).
Price: $449.00.
Company Address: 1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, Cal. 95126.
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Manufactured by:
Audible Illusions, Inc.
1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, CA 95126

Price: $449.00

Company Address: 1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, Cal. 95126.
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Weight: 9 1/2 lbs. (4.3 kg).
Price: $449.00.

Company Address: 1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, Cal. 95126.
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Weight: 9 1/2 lbs. (4.3 kg).
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Weight: 9 1/2 lbs. (4.3 kg).
Price: $449.00.

Company Address: 1266 Leigh Ave., San Jose, Cal. 95126.
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The Modulus is a low-cost, three-tube, vacuum-tube preamplifier built with special capacitors, a no-feedback line section, and remote power supply. These features underscore the unit's design goals: A simple circuit topology, sonic purity, and a suggested retail price under $450. The assembled and tested Modulus has evolved from the company's earlier, inexpensive kit model, the Mini-Mite I, and offers higher gain and a rack-mount panel. For the determined audiophile in search of the best sonics, the Modulus could easily be the lowest-cost component in an "ultimate" system.

Moderate cost is achieved mainly through simplicity of circuitry and operating controls, a goal in itself for certain audiophiles. The Modulus has only one phono, one high-level and one tape input. Front-panel controls are limited to two large, black volume controls, one for each channel, and four pushbutton switches for "Power," "Phono/Tuner Select," "Source/Tape Select," and "Play/Mute" (a useful function, with separate volume controls). External switching would be necessary if one were to use more than one high-level source, such as a CD player and a tuner. The three 6DJ8 vacuum tubes comprise the Modulus's only active circuit devices in the audio path, further emphasizing its simplicity.

The preamp has two sections, the audio control module and a small, cubical remote transformer unit with a 28-inch non-detachable, four-conductor cord. The separation protects the unit's phono circuitry from transformer-induced hum. The control unit's aluminum, U-shaped chassis has an interlocking, U-shaped cover with ventilation slots to promote tube cooling. The cover is held on by four machine screws and threaded inserts. Although the sharp-edged, carefully milled 19-inch front panel is rack-mount length, it has a nonstandard 3-inch height. The Modulus's single, epoxy-glass p.c. board is well supported from the chassis bottom by eight threaded standoffs. Six pairs of input and output phono jacks (tape, tuner, and phono inputs, tape out and two pairs of main outputs) are in a line along the board's rear edge and emerge through matching holes in the rear panel. The circuit board has double-sided traces and component-designator silk-screening. Assembly quality and soldering is excellent, with no flux remaining on the board.

The quality of circuit-board components is high. Parts include Resistap metal film resistors and Wonder Caps, well known to audiophiles. Some of the film capacitors paralleling electrolytics appear to have been afterthoughts, since there are no pads for them on the p.c.b. board. Each volume control is actually a dual-element (i.e., stereo) control, with only one section being used. Low-capacitance shielded cables connect these dual volume pots to the circuit board, but the shields, curiously, have been left unconnected at both ends.

**Circuit Highlights**

Circuit topology is simple and straightforward. Each phono preamp has two common-cathode stages, with overall negative feedback providing the RIAA equalization. By setting the phono gain (as measured at the tape outputs) to a low 29 dB and taking advantage of the high output swing available from the 260-V plate supply, the Modulus can accommodate 0.85 V phono input and supply over 25 V to the tape out jacks. This output "headroom" is far in excess of the overload points of any amplifier or tape deck input.

The relatively low gain of the Modulus's phono section (compared to the 34 dB or more of most preamps' phono sections, measured at the tape outputs) means that an external step-up device, either pre-amp or transformer, must be used to interface most moving-coil cartridges.

The line-section amplifier uses each side of one dual-triode 6DJ8 in a common-cathode configuration with no feedback. To compensate for the relatively low phono gain, the line stage is run with a slightly higher-than-usual 23 dB of gain. This unusual gain structure was evident during use by one author whose fixed-output CD player was 15 dB louder over the speakers than his moving-magnet phono cartridge. Matching line levels to a high-output moving-coil cartridge produced a greater disparity. The volume controls had to be set to the 8:30 position (−35 dB attenuation) for the CD signal and to 2:30 (−5 dB attenuation) for the phono signal. Because there is no buffer at the tape outputs, the phono signal at that point was low. The unit inverts polarity in the high-level section, but not in phono.

The power supply features a solid-state, high-voltage regulator used with a minimum of filter capacitance. The manufacturer believes that a "fast" active regulator is sonically better than a large filter capacitor for supplying transient current needs. At first glance, one might not think a regulator was needed, since this single-ended, Class-A circuit has almost constant current requirements, regardless of signal level. Perhaps the regulator is used to reduce the subsonic "breathing" which tends to occur in non-feedback circuits like the Modulus's line stage.

Tube filaments are left on as long as the unit is connected to the a.c. to improve tube life. Turn-on and turn-off pulses are eliminated by connecting the main outputs to ground through reed-relay contacts for 40 S. This circuit does not operate if the owner plugs in the Modulus with its power switch turned on or if there is a temporary power-line volt-
Three-dimensionality, depth of image and spaciousness were remarkable. We began to enjoy the music and forget reviewing.

![Graph of 100-kilohm load vs. frequency](image)

**Fig. 2**—Frequency response of high-level sections, with 100-kilohm and IHF loads.

![Graph of total harmonic distortion plus noise vs. output](image)

**Fig. 3**—Total harmonic distortion plus noise vs. output, for IHF and 100-kilohm loads.

![Graph of distortion analysis](image)

**Fig. 4**—Distortion analysis of 1-kHz sine wave, phono in to tape out. Input level for 3% THD was 72 V peak-to-peak with almost 0 pF of capacitance. The A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio for the phono inputs was 74 dB below 5 mV input at 1 kHz.

Following the theory that simplicity preserves sonic purity, the Modulus does not use cathode-follower circuits or transformers to match the high-impedance output of its 6DJ8 tubes to a low-impedance tape deck input via the tape outputs, or to a low-impedance amplifier input via the main output jacks. As a result, several of the measurements proved to be load-sensitive. Figure 1 shows the deviation from true RIAA phono playback response. With the standard 10-kilohm, 1,000-pF IHF load, the Modulus displayed a low-frequency roll-off of 1.8 dB at 20 kHz. This IHF load represents a worst-case situation of combining one or more amplifiers' input impedance with interconnect-cable runs of 20 to 30 feet. With a 100-kilohm test load, approximating ideal-use conditions, the phono section response was a more acceptable +0.4 dB, −0.5 dB deviation from the RIAA curve. Maximum phono input also varied, from 1.48 V with a 100-kilohm load to 849 mV with the standard IHF load, because output swing into the heavier load was reduced.

This load sensitivity could also be seen in the line-section frequency response shown in Fig. 2. The Modulus had a +0, −0.9 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency response measured with the IHF load, and ±0.1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz response with the 100-kilohm load. The signal-to-noise ratio of this section was 83.5 dB below a 0.5-V input, and its input impedance was 60 kilohms. Output impedance was 3.0 kilohms to tape out from phono, and 5.2 kilohms from main. Overall gain of the unit, phono-in to main-out, measured 52 dB, lower than the 75-dB boost found in those preamps which accept moving-coil cartridges without external step-up devices.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise (as measured by our Amber 3501 Noise and Distortion Measurement System) was, predictably, higher with the standard IHF load, as shown in Fig. 3. THD did not exceed 0.176% in the phono section (to tape out) and was no greater than 0.22% for the

Why ceramics? They’re rigid and inert, so they provide uncommon stability and resistance to mechanical vibrations from audio feedback. They’re non-ferrous, so there are no chassis eddy currents to cause electrical hum.

The handsome ceramic-compound resin base of the DA-910 CD player is actually the chassis—supporting and housing all components and isolating vibration. Resonance from the cabinetry is almost non-existent.

But Kyocera doesn’t stop there. Digital audio’s technical requirements demand unprecedented circuit capability so we use fine ceramics throughout to further conquer vibration. For example, all discrete hi tolerance audio components and the 3rd order Bessel analog filters are ceramic encased.

There are other material differences. Instead of an ordinary laminated E frame, we use a solid ferrite cutlass core power transformer to cut eddy currents, minimize flux leakage and improve voltage regulation. And instead of ferrous metals, we use 100% aluminum and zinc chassis construction including a disc cast laser head and a precision disc drive mechanism.

What else does the DA-910 offer?

- Infrared wireless remote control system.
- Three separate power supplies to allow complete isolation to critical circuits.
- Direct coupling (audio stages) for excellent low frequency response.
- Floating horizontal motorized disc loading to further improve stability and accuracy from external feedback.
- Separate digital to analog conversion for left and right channels.
- 176.4 Khz quadruple over-sampling technology.
- Quality digital and improved analog filtering for superior phase distortion performance.
- Full feature programmable keyboard entry.

Even before Kyocera added ceramics, the DA-910 CD player provided remarkable purity. With ceramics, the results are truly astounding. Put it to the test at a selected Kyocera dealer now.

Kyocera International, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren, New Jersey 07060, (201) 560-0060
Perfect bass...Perfect treble...
Perfect sound...forever

ROTEL introduces a refreshing new range of audio equipment designed exclusively to appeal to hi fi enthusiasts. Its acceptance in the UK, where Rotel was designed and conceived, is overwhelming.

HI FI TODAY says "Rotel have engineered some outstanding products which offer amazing sound and remarkable value".

NEW HI FI SOUND says "The sound was open, lively, detailed and enjoyable to listen to, and as for the RA820B amplifier, well, it was a real gem".

WHAT HI FI says "The most obvious ability of Rotel is the way it allows music to live and breathe".

HI FI CHOICE says "The Rotel system stands out in its ability to play records properly. The stereo soundstage is well defined, and with a good cartridge there is clarity, precision, and evenness of reproduction that allows the music to sound lively and vivid...Quite clearly, its performance is something special".

Listen to Rotel yourself and let's hear what YOU have to say.

P.O. Box 653, Buffalo N.Y. 14240 U.S.A. (416) 297-0599
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line section, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 0.5-V out. These distortion levels can be reduced by a factor of three by selecting associated equipment with input impedances greater than 50 kilohms.

Sine-wave distortion products proved to be primarily low-order, with second harmonic predominant (the classic "tube distortion"), as shown, at the 3% level, in Fig. 4. There is a debate as to whether this "benign" distortion is more preferable to the far lower levels achieved by solid-state circuits or more complex tube designs. Even though this tube nonlinearity produces inoffensive harmonics with sine-wave sources, it generates dissonant, nonharmonic, intermodulation products with music or other test signals.

Use and Listening Tests
The Modulus preamplifier operated well in both authors' home systems, with no turn-on transients. A load-capacitance-sensitive Shure V15 Type IV cartridge sounded more mellow (to author Clark) on the Modulus, until the preamp's nominal 0-pF phono input capacitance was brought up to the 150 pF found in his reference solid-state preamp. The Modulus's phono section gain was not high enough for most moving-coil cartridges, but proved effective with the AudioQuest AQ-1.1SL, high-output, moving-coil cartridge. The slightest trace of tube hiss was perceptible during quiet record passages with this cartridge, but could not be heard with higher output moving-magnet types. The preamp's sonics did not change when using either 2 meters or 6 meters of Levinson RG58U coaxial interconnect cables driving the author's reference amplifier (which has a 75-kilohm input impedance).

When the Modulus drove this solid-state amp via short cables, the results were most pleasing. Sonic detailing, depth of field, bass response, and stereo separation ran a close second to Greenhill's reference preamp, which cost 10 times more than the Modulus! Keith Johnson's marvelous percussion record, Dafos (Reference Recordings RR-12), played with powerful dynamics, thunderous bass, and a wonderful sweetness in the tubular bells. In particular, Terry Herman's intimate jazz trio on Blue Aranjuez (Denon Compact Disc C38-7010) took on a spaciousness, depth of imaging, and three-dimensionality that was remarkable. We began to enjoy the music and forget reviewing.

In summary, the Audible Illusions Modulus is an inexpensive, well-made tube preamplifier with a lot of personality. It has been designed with a puritanical adherence to simplicity of circuit topology, at the expense of making its performance somewhat load-dependent. This component should appeal to audiophile and music lover alike, when properly interfaced to moving-magnet cartridges or high-output moving coils and amplifiers with high input impedances.

Laurence L. Greenhill and David L. Clark

Telarc CD's

BEETHOVEN: The Five Piano Concerti (CD-80061-5). Serkin's dynamic reading of Beethoven's monumental exploration of the piano concerto. Completed over a period of five years, this magnificent achievement takes its place among the definitive recordings of the 20th Century.

HANDEL: Messiah (CD-80093-2). Robert Shaw's fresh and masterful account of this greatest of sacred oratorios. Talented young singers assist Shaw's disciplined chorus and orchestra in bringing Messiah to stunning recorded life.

MICHAEL MURRAY PREMIERE RECITAL RECORDING: Works of Bach, Dupré, Franck, Messiaen & Widor (CD-80097). The debut of the new Ruffatti Organ in Davies Symphony Hall.
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"Spectacular" "Astounding"
Stereo Review Magazine

High Fidelity Magazine

The Nation's Top Audio Experts Agree:
Polk's Revolutionary True Stereo SDAs
Always Sound Better Than Conventional Speakers

"They truly represent a breakthrough."
Rolling Stone Magazine

Polk's AudioVideo® Grand Prix Award winning
SDA technology has been called the most impor-
tant fundamental advance in loudspeaker design
in the last 25 years. In fact, Polk's remarkable
SDAs are the world's first and only True Stereo
loudspeakers.

Hear the Remarkable Sonic Benefits Now!
Polk's exclusive True Stereo SDA technology re-
sults in spectacularly lifelike, three-dimensional
sound. Stereo Review said, "Literally a new dimen-
sion in sound." High Fidelity said, "Astounding
... Mind-boggling ... Flabbergasting ... An
amazing experience ... You owe it to yourself to
audition them."
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SDA-CRS $399.
SDA-2 $600.
SDA-1A $850.

In Baltimore at Soundscope
46 West Coldspring Lane

"The result is always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers."
Stereo Review Magazine


"Digital Disc Ready"
I have prided myself in the past with being able to figure out which of the prime suppliers of CD players was manufacturing which players for some of the smaller companies who don't quite have the capability to produce these complex machines on their own. I must confess that in this case, I wasn't able to figure out with whom Luxman had contracted to produce the DX-103. As you might expect with Luxman, they insisted upon having the CD player produced for them be as distinctively different in layout from other CD players as Luxman amplifiers, tuners and other products are from those of their competitors. As a result, the DX-103 turns out to be somewhat different from the norm, both in features and in layout, if not in measured performance.

The DX-103 has one of the fastest access times I have ever measured, locating a desired "track" or selection on a disc in a matter of 2 to 3 s. Up to 16 music selections can be

**Manufacturer's Specifications**

- **Frequency Response**: 5 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB.
- **Dynamic Range**: Greater than 90 dB.
- **Total Harmonic Distortion**: Less than 0.007% at 1 kHz.
- **Channel Separation**: 90 dB.
- **Output Level**: Variable, 0 to 5.0 V; fixed, 2.0 V.
- **Number of Programmable Selections**: 16.
- **Wow and Flutter**: Below measurable limits.

**Dimensions**: 16½ in. (41.9 cm) W x 3½ in. (8.57 cm) H x 13¼ in. (33.7 cm) D.

**Weight**: 15 lbs. (6.8 kg).

**Price**: $999.95.

**Company Address**: 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, Cal. 90501.

For literature, circle No. 92.
THE NEW AIWA AD-F990 3HEAD CASSETTE DECK: PERFORMANCE READY FOR THE DIGITAL AGE.

At Aiwa, we believe being the best means taking the lead, not following. That's why our engineers developed the AD-F990: the first fully automated cassette deck designed to meet the demands of the compact digital disc.

20,000Hz FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE!
Listen to the AD-F990 and you'll be stunned. Dolby HX Professional and Aiwa's exclusive amorphous combination head have extended performance parameters so far that the AD-F990 can faithfully reproduce digitally recorded programs without compromise...or effort.

A TRIUMPH IN HUMAN ENGINEERING
To perfectly integrate man and machine, the Aiwa AD-F990 presents its controls on a unique "keyboard." That's new! So is our Auto Record Level Control, Auto NR Detector, Auto Demagnetizing, Auto 'Pape Selector, Digital Time Remaining Display that shows all tape operation modes, and a fluorescent display for all functions.

The Aiwa AD-F990: the top of our new line of "digital-ready" cassette decks. The sound of the future, today.

Virtuoso

AIWA SIMPLY ADVANCED

AIWA AMERICA INC. 35 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074. In Canada: Shiro (Canada) Ltd.
stored in its computer memory for playback in any selected order. A "Repeat" control allows an entire disc or the selections stored in memory to be repeated. Light-touch pushbuttons handle all control functions, and an optional wireless remote control (Model RC-3) can start, stop or pause the player and can move the laser pickup in fast forward or reverse or skip it ahead or back. To help you remember what's on the disc you've chosen to play, a "Scan" feature plays the first 10 s of each selection on the disc, in both the normal mode (when playing through an entire disc) or in the memory mode (when playing only selected tracks stored in the player's memory).

Control Layout

The control layout of the DX-103, as mentioned above, is unusual. Oversized touch buttons near the disc-loading tray handle play, pause, fast-forward and fast-reverse functions, with illuminated indicators on the "Play" and "Pause" buttons. The "Power" and timer-start switches, stereo headphone jack and headphone level control (which also adjusts level from the rear-panel variable-output jacks) are to the left of and below the disc drawer. "Repeat," "Scan," "Disc" and "Data" indicator lights illuminate when the corresponding buttons or functions are operated. The "Disc" indicator flickers when power is first turned on or when the disc tray is sliding in or out; it stays on when a disc is properly in place. The "Data" light flickers when the disc's Table of Contents is being read; when that's been completed, this indicator stays on.

The display area to the right of the tray shows track number and index number of a disc, plus time elapsed from the track's beginning. This display also shows total time played on the disc or, at the touch of a toggling button, time remaining on the disc. A memory-play indicator at the extreme right of the panel illuminates when a selection recalled from memory is being played. Just below the display area are the "Skip" buttons, which shift the laser pickup to the start of the next or the current track. Ten small, numbered keys in this area of the panel are used to select tracks for playback, either during normal play or in the memory-play modes. By using these numbered keys, it is possible to select not only a track (selection) but an index number within a given selection, if the disc being played has such subdivisions encoded in it. The lower row of touch buttons on the front panel include "Memory Call," "Memory Clear," "Memory Write" (for storing desired selections to be played), "Repeat," "Scan" (described earlier), and "Time" (which causes the display to toggle between "time played" and "time remaining" on the disc being played). The rear panel of the Luxman DX-103 has two sets of output jacks: One is at fixed level, and the other varies in output level, set by the front-panel headphone level control.

Measurements

Figure 1 shows frequency response for both the left and right channels of the DX-103. The vertical scale is 2 dB per division, and the sweep, from left to right, extends from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Frequency response for the Luxman DX-103 was the most uniform I have ever measured for any CD.
Sound quality is above reproach, thanks to Luxman’s highly regarded Duo-Beta feedback circuitry in the critical, final analog stages.
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**Fig. 1-O**

---

**Fig. 4—S/N analysis, both unweighted (A) and A-weighted (B).**

---

**Fig. 5—Separation vs. frequency.**

---

player, varying by no more than 0.1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Harmonic distortion for maximum output varied from 0.005% to around 0.008%, depending upon the test frequency being measured. A plot of THD versus frequency up to around 10 kHz, measured at various recorded levels, is shown in Fig. 2. Above that frequency, I encountered the now-familiar rise in apparent THD. As can be seen on the spectrum analyzer (Fig. 3), however, this rise is not actually an increase in THD but rather is caused by a beat frequency occurring outside the range of hearing, above 20 kHz. In Fig. 3, a test tone of 20 kHz was used (the tall spike in the ‘scope photo), and to the right of this primary tone can be seen a “beat” tone at approximately 24.1 kHz (interaction between the 44.1-kHz sampling rate and the 20-kHz tone being reproduced). This secondary tone was more than 40 dB below the desired 20-kHz tone and would therefore not be likely to cause any problems with wide-band amplifiers and wide-range tweeters.

Unweighted signal-to-noise ratio measured 93.1 dB (Fig. 4A); with an A-weighting filter included in the measurement, signal-to-noise ratio increased to 98.7 dB (Fig. 4B). At maximum recorded level, IM distortion measured 0.005%, increasing to 0.025% at -20 dB recorded level. Linearity was accurate to within 0.2 dB down to -80 dB. Stereo separation (Fig. 5) ranged from 80 dB at the low- and high-frequency extremes to around 87 dB at mid-frequencies.

Square-wave reproduction of a 1-kHz digitally generated square wave signal (Fig. 6) was typical of that encountered with CD players which use multi-pole, steep, analog filters following digital-to-analog conversion. The same was true of the reproduction of a digitally generated unit-pulse signal, as shown in the ‘scope photo of Fig. 7. Negligible phase shift between a left-channel, 200-Hz test signal and a right-channel, 2-kHz test signal was observed in the ‘scope photo of Fig. 8, though greater phase shift would have been evident at higher test frequencies. Perfect phase linearity in this test is represented by a positive crossing of the zero axis at the same time for both test frequencies.

The Luxman DX-103 played completely through my special “defects” disc without ever mistracking or muting. This means that if you had a disc with an opaque scratch as long as 900 microns (slightly less than 1 mm), the player would ignore it completely. Similarly, surface dust particles as great as 800 microns in diameter would also be ignored by this excellent-tracking machine. The player was also quite acceptably resistant to external shock or vibration, remaining “on track” when I tapped lightly on its top and sides during the listening tests.

**Use and Listening Tests**

Despite the relatively great number of features found on the front panel of the DX-103, I found the player easy to use. The sample I tested was shipped without an owner’s manual (that situation should, of course, be corrected by the time you read this), yet I was able to figure out how to program the machine for memory playback of chosen tracks and how to get all the other features to work properly.

The Luxman DX-103 puts out an even greater signal voltage than the already-high voltage levels produced by most other CD players. I can understand the need for high
Of the many elements inherently necessary for the production of a lasting, true work of art, perhaps attention to design fundamentals is the most crucial. Time must be devoted and painstaking attention to detail must be asserted on every level for an authentic masterpiece to result. It is that commitment to precision that makes Harman Kardon’s CD491 stand apart from other cassette decks.

An audiophile demands nothing less than the fine quality inherent in the CD491 — Harman Kardon’s most advanced cassette deck and one of the few in the world that can equal the range of human hearing. With a frequency response of 20Hz to 24kHz (± 3dB) with any tape formulation, the CD491 is a classic of technological excellence. Incorporated in the CD491 is Dolby HX Professional, a headroom expansion system that extends frequency response at high record levels while significantly reducing distortion. Added to this is a signal-to-noise ratio of 75dB. The dramatic result of this combination is the ability to accurately record more dynamic audio signals than was previously possible. This makes the CD491 a truly enduring technological triumph as more demanding forms of software, such as digital audio and hi-fi VCRs, emerge.

Three heads improve performance and offer the convenience of monitoring while recording. A Sendust record head withstands high record levels without overload and a ferrite playback head assures high frequency response. Both heads are precisely aligned in one housing. The CD491 is such a unique expression of artistry that one shouldn’t compare it to any other cassette deck, but rather to the source being recorded.

This strong commitment to achieving the ultimate in audio listening pleasure is reflected in the many fine products Harman Kardon makes.

Harman Kardon…Dedicated to mastering the fine art of high fidelity.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Frequency Response: 20Hz-24kHz (± 3dB) across all tape formulations (except Ferichrome position)
- Large Signal Response: 20Hz-20kHz (± 3dB)
- Wow and Flutter: 0.025%
- Signal to Noise Ratio: 75dB
- Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.009%
- Other specifications: see printed text in the advertisement.
Even without an owner's manual, I could easily figure out the DX-103's many features, including how to program it.

output levels from CD players; their makers don't want the amplifiers with which they are used to become limiting factors as far as noise floor and hum levels are concerned. If CD players put out only as much voltage as tuners or analog tape decks, you might find yourself turning up amplifier volume levels (to be able to hear lowest-level sounds from CDs) to the point where residual hum and transistor hiss from the amplifier itself would become apparent. By providing a high output voltage (2 V or more, in most cases), the makers of CDs insure against such an occurrence. Just the same, the Luxman DX-103 can put out a whopping 5.0 V via its variable output jacks. If your preamplifier (or the high-level inputs to your integrated amplifier or receiver) can't handle that much input voltage without overloading its first stage, you had best switch to the DX-103's fixed outputs (which deliver a maximum of 2.0 V) or turn down the front-panel gain control that sets the player's headphone and variable-output levels.

As for the sound quality delivered by the Luxman DX-103, it is beyond reproach. Luxman has taken the trouble to incorporate their highly regarded "Duo-Beta" feedback circuitry in the final, analog stages which precede the outputs of any CD player (the output signal, after all, is analog, not digital, or we couldn't feed it to our amplifiers). Many have suggested that the chief differences between the sounds produced by different players may well be caused by differences in those final, analog stages. Here, digital signals have been converted back to analog signals and must be amplified by analog audio circuitry much as they would be in any audio component. It is in this analog area that Luxman equipment has always been outstanding, and the DX-103 is no less so.

Leonard Feldman

If we made them look like other loudspeakers... that's all they would sound like.
New PS-8 and PS-10 Point Source Loudspeaker Systems
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CAMEL LIGHTS

It's a whole new world.

Today's Camel Lights, unexpectedly mild.

JVC'S NEW R-X500B RECEIVER IS A SUPERB EXAMPLE OF HOW FAR JVC WILL GO TO BRING YOU THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND.

Some hi-fi equipment delivers slightly higher fidelity. Especially when it's designed by JVC! In fact, JVC's entire line of remote equalization and unheard-of-refinements, it is virtually without equal.

ADVANTAGE: A POWER AMP WITH INCREDIBLE POWERS

The R-X500B boasts two of the highest refinements in power amp technology available today—Dynamic Super A and Gm Driver. Dynamic Super A improves performance in two significant ways. One, it renders music reproduction silky and pure by eliminating offensive switching distortion. Two, it capably controls speaker motion by forming an ideal interface between the amplifier and the speaker.

HIGH FIDELITY

Watch for the JVC Jazz Festival on PBS. Check local listings.
JVC's newest technology, Gm Driver, improves actual in-use performance at all listening levels, high and low, by driving the power stage at a constant voltage.

**ADVANTAGE: AN EQUALIZER WITH A GRAPHIC DIFFERENCE**

Since 1966, when JVC pioneered equalizers for home use, we have remained in the very forefront of equalizer technology.

The computer controlled graphic equalizer in the R-X500B is a superb example of engineering to achieve an end. It combines unequalled versatility with automatic capabilities, while maintaining sonic integrity.

Five equalized responses can be memorized for instant recall at a touch. And an infrared wireless remote control makes it possible to adjust equalization from your armchair without sacrificing sound quality.

In a further refinement, JVC engineers opted for an LSI to handle electronic switching for both channels at seven different control frequencies. The result—electrical loss and tonal degradation never enter the picture.

**ADVANTAGE: A TUNER AS SMART AS A COMPUTER**

The R-X500B puts an advanced microcomputer in charge of the digital synthesizer tuner and references it to the accuracy of a quartz oscillator, making it highly versatile and easy to use. The microcomputer lets you preset 15 AM and 15 FM frequencies, scan them all for 5 seconds each, read out aerial signal strength in 5dB increments, plus much more.

**ADVANTAGE: JVC**

It is the attention to engineering detail and craftsmanship evident in the R-X500B which separates every JVC hi-fi component from all others. JVC makes changes in design for the sake of improvement. Not just for the sake of change. And the result is the difference between excellent and average. See, and hear, this difference at your nearest JVC dealer.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**AMPLIFIER SECTION**

Output Power: 100 Watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz, with no more than 0.007% total harmonic distortion.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio ('66IF/DIN)

Phono—80dB

Video/Aux/DAD/Tape—100dB

RIAA Phono Equalization

± 0.5dB (20Hz -20kHz)

**S.E.A. SECTION**

Centre Frequencies—63, 160, 400, 1kHz, 2.5kHz, 6.3kHz, 16kHz

Control Range—± 10dB

**FM TUNER SECTION ('78 IFH)**

50dB Quieting Sensitivity

Mono—14.6dB

Stereo—38.3 dB

Signal to Noise Ratio (IFH-A Weighted)

Mono/Stereo—82dB/73dB
BRÜEL & KJAER
TYPE 4003 AND
TYPE 4007 STUDIO
CONDENSER
MICROPHONES

Manufacturer’s Specifications

**Type:** Air condenser, internally pre-polarized backplate. Type 4003, low-noise; Type 4007, high-intensity.

**On-Axis Frequency Response:**
- Type 4003, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 2 dB.
- Type 4007, 20 Hz to 40 kHz, ± 2 dB.

**Phase Matching Between Microphones:** From 50 Hz to 20 kHz.
- Type 4003, ±10°.
- Type 4007, ±5°.

**Sensitivity at 250 Hz:**
- Type 4003, 50 mV/Pa, unloaded (-26 dBV).
- Type 4007, 2.5 mV/Pa, unloaded (-52 dBV).

**Equivalent Noise Level:**
- Type 4003, 15 dBA typical, 17 dBA max.
- Type 4007, 24 dBA typical, 26 dBA max.

**Harmonic Distortion:**
- Type 4003, 1% at 135 dB peak SPL.
- Type 4007, 1% at 148 dB peak SPL above 100 Hz.

**Maximum Sound Pressure Level:**
- Type 4003, 154 dB peak SPL at or below 4 kHz.
- Type 4007, 155 dB peak SPL above 200 Hz.

**Power Supply:**
- Type 4003, 130 V from Type 2812 two-channel power supply.
- Type 4007, 48 V, phantom power per DIN 45 596.

**Audio Output:** Type 4003, balanced, transformerless, line level from XLR-3 male jack on Type 2812 power supply.
- Type 4007, balanced, transformer isolated, microphone level, from XLR-3 male jack on microphone.

**Weight:** 5.3 oz (150 grams).

**Dimensions:**
- Type 4003, 6½ in. (165 mm) L; cartridge diameter, Type 4003, ½ in. (12 mm).
- Type 4007, ½ in. (16 mm); cartridge diameter, Type 4007, ¾ in. (19 mm).

**Price:**
- Type 4003 (inc. diffuse-field grid, power-supply cable, windscreen and clamp), $705.00.
- Type 4007 (inc. audio cable, windscreen and clamp), $765.00.
- Type 2812 power supply for 4003, $1,085.00.

**Company Address:** 185 Forest St., Marlborough, Mass. 01752.

For literature, circle No. 93.
Brüel & Kjaer is a Danish firm which has produced condenser microphones for use with their well-known line of sound measuring instruments since 1959. Now there are B & K Studio Microphones as well, of which two (the Type 4003 and Type 4007) are reviewed here. Brüel & Kjaer's *instrumentation* microphones are optimized for frequency response and polar pattern, but not for low noise level. They are suitable for recording relatively loud instruments at close distance. In contrast, these *stereo* microphones are optimized for dynamic range, frequency, and phase response and are specifically intended for music recording. They are pre-polarized, charged-backplate types which have metallic diaphragms for optimum response, corrosion resistance, and stable output with temperature changes. Those who have not used Brüel & Kjaer sound instruments may have some difficulty understanding the differences in acoustical properties of the various studio microphone types. B & K publishes an instruction manual for the microphones which gives much detail not included in the sales brochure. I will try to offer a brief, simplified explanation below.

The Studio Microphones are omnidirectional, pressure-sensing types, same as the instrumentation models. Cardioid capsules are not presently available; thus, the B & K mikes are not suited to X-Y coincident-microphone stereo pickup. Applications are therefore limited to spaced-microphone stereo pickup, as in classical music, or close miking of instruments in multi-channel pop-music recording.

There are four B & K Studio Microphones. They differ in capsule size (16-mm diameter for the Types 4003 and 4006, 12 mm for the 4004 and 4007) and in power supply (130 V for the 4003 and 4004, 48-V "phantom" power for the 4006 and 4007). In order to evaluate both capsule sizes and powering options, I tested a pair of Type 4003 (16-mm capsule, 130-V supply) and a pair of Type 4007 (12-mm capsule, 48-V supply) microphones. These microphones are of high quality, omnidirectional condensers whose specifications complement the dynamic bandwidth of such new-technology recording systems as digital and direct-to-disc. They should also be of interest to amateur and professional recordists who have high-quality open-reel recorders. Some of the high-end cassette recorders will also benefit from higher quality microphones.

The prices of these microphones are high compared to those in past reviews, but since the microphone is the controlling "filter" in most recording systems, I believe that it is wise to spend more on microphones than on the recorder.

**Basic Characteristics**

My rule of thumb on microphone capsule size is that condenser microphones 16 mm and smaller in diameter potentially offer uniform frequency response and polar pattern to 15 kHz. This is true of both mikes under review. However, small microphones may have high electrical noise, which reduces dynamic range. Brüel & Kjaer has achieved a low (15-dBA) noise level in the 16-mm Type 4003 (and 4006). Thus, the specifications show excellent acoustical response for all musical applications, but low enough noise for distant miking of classical music. The 154-dB SPL limit of the Type 4003 results in a dynamic range of 154–15 = 139 decibels, adequate for any recording and playback system known today. The noise levels of the 12-mm Type 4007 (and 4004) are higher (24 dBA) than that of the 16-mm microphones. However, the very high maximum SPL of the 12-mm models results in a wide dynamic range. For the 4004, using the same power supply as the 4003, maximum SPL is 168 dB, resulting in a dynamic range of 144 dB (168 – 24 dB). The Type 4007 tested here has a maximum SPL of 155 dB because of its lower power-supply voltage.

The 4003 and the other 16-mm model are furnished with removable, gridded caps which offer two choices of acoustical response: The bright plated cap yields flat axial (0°) high-frequency response. The response to a diffuse field (as well as the 90° response) is rolled off above 5 kHz. In a typical, somewhat live room, a microphone is exposed to a diffuse field when it is more than a few meters from a musical instrument. A diffuse field is one in which sound reaches the microphone from many, random, directions. In other words, the sound which is reflected from many room surfaces is equal or greater in intensity to the direct sound from the instrument. Thus, the bright cap is properly used only for close miking (within about 1 meter or less), with the mike pointed at the instrument or vocalist.

The black-gridded cap modifies the response so that the diffuse (which resembles the 90° response) is essentially flat to 15 kHz. In contrast, the axial (0°) response is specified to have a 6-dB peak at 12 kHz with the black cap. Thus, the Type 4003 or 4006 microphone with the black cap is properly used in a diffuse field, at a distance from sound sources. A good method is to point the mike at the ceiling because response to direct sound at 90° is flat, and response to the randomly reflected (diffuse) sound is also flat.

With the 12-mm cartridge of the 4007 (and the 4004), both the axial and diffuse responses are essentially flat, and so no removable gridded caps are provided. However, because of both the higher noise level and higher SPL tolerance of the 12-mm models, referred to earlier, these microphones are billed as High Intensity models, properly used close to the sound source.

As mentioned above, I tested both 130-V and 48-V models. The Type 4003 is powered by 130 V from B & K's Type 2812 power supply, to which it is linked by a special 15-foot cable. (Cable extensions up to 45 feet may be used in many circumstances.) This higher voltage to the microphone preamp results in a higher SPL capability than the lower voltage model has, and a transformerless, balanced output specified as being at line level. When used with a transformerless input circuit, flat response and low distortion are assured down to below 20 Hz.

The Type 4007 operates on "phantom" power, supplied through the regular microphone cable, at a nominal 48 V. That figure represents the open-circuit output of the power supply, and is dropped to a lower value by a series resistor in the power supply. The actual voltage at the microphone therefore depends on the value of this resistor and the microphone's own current draw. Despite an applicable DIN standard, there is considerable variation in these characteristics among the various makes, and sometimes between
B&W’s newest star is in the spotlight.

To celebrate the marriage of Audio and Video, B&W of England commissioned its world renowned research team to design a loudspeaker dedicated to the audio/video environment. A new star was born!

Until recently, TV was meant to capture the eye rather than the ear, a one-experience medium. But now, with the availability of Beta and VHS Hi Fi and the advent of Stereo TV, it has become a two-experience medium. Yes, you can expect theatre quality sound in your own living room. B&W video acoustic monitors reproduce the whole eight octaves of sound, an astounding improvement over the four to five octaves reproduced by ordinary TV speakers.

The television picture tube and associated components are seriously affected by stray magnetic fields. The magnets employed in TV loudspeakers are shielded to prevent magnetic interference but if large magnets required to produce true high fidelity are used, then shielding is only partially effective.

B&W goes one step beyond. B&W has totally redesigned the magnet circuits and motor system by producing nickel-cobalt centre pole magnets. B&W has produced ZMF speakers, giving virtually a Zero Magnetic Field. This revolutionary new approach actually enhances the performance of the loudspeaker system beyond anything achievable with simple screening; B&W ZMF speakers can be placed immediately adjacent to the television monitor without creating any adverse effect.

Behind the successful development of these video acoustic monitors lies B&W’s world leadership in loudspeaker technology and design. B&W’s Model 801 has been selected by famous recording companies, orchestras and conductors worldwide as their classical music monitor. For both the professional recording artists and the critical music lover, B&W has dedicated itself to the pursuit of perfection in the recreation of live sound.

More than a contribution to viewing pleasure, B&W ZMF loudspeakers provide all that has been missing from the complete audio/video experience. LISTEN AND YOU’LL SEE!
different models of a given make. Bruel & Kjaer offers no 48-V power supply of its own, but I was informed by its U.S. headquarters that the microphone should ideally receive 36 V. (Unfortunately, this information is not in the instruction manual) I would caution users to check that the voltage at the mike is 36 V, ±10%, in order not to compromise performance of these very high-quality microphones. To calculate if a particular power supply will be adequate, use 3.5 to 4.0 mA per mike as the current at 36 V. I hope that B & K will soon offer a 48-V phantom supply as an accessory.

The Studio Microphone capsules are not user-removable, from the preamp bodies, which is different from the design of the B & K instrumentation mikes and other commercial condenser microphones. So, if the capsule is damaged, as sometimes happens with Sound Level Meter microphones, you cannot replace it in the field. Also, this limits future interchangeability with newly designed capsules. A cardioid capsule is an obviously desirable accessory.

**Measurements**

Each Studio Microphone comes with a calibration chart showing complete measured data. The accuracy is unquestionable, as the Bruel & Kjaer laboratory in Copenhagen is comparable to the lab at our National Bureau of Standards. Therefore, much of my work consisted simply of verifying this data. The calibration chart is a plus to professional users who have equipment for measuring frequency response, such as real-time analyzers, TDS systems, or a strip chart and oscillator such as I have. Thus, a B & K Studio Microphone can serve as a reference in microphone and loudspeaker testing in the field.

I must emphasize that I did not evaluate new, randomly selected microphones. These were microphones from the West Coast regional demo stock. The mikes showed evidence of being used, as some dust was seen on the diaphragms with a magnifying glass. B & K is currently loaning mikes for studios to try before buying, so both new and demo stocks are quite short at this time. This reflects present demand for these mikes for professional recording, and B & K is now setting up a dealer network.

As mentioned above, B & K provides no power supply for its 48-V models, leaving that responsibility to the user. The only such supply I had available, an AKG, had too much resistance for these microphones, yielding only 27 V at the mikes. I therefore powered the Type 4007 in these tests with four 9-V batteries in series, connected to the center top of a UTC HA-108X line transformer, which was set for 200.200 ohms. Thus, with low series resistance, there was certain to be nearly 36 V at the microphone. The UTC transformer is very well shielded, has flat response from about 10 Hz to 50 kHz, and will handle up to +20 dBm levels in the audio frequency range without distortion.

The 4003 was powered by the 2812 power supply. This is a totally transformerless, line-level output system. Since the 4003 has response down to 5 Hz, many input transformers with small cores may introduce distortion due to magnetic core saturation on high-level, low-frequency tones, such as organ-pedal notes at 16 Hz. I found that the "line-level" output of the 4003 (-20 dBV at 94 dB SPL or 1 Pa) was about 20 dB too low for any of my line inputs, but 30 dB

While expensive, these new B & K mikes are ultra-high quality condensers which will complement any high-end recording system.
Each Studio Microphone comes with a calibration chart showing complete measured data, and the accuracy is unquestionable.

![Graph showing frequency response vs. angle, Type 4003 with black gridded cap.]

![Graph showing effect of windscreens on axial response, Type 4003 with bright gridded cap and Type 4007.]

![Graph showing noise spectra for Type 4007 (overall noise level, 24 dBA, 26.5 dB unweighted) and Type 4003 (overall noise level, 14 dBA, 21 dB unweighted).]
To avoid turntable rumble, hum and howling, stability is all. Steadiness of the needle in the groove—and in the platter rotation.

Kyocera's solution: It starts with ceramics. This unique material provides uncommon stability and isolation of mechanical and electrical feedback. The result is a performance that is virtually free of vibration and resonance.

A rigid ceramic-compound resin forms the subchassis of the PL-701. To further eliminate vibration, this subchassis is suspended by three springs within a sturdy wood base. The base has four adjustable shock-mounted feet. This dual-isolation foundation supports the platter and arm. For even greater stability and uniform rotation, the platter weighs in at 3.3 lbs. Add an advanced two-motor belt drive system to eliminate motor vibration and you have a turntable that is truly—steady as a rock.

Other features:
- Straight aluminum tubular low mass tonearm with removable carbon fiber shell.
- Micro-computer electronic sensing non-friction tonearm control.
- Stabilizer (.7 lb) with built-in two-speed stroboscope.
- Wow and flutter of 0.03%.
- Signal-to-noise ratio of 70 dB (DIN-B)
- Tinted dust cover and convenient soft-touch front panel controls.

Performance says it all. Put it to the test at a selected Kyocera dealer now.


The new Kyocera PL-701 Full Automatic Belt Drive Turntable

Steady as a rock.

BETTER SOUND BASED ON CERAMICS.
Will your next AM/FM Receiver also give you Stereoplex™ television sound?

Only if it’s Technics.

Now Technics brings you stereo receivers that are so technologically advanced, they give you more than dramatically clean AM. More than brilliant FM. Now Technics receivers also tune in television sound. And electronically expand it into Stereoplex television sound.

So with Technics Stereoplex receivers, ordinary TV shows now sound extraordinary. Special effects now sound truly spectacular. And there’s more.

Every new Technics Stereoplex receiver contains two microprocessors. The first controls Technics innovative Computer-Drive circuitry. To actually stop distortion before it starts. For music of astonishing clarity.

The second microprocessor controls and monitors the quartz synthesis tuner. The most accurate tuning system in the world. For locked-in, drift-free reception.

In addition, there’s an input to connect a Compact Disc player, a VCR or a video monitor.

The new Technics stereo receivers. More than AM. More than FM. Even more than television sound. Because they’re more than ordinary stereo receivers. They’re Technics.

Technics
The science of sound
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though I used a sound-attenuation box with about 40 dB of loss, the very low noise level of the 4003 meant that the tests had to be conducted at night, when outside ambient noise was at a minimum. Figure 7 shows the 1/3-octave noise analysis of the 4003 and 4007. The 4003’s equivalent noise level was 14 dBA, well within the 17-dBA specification. Unweighted noise was a very low 21 dB. Previously, I had thought that only a microphone with a 1-inch diaphragm could have this low a noise level. (As explained in the September 1978 issue, I use an old RCA tube amplifier, Type OP-6, for noise measurements. This amp band-limits noise to a range from 30 Hz to 15 kHz and, according to my latest test, measures less than ~130 dBm equivalent input noise level. In 1978, I asked readers to write us of a solid-state preamp with equivalent or lower noise; we are still waiting for an answer.)

Phasing, as measured with an EMT-160 polarity tester, was pin 2 plus, in accordance with EIA specifications, for both models. Because of the extended low-frequency responses of the 4003 and 4007, their windscreens do not entirely cure breath pop or wind noise which is manifest as a very low-frequency thump. Low-frequency noise is also heard if one moves either microphone rapidly without a windscreen. Thus, the Studio Microphones should not be used as hand-held vocalist’s microphones; there are plenty of cheaper mikes to serve this purpose. The Studio Microphones were found to have negligible vibration or shock sensitivity. Magnetic hum pickup of the 4003 was about 20 dB less than that of my comparison mike, a Nakamichi CM-700 with omnidirectional capsule. The 4007 showed only about 2 dB higher hum pickup than the 4003, even though the 4007 has a transformer and the 4003 does not.

While making hum and noise tests, it was imperative to ground the chassis of the 2812 power supply to avoid hum. Unlike B & K instrumentation-mike power supplies, the 2812 has no provision for a three-wire grounded power cord. I found that sometimes a grounded cord was needed and had to substitute a clip lead. I hope that this problem will be taken care of.

Use and Listening Tests

Voice pickup quality of the 4003 with bright grid, the 4007, and a Nakamichi CM-700 with the omni capsule were quite similar for any orientation of the microphones.

The 4003s were used to record a festive concert and church service in the large 1,000-seat sanctuary of my local Methodist church. Empty, the reverberation time is 2.5 to 3.0 S, but with a full house for this service, acoustics were less live. The 4003s were mounted vertically about 6 inches apart, according to suggestions from a Brüel & Kjaer field engineer, and located off-center at the front of the nave seating area. The black grids were used, because the musical instruments of a brass quintet were about 10 feet away in the chancel, and a bell choir was about 20 feet away in the transept. Organ pipes were in the front and back of the church, and the choir in the front. A Revox open-reel recorder was in a remote control room, requiring the 2812 power supply outputs to connect to house mike lines about 200 feet long. The 2812 chassis was not grounded, but perhaps should have been, because I had to play with

Using a pair of 4003s, spaced about 6 inches apart, a festive church concert produced excellent imaging and exciting ambience.

---

The grounding of the two HA-108X isolation transformers plus the two 30-dB pads located at the Revox. I used the Revox’s low-impedance mike inputs. Without the transformers for isolation and balancing, hum was clearly audible.

I listened to the tape in my acoustically dead listening room over my modified and equalized Altec 604C 15-inch coaxial speakers. Several years ago, I had tried Nakamichi omnis, spaced at 10 feet, for recording in the church, but imaging was poor and the ambience or room sound was annoying. With the closely spaced B & K 4003s, the imaging was excellent and the ambience exciting rather than annoying. The pre-service brass music was brilliant in the highs and well imaged in spite of the unfavorable position of the mikes, off-center of the ensemble and only 4 feet from the floor (so as to be inconspicuous). The bells were crisp and well defined in space in spite of their distant location. During the processional ("O Come All Ye Faithful"), the brass and organ were playing at maximum level, the congregation of 1,000 was singing, and the choir was singing as it marched down the aisle. The bass sound of the organ seemed about an octave deeper and more full than on any previous tape. The brass was clearly heard above the singing, which seemed to fill my listening room, similar to the live listening experience. The overall result was a dazzling recording which I have used several times as a demo tape to impress people with the sound of the B & K mikes and my playback equipment.

I was able to compare the above tape with one made a year earlier with coincident Nakamichi CM-700 cardiods on}

### Table I—Specifications of Type 4004 and Type 4006 microphones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type 4004</th>
<th>Type 4006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity at 250 Hz</td>
<td>10 mV/Pa, unloaded</td>
<td>12.5 mV/Pa, unloaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Distortion</td>
<td>1% at 148 dB SPL</td>
<td>1% at 153 dB SPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Sound Pressure Level</td>
<td>168 dB SPL</td>
<td>143 dB SPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Specifications</td>
<td>same as 4003, except audio output, power supply and price same</td>
<td>same as 4003, except audio output, power supply and price same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1984
With the organ playing at maximum, the bass sound seemed about an octave deeper than on any previous tape.

A 14-foot-tall stand. The musical instruments, musicians, and program were essentially the same. The exciting ambience of the singing was lost with the Nakamichi mikes. Imaging of the brass quintet was little improved by the more favorably situated cardioids. The brass sound was brilliant and quite similar to that from the B & K mikes, reflecting that both mikes have 16-mm capsules. The congregational singing was poorly defined by the cardioids, and the firm bass of the B & K tape was missing in the Nakamichi tape. So, my first-rate recording of 1983 became second-rate by comparison to the 1984 tape.

The 4003s were then used to record a string quartet in a neighboring Presbyterian church, with similar placement of the mikes—6 inches apart on a low stand. Again, the black grids were used and the strings sounded brilliant and well imaged. Of course, this tape did not reveal the outstanding bass response of the 4003s. At no time was any microphone noise evident.

Owing to a shortage of timely concerts, plus the success enjoyed with the 4003s, I had no opportunity to record with the 4007s. Besides, these are best used for multi-channel miking of pop music, which I never do. This I leave as an exercise for the reader. Since the 4007s are miniature versions of the 4003s, sound quality should be equal or better. Noise level is low enough for pop recordings or for most uses in close-miking instruments. With either model of phan-
tom-powered mike, low-frequency distortion could be encountered if the integral transformers become saturated. Obviously, for low-frequency, high-intensity sound pickup, the 130-V, transformerless models are best.

Conclusion
The Bruel & Kjaer Studio Microphones are easily the best I've tested in seven years of reviews for Audio, but are also the most expensive ones. The treble sound was not noticeably better than that of a low-cost 16-mm microphone, the Nakamichi (but note that the latter microphone is no longer on the market). My comparison recordings with brass instruments were not very well suited to revealing differences at 10 kHz or higher. The extended bass response was very noticeable, compared to my reference, so I think that the 4003 is quite superior for recording pipe organ, the spacious room sound was quite impressive.

It is obvious that these omnidirectional microphones are suited to close miking of musical instruments, but the very low noise level of the 4003 makes it ideal for distant miking of soft classical music, such as string quartets. Initially, I thought that the omni pattern would make these mikes useless for single-location stereo pickup, but with 6-inch spacing, stereo imaging was excellent.

I can highly recommend the B & K Studio Microphones for most all music recording applications. —Jon R. Sank

Please remain seated for this performance.

When you audition the new 200 Series separates from Revox, you will enjoy a musical experience rarely encountered outside the concert hall.

First, listen to the new Revox B251 Integrated Amplifier. It offers a switching power supply for more power reserves; a new power output stage with a faster rise time for accurate transient reproduction; and a signal-to-noise ratio at low output (better than -80 dB at 50 mW) that makes it an ideal companion for digital disc players.

When you audition the B261 Digital Synthesizer FM Tuner, you'll notice how it locks in weak FM signals—even when adjacent to strong ones—that other tuners mute or mask with noise. The B261's signal-to-noise and distortion specs are so low that they challenge the limits of test instruments. So the music you hear is the music being broadcast. No more, no less.

Finally, you may switch back and forth among the B251's six sources inputs. Choose any of the B251's 20 pre-set stations. Adjust the volume and balance. Monitor the separate record-out circuit. Or operate the Revox turntable, open reel recorder, and cassette deck. You may do so without leaving your easy chair.

The 200 Series from Revox of Switzerland. A quantum leap forward in sonic accuracy. With the convenience of infrared remote control. Contact your Revox dealer for an audition session.

B209 remote transmitter and wood cabinet optional. Remote capability retrofittable into most Revox turntables and tape decks.

STUDER REVOX
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210
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Introducing The New Ohm Walsh 1
The Lowest Price Ever
For Our Most Expensive Sound
Under $595 Per Pair

1982 The Ohm Walsh 2
loudspeaker was
introduced. It provided a sound
quality only approached by much
more expensive speakers. It has
received more rave reviews than
any new speaker in the last ten
years. It was voted "Speaker of the
Year" in the 1982 Audio-Video
International Hi-Fi Grand Prix. The
Complete Buyers Guide To Stereo/
Hi-Fi Equipment said, "It is, bluntly
put, one of the finest speakers
we've heard regardless of price.
The fact that a pair sells for well
under a thousand dollars is, in our
opinion, nothing short of a sonic
miracle." Audio Magazine said,
"...These Ohm Walsh 2 speakers
certainly must be rated a 'best
buy.'" The Ohm Walsh 2 was the
start of a new family of loudspeakers.

1983 The Ohm Walsh 4
was introduced. This
is a larger version which reproduces
deeper base and can play much
louder. The New York Times said,
"[Ohm] has now at last gone all
the way with the new Ohm Walsh
4, which boasts all the notable virtues
of the earlier model but
extends the bass to 32 Hertz. This
allows it to conjure up with almost
tactile impact the deep shudder of
a low C played on an organ pedal
or the wallow of a bass drum. With
a stupendous power capacity of
500 watts, the Ohm Walsh 4
accommodates with apparent
ease even the most hair-raising
sonic peaks contained on the new
laser disks." The stereo imaging
quality is still superb and is
enhanced with a "Perspective
Control" that allows the listener to
move the stereo image nearer or
further from him to match his
desires. The Ohm Walsh 4 is the
top of the family of Ohm Walsh
speakers.

1984 The Ohm Walsh 1
is introduced. The most
basic speaker utilizing Ohm's
unique patented technology. It has
the same highly acclaimed stereo
imaging quality as the rest of the
Ohm Walsh family. The Ohm
Walsh 1's smoothness and lifelike
reproductions set a new standard
for speakers of their low price. For
$595 a pair you can now enter
Ohm's family of excellent speakers
at the lowest price ever.

To get details on buying directly from
Ohm, call today toll free.
800-221-6984
Or write,
Ohm Acoustics Corp.
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, New York 11205

We make loudspeakers correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Ohm Walsh 1</th>
<th>Ohm Walsh 2</th>
<th>Ohm Walsh 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>46 Hz to 18kHz ± 4dB</td>
<td>45Hz to 16kHz ± 4dB</td>
<td>32Hz to 17kHz ± 4dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>24 lbs.</td>
<td>29 lbs.</td>
<td>63 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt input</td>
<td>87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt input and all controls at maximum</td>
<td>87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt input and all controls at maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finish</td>
<td>Genuine walnut veneer</td>
<td>Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black or white lacquer on oak finishes available on special order.</td>
<td>Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black or white lacquer on oak finishes available on special order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>Press connectors accepting &quot;banana plugs&quot; or bare wire up to 12 gauge</td>
<td>Press connectors accepting &quot;banana plugs&quot; or bare wire up to 12 gauge</td>
<td>Press connectors accepting &quot;banana plugs&quot; or bare wire up to 12 gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2 - low and high frequency each with 3 positions</td>
<td>3 - low, high and perspective each with 3 positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirement on Music</td>
<td>20 watts minimum/90 watts maximum</td>
<td>30 watts minimum/120 watts maximum</td>
<td>50 watts minimum/500 watts maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
<td>4 ohms</td>
<td>8 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price per Pair</td>
<td>Under $595</td>
<td>Under $995</td>
<td>Under $1895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Manufacturer's Specifications

**Frequency Response:** 5 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB
**Dynamic Range:** Greater than 95 dB
**Channel Separation:** Greater than 90 dB
**Harmonic Distortion:** Less than 0.003% at 1 kHz

**Output Level:** Fixed, 2 V rms across 10 kilohms; variable, up to 2.0 V rms across 50 kilohms; headphones, 29 mW across 32 ohms.

**Power Consumption:** 30 watts.
**Dimensions:** 17 in. (43.1 cm) W x 4 3/4 in. (10.6 cm) H x 12 3/8 in. (32.7 cm) D.
**Weight:** Approximately 19 lbs. (8.6 kg).
**Price:** $850.00.

Company Address: Sony Dr., Park Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 94
Call it a second-generation CD player, or even a third-generation player. Whatever you choose to call it, Sony's CDP-610ES Compact Disc player offers convenience features and performance which are obviously a result of their experiences with the Models CDP-101 and CDP-701 introduced well over a year ago. Considerably less expensive than the top-of-the-line CDP-701, and even less expensive than the very first Compact Disc player I tested, the CDP-101, the newest addition to the line actually falls midway between the two other models in terms of its capabilities and user features.

According to Sony, the CDP-610ES uses the same laser diode, the same digital-to-analog converter LSI, and the same error-correction circuitry as their top-of-the line CDP-701ES. Control features include "Automatic Music Sensor" (AMS), which enables you to skip from song to song at the touch of a button; an index search function which locates specially coded index points within a selection, enabling the player to begin play at those points, and two-speed cue and review—not unlike that found on some analog cassette decks—which allows you to scan forwards or backwards while listening to the disc's contents at reduced level and correct pitch.

Packaged with the CDP-610ES is an infrared, wireless, remote control which offers 10-key direct-access track selection and—a feature I've never seen on a CD remote before—control of the variable line output level. This may prove to be the most desirable feature, since the wide dynamic range found in many CDs often takes listeners (and loudspeaker systems) by surprise with sudden, ear-shattering crescendos. Being able to quickly adjust listening level, without having to run across the room to the player, could prove to be most beneficial to your ears and to your equipment from time to time!

This player also has a repeat mode similar to that on Sony's earlier machines: it can be used to automatically repeat an entire disc, an individual selection, or any musical passage between any two points you designate on a disc.

Sony has elected to stay with an all-black front-panel finish for this unit. A "Power" switch, a "Timer" switch (for use with an external timer), and a headphone jack and level control are to the left of the disc drawer. The motorized drawer emerges to accept a disc when a pad on its front surface is touched, and is closed by a second touch of the same area. The drawer will also close when the "Play" button, just to the right, is touched, which also begins play. A "Pause" button is just below "Play"; both buttons incorporate status-indicator lights. The "Automatic Music Sensor" buttons (which advance the laser pickup forward or back by one track for every push you give them), "Index" buttons, and the manual fast-search buttons occupy the remaining space below the large display area.

The display itself tells you a great deal more about what's happening with the player than was the case with the Model CDP-101. Both "Track" and "Index" numbers illuminate, as do the words "Disc" (when a disc is inside the player and is revolving), "Scan" (when the laser is searching for the track or point you have specified), "Minute" and "Second." The time display can show either elapsed time within a track or remaining time on the disc, depending upon the setting of a
Of greater importance is the ability of a CD player to track properly, and the 610 plays all the way through the Philips "defects" disc.

Fig. 4—Analysis of signal-to-noise ratio, unweighted (A) and A-weighted (B).

Fig. 5—Reproduction of 1-kHz square wave.

toggle touch-pad located to the right of the display area. Other controls at the right end of the panel include a "Stop (Reset)" button, a variable line-output level control, four "Repeat" programming buttons (whose functions were described earlier), and an "Auto Pause" button which, when depressed, causes the player to pause after playing a track. The hand-held remote control houses a 10-number key pad, a "Clear" key, and a "Start" key in addition to all the function keys and buttons already described. The remote control can be used to directly access a given track by number without having to touch the "Automatic Music Sensor" keys over and over again to bring the laser pickup to a high-numbered track.

The rear panel of the CDP-610ES is equipped with two pairs of output jacks (fixed and variable) and with a "Beep" switch. With the "Beep" switch on, a sound is heard every time you send a command from the remote control, giving audible verification that the command was received and is being executed. I found after a few minutes of operation that I was able to "trust" the machine (and its remote control) and was grateful that Sony had provided a means for turning off the reassuring beep. I never turned it back on again during all of my lab and listening tests—and I never missed it either.

The rear panel of this unit also incorporates that "mysterious" multi-pin connector, about which I've received numerous inquiries from readers and others who own earlier Sony CD players that were equipped with the same connector. By now I have some pretty good clues as to what the ultimate purpose of this connector will be. Suffice it to say that the words "computer control" and "digitally generated graphics and pictures" come to mind, though all Sony will say at this time is that this accessory connector will be "used to extend the utility of this Compact Disc player by providing for the connection of optional equipment which will be available in the future." Okay, Sony, if you want to play it cagey, that's all right with me. I can wait till you spring the next surprise on us!

Measurements

Figure 1 is a plot of frequency response for both stereo channels, extending from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The vertical scale has been purposely expanded to 2 dB per division to disclose minor deviations from flat response. In this case, they were minor indeed, never exceeding +0.4 or -0.2 dB at any frequency within the audible range.

Figure 2 is a plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency for three different output levels. As is true in any digital system of this kind, THD rises with decreasing recorded levels, rather than the other way around. Thus, at 0 dB recorded level (maximum), THD ranged from a low of 0.004% at low and mid-frequencies to a high of 0.0075% at 20 kHz. At -30 dB recorded level, THD ranged from around 0.07% to just under 0.1%.

The CDP-610ES exhibited one of the most accurate linearity characteristics I have yet measured for any CD player. Linearity was within -0.3 dB even at 80 dB below maximum recorded level, and it was absolutely accurate down to 70 dB below maximum output level. Separation characteristics, plotted in Fig. 3, were virtually identical for
A clear challenge from PDMagnetics to the readers of Audio.

Introducing the 500 CROLYN® HG Audio Cassette. Clear sound, clear shell...clearly superior.

The new 500 CROLYN® High Grade cassette will exceed even your high standards. We engineered it for you, the audiophile. We want to hear from you. We challenge you to compare it with the likes of XL-IIS and SA-X. Hear the difference genuine chromium dioxide tape makes versus cobalt-iron oxide imitations or other "chrome equivalent" tapes. Also, ask about 1100 Metal HG and Tri-Cxide Ferro HG.

Buy a 500 CROLYN® HC cassette. Use it—test it—under your standards. Send us your comments (plus outer wrapper and sales receipt). We’ll send you a 500 CROLYN® HG Cassette FREE! We’re betting you will agree with our results.*

Only the people who invented the compact cassette (Philips, the “P” in our name), and chromium dioxide (Du Pont, the “D” in our name), could bring you a tape this great.

PDMagnetics

A legacy of quality from Philips and Du Pont.

Rating vs. Leading Premium Cassettes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>500 CROLYN® HG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tape Background Noise</td>
<td>SUPERIOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N, Low Frequency</td>
<td>SUPERIOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N, High Frequency</td>
<td>EQUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Range</td>
<td>SUPERIOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response</td>
<td>EQUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell Quality</td>
<td>EQUAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Listening Quality</td>
<td>SUPERIOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specific test results available on request. For free cassette offer technical information or the PDMagnetics dealer serving your area, write us at address below.

*Offer expires December 31, 1984

©1984 PDMagnetics 600 Heron Drive, Pureland Industrial Complex, Bridgeport, NJ 06614
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For those whose lives are music, there is Luxman.
Uncompromising Luxman. Precise, elegant Luxman. The Luxman of legendary innovation and handcrafted quality; of sound pure, rich and real. If you value such music, Luxman belongs in your life. For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-257-4631.
both channels except at the extreme low and high ends of the spectrum. Typically, separation measured around 88 dB over most of the useful audio range. SMPTE-IM distortion measured 0.002% at maximum recorded level, increasing to 0.014% at a -20 dB recorded level CCIF (twintone) IM, using 19- and 20-kHz signals (which combined produced a "0-dB" output level), measured 0.0019%, increasing to 0.0056% at -10 dB level. As in previous tests of CD players, signal-to-noise analysis was conducted both without and with an A-weighting network. Results are shown in Figs. 4A and 4B. Overall signal-to-noise ratio measured 95.1 dB, unweighted, and precisely 100 dB A-weighted. Square-wave reproduction of a 1-kHz, digitally generated square-wave test signal, shown in Fig. 5, was typical of that encountered with CD players which utilize multi-pole, analog, low-pass filters (in this case, eleventh-order filters are used) in post-D/A circuitry. The same holds true for the reproduction of a digitally generated unit-pulse signal, shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 6. The usual phase displacement between a 200-Hz, left-channel test signal and a 2-kHz, right-channel test signal is obvious in the 'scope photo of Fig. 7. For perfect phase linearity, positive crossing of the zero axis would occur at the same time for both test signals, and that is clearly not the case here. Purists will argue interminably about the sonic merits or demerits of this or that CD player design, but when you get right down to it, the sonic differences between players remain fairly subtle, at best. What I believe to be of far greater importance is the ability of a CD player to track properly, to utilize as much of the error-correction capability as was "built into" the Compact Disc standards developed by Philips and Sony, and to withstand mechanical shocks and vibration any piece of equipment is likely to undergo during normal use. With these points in mind, I subjected the Sony CDP-610ES to the usual tests which employ my special Philips "defects" test disc (the one with the ever-widening opaque wedge, the black "dust" dots of increasing diameter, and the simulated fingerprint smudge). The CDP-610ES joins the ranks of those very few players that were able to play through that entire disc without so much as a single mute or a single moment of mistracking. It came as no surprise, after these tests were completed, to find that the player was also highly resistant to mistracking caused by blows to its top and sides.

Use and Listening Tests

Over the course of several weeks, I had an opportunity to listen to the CDP-610ES for a considerably longer time than I usually devote to a single piece of equipment I review for

Audio: I not only came to appreciate the superb sound quality delivered by this machine (yes, I could hear a slight sonic improvement compared with the CDP-101), but I became rather attached to it because of its excellent human engineering and especially the speed with which it accessed any track on a disc. Now that I have a few discs with indexing, I greatly appreciate the ability to access the indexed locations on those discs as well. In addition to trying out some of my old CD favorites (so that I can compare them with how they sounded on earlier machines), I make it a practice to try out several newer CDs each time I get my hands on a new player. A few that sounded especially great on the Sony CDP-610ES were Telarc's Malcolm Frager Plays Chopin (CD-80040) and Bach on the Great Organ at Methuen, played by Michael Murray (CD-80049), as well as Denon's Bach: Concertos in D Minor and A Minor (38C37-7064). Listening to any one of these masterfully recorded CDs simply reinforces my faith in this new medium as well as my conclusion that the Sony CDP-610ES ranks very high indeed in the growing list of superior, second- and third-generation CD players.

Leonard Feldman

While differences between CD players still remain fairly subtle, the 610 does show a slight sonic improvement over the earlier CDP-101.
How can Belles Research, an American manufacturer, compete against all these products from the Orient? Quite easily.

Belles Research audio components are all handcrafted. Each transistor is tested, calibrated, and matched by Belles. No cost cutting integrated chips are used in the signal path or power supply. Costly polyester and polypropylene capacitors are used throughout. All resistors are metal film with 1% tolerances. Connectors are machined nickel cadmium, knobs are machined from solid aluminum. Belles power amplifiers require no protection circuitry whatsoever and can therefore deliver high current into any speaker load. Belles preamplifiers accept low output moving coils straight through with a single gain stage.

Which of these competitors from the Orient offer you all of this? None, not a single one. Some are even more expensive than Belles, considerably more.

What’s accomplished quite easily by us, must be difficult for them.
Heybrook TT2
Turntable and Tonearm

Manufacturer's Specifications

Turntable
Drive System: Belt.
Motor Type: Synchronous.
Speeds: 33 1/3 and 45 rpm.
Speed Drift: Less than 0.1%.
Wow & Flutter: Less than ±0.1%, DIN peak weighted.
Rumble: Better than -73 dB, DIN B weighted.

Tonearm
Type: Pivoted straight tube with non-detachable headshell.
Effective Mass: 12 grams without cartridge.
Nominal Length: 9 7/8 in. (231.8 mm).
Effective Length: 8.3 in. (210.8 mm).
Stylus Overhang: 18 mm.
Cable Capacitance: 100 pF, max.

General Specifications
Dimensions: 17 7/8 in. (44.5 cm) W x 14 1/4 in. (36.2 cm) D x 6 1/8 in. (15.9 cm) H with dust cover closed.
Weight: 26 lbs. (11.8 kg).
Price: $679.00 with Heybrook tonearm; $498.00 without tonearm.
Company Address: c/o D'Ascanio Audio, 11450 Overseas Highway, Marathon, Fla. 33050.

The Heybrook TT2 is a splendid example of the English renaissance in simple, high-performance, belt-drive turntables equipped with floating sub-chassis for effective isolation of the platter and stylus from external vibration. The TT2 makes a positive impression as soon as it is unpacked, thanks to its unusually heavy weight (26 pounds) and remarkably solid construction. "Solid," in this case, is not a metaphor. Much of the TT2 is a solid block of dense wood.

In most floating-chassis turntables, the "base" is a decorative shell surrounding an interior space only partly filled by the motor and suspension elements. Reasoning that this interior volume is potentially a resonant acoustic cavity, Heybrook simply eliminated the interior. The entire base is sculpted from a single, 3-inch thick block of laminated chipboard and high-density particleboard, with just enough space cut away to accommodate the motor assembly and the T-bar on which the platter and tonearm are mounted. The turntable wiring is routed through pre-cut channels in the wood. Extra space is cut away beneath the tonearm to accommodate a looped signal cable and to allow installation of different tonearm mounting boards.

The platter and tonearm are securely mounted on an unusually massive and rigid die-cast aluminum T-bar that minimizes the possibility of unwanted relative motion between platter and stylus. This assembly floats on three tapered coil springs that provide isolation from the vibration of the motor (which is rigidly mounted in the base) and from any external vibration reaching the turntable through its base. The springs are relatively short and stiff, but the combined weight of the inner and outer platters (nearly 6 pounds), bearing assembly, and T-bar is enough to ensure a desirable low suspension frequency of approximately 5 Hz for the system.
Measured wow and flutter was 0.03% unweighted and 0.18% DIN peak weighted. That's superb performance.

One rarely mentioned advantage of this type of floating suspension is that it blocks the acoustic feedback caused by the dust cover. In many turntables the large, thin dust cover acts like a sail, efficiently intercepting sound waves in the air and coupling their vibrations into the turntable system. (I have reduced the acoustic sensitivity of some turntables by as much as 20 dB by simply closing their dust covers and placing pillows on them.) But in a floating-subchassis design, like the Heybrook, the dust cover's microphonic vibration is coupled only into the base, where it remains isolated from the platter and stylus.

The TT2 can be purchased with a blank tonearm mounting board or with Heybrook's own arm installed (the version I tested). The instruction booklet describes how to readjust the suspension to accommodate tonearms of differing weights, in order that the drive belt will be correctly centered on the crown of the pulley. The instructions also devote considerable (and well-deserved) attention to a subject some turntable designers neglect: Routing and fastening the tonearm cable in a semicircular loop to minimize its tendency to conduct external vibration and defeat the floating suspension. The signal cables of Heybrook's own tonearm are relatively thin and flexible for this reason.

The thoughtful design of the TT2 extends even to its rubber feet, of which there are three rather than the usual four. Three feet provide an unconditionally stable platform, while objects mounted on four feet often can be made to rock.

Aside from the extra effort that installing your own tonearm may require, the amount of time and labor involved in setting up the TT2 is about average for turntables of this type. The important first step, one that must be done by either the dealer or customer, is to remove the inner platter, inject oil into the main bearing, and reinstall the platter and shaft. The only awkward part of the process is installing a cartridge in the arm, since the headshell is not detachable. (An optimum combination of rigidity and low mass is obtained by omitting the usual headshell plug-and-socket fitting, with its potential for loss of low-level information.)

As in many turntables, the counterweight assembly turns on a threaded shaft to balance the arm and set the vertical tracking force. But the assembly is unusual in two respects: First, there is no calibrated dial, so you must use an external gauge when setting the tracking force. Second, the counterweight is in two sections—after finding the correct setting, you rotate the two halves against each other to lock them on the threads so that their position (and the tracking force) cannot be changed accidentally.

Similarly, the threaded anti-skating weight has no calibration scale. The instruction booklet advises using a test record to find the best anti-skating adjustment. This is good advice with any turntable, since the amount of skating sidethrust is not a fixed percentage of the tracking force, but can depend on the shape of the stylus tip.

**Measurements**

The following measurements were made by my colleagues Alvin Foster and J. K. Pollard of the Boston Audio Society.

The turntable speed, which is not user-adjustable, was unaffected by variations in power-line voltage from 75 to 130 V and was 0.3% fast. The speed change from 33 to 45 rpm is accomplished by lifting off the outer platter and moving the drive belt to the larger of two pulleys on the motor shaft. The measured wow and flutter was 0.03% unweighted and 0.018% DIN peak weighted (superb performance).

Because of the inertia of the heavy platter, the low-power synchronous motor takes nearly 10 S to bring the turntable up to speed. However, once it is running, the drive system is more successful than many other belt-drive units at the task of maintaining a precisely constant platter speed despite small variations in drag. There was no change in speed under a 10-gram load, which means that the TT2 is completely safe for use with Dust Bug-type disc-cleaning devices. This also implies that the TT2 is unlikely to exhibit "dynamic wow" due to the varying drag of the stylus in heavily modulated grooves.

The thin, felt platter mat does little to suppress metallic platter ringing, but happily there is relatively little ringing in the heavy, two-part aluminum platter anyway. Users who wish to suppress LP-disc microphonics and the last vestige of platter resonance should experiment with soft-rubber mats and spindle clamps to press the record down into uniform contact with the mat.

In our informal test of a turntable's isolation from acoustic and structure-borne feedback, we turn up the preamp volume control while tapping the table to observe the resulting boom hangover. The TT2's performance was exemplary: The tapping produced only a slight thump with no audible feedback hangover, even with the volume control at maximum.

While the floating suspension provides outstanding immunity to vertical impulses, the closely spaced springs tend to encourage rocking motions of the suspended arm/platter system. Therefore, for best results the TT2 should not be located where any lateral or rocking motion can be transmitted to it. The manufacturer recommends placing the TT2 on a relatively lightweight shelf or table, presumably on the theory that a low-mass shelf will not transmit vibration efficiently to the relatively high mass of the TT2.

**Spectrum analysis of the lateral and vertical rumble, using an unmodulated test disc, yielded excellent results, with levels below -60 dB at most audible frequencies. There were no peaks traceable to motor vibration; below 30 Hz, the rumble spectrum appeared to consist solely of groove noise amplified by the infrasonic tonearm/cartridge resonance, indicating that the turntable has little or no rumble of its own. With the brush of a Shure V15 Type IV cartridge engaged to damp the arm resonance, the rumble spectrum remained below -50 dB at infrasonic frequencies; with the brush raised, the rumble spectrum peaked at -35 dB around 5.5 Hz.**

The measured capacitance of the tonearm's 1-meter signal cable was 143 pF in each channel. The arm's hydraulically damped cueing had a smooth and gentle action, with no sideways drift of the arm as it rose or descended. But as often happens when the cueing lever is on the floating subchassis rather than being mounted on the base, the entire platter/arm assembly tended to bounce slightly when the
DOUBLE-FLOAT SUSPENSION.
TWIN PIPES.
TAKE IT FOR A SPIN.

From the ground up, our new Yamaha PF-800 was engineered to eliminate the most common and annoying problems inherent in turntable performance. In terms of tracking accuracy and isolation from vibration, the PF-800 is the most advanced way yet to spin a record.

To eliminate unwanted vibrations, we designed a double-float suspension system.

It starts with the feet. Through a special combination spring/rubber damping system, they stop practically all external vibrations in their tracks.

Next, we mount the sub-chassis by a three-point spring suspension to absorb any chassis vibrations before they reach the platter.

And instead of being mounted on top of the springs, the sub-chassis is suspended from the springs. This lowers the center of gravity to give you the best possible record handling in the curves.

To avoid creating internal vibrations that could reach the platter, we use an FG servo motor and a vibration-absorbing rubber drive belt.

So now you don't have any vibrations but the good ones from the music.

And to keep that music precisely on track, the PF-800 uses our latest model tonearm. It's dynamically balanced to remain unaffected by sudden vertical acceleration (such as from record warp). It has optimum mass/minimum resonance to provide maximum performance from any type of cartridge. And unique twin pipes to resist flex and provide the widest signal separation possible.

There's a lot more we could say about the PF-800. But why not visit your Yamaha dealer and take one for a spin? Your mileage may vary. But your satisfaction will be consistent.

YAMAHA
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
Music in the round.
The unique gift of B.E.S. speakers.

The gift is freedom. Freedom to move about anywhere in the room and enjoy natural 3-dimensional stereo. Freedom to design your room for living instead of for speakers.

The contemporary, elegant design of B.E.S. speakers produces sound in every direction—unlike highly directional bulky box speakers. Wherever you sit, wherever B.E.S. speakers sit, you hear the same magnificent result: Music in the round.

Give the gift that's uniquely gifted.

B.E.S.
Music in the round.

© 1984 by B.E.S., 345 Fischer Street, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 • (714) 549-3833
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Like a great ocean liner, the TT2 imparts a sense of total stability, serenely undisturbed by its surroundings.

lever was moved; and this may change the location of the stylus on the record.

Since the Heybrook tonearm has little pivot friction and no provision for damping, arm/cartridge resonance can produce exaggerated cantilever deflection (with a consequently large variation in the effective vertical tracking force) in response to warps and record surface irregularities. We use a strain-gauge cartridge to observe these effects. The variation in tracking force was 0.7 gram peak-to-peak on a visibly flat record, increasing to 0.9 gram on a mildly warped disc.

Therefore, with the Heybrook arm (as with other undamped arms), some form of damping should be added when high-compliance cartridges are used, unless the stylus assembly has significant internal damping of its own. An alternative approach, without damping, would be to use a medium-compliance cartridge so that the resonance frequency falls well above 10 Hz; the resonance won't then be stimulated either by disc warp signals (which generally fall below 5 Hz) or by external vibrations passing through the suspension's 5-Hz mechanical filter.

Use and Listening Tests

In listening tests (employing a Goldring cartridge with moderate compliance and some internal damping to help control infrasonic resonance), the Heybrook TT2 was a pleasure to use and a joy to hear. Like a great ocean liner, it imparts a sense of total stability and reliability, serenely undisturbed by what is going on around it. Stable and transparent are the words that come to mind to describe its sonic performance. Stereo images are precisely focused without wander, and the wealth of low-level detail appears to be limited only by the groove noise and rumble of the record itself. With the TT2's virtually total freedom from rumble and acoustic feedback, the sonic benefits of techniques like low-noise pressing and Direct Metal Mastering are especially clear. Peter W. Mitchell

Peter W. Mitchell is a freelance writer (specializing in the fields of audio, video and microcomputers) and a consultant providing design advice and technical writing to NAD and other manufacturers.

Denon USED HIGH OUTPUT TO LOWER THE PRICE.

To make the high performance of their ML-Series Moving Coil cartridges highly affordable, Denon took into account the other equipment in your system. Most value-oriented electronics do not feature MC pre-amp stages. The high output of the DL-110 and DL-150 eliminates the need for costly head units or transformers and are thus compatible with virtually all phono inputs.

Now, systems of all prices can benefit from Denon MC technology (one-point suspension systems; two-piece tapered cantilever; cross-coil armature and high density samarium cobalt magnet structure) to deliver unprecedented accuracy and inner detail. Denon products share more than name alone.
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SM 255 Mark II
WE DEVELOPED THE REFERENCE FOR THE DIGITAL AGE.

You may be reading about SFI technology for the first time. Actually, SFI's audio products are a culmination of technologies developed by Sawafuji, a brother company established in Japan in 1922.

Over the years, their research with flat wave transducers has led to a number of international transducer patents and contributed to the growth of this important company. Today, the company is renowned as a supplier of high technology designs and components to numerous worldwide firms.

The Digital Reference loudspeaker system has evolved out of SFI's extensive research, development and experience with high performance, high quality transducers.

Eschewing conventional cone drivers, the Digital Reference employs a completely new transducer technology to accurately reproduce sound. These revolutionary new dynamic drivers, called Dynapleats, allow sound to emit evenly and simultaneously from their entire surface, thereby avoiding the deformation and uneven flexing characteristics of a conventional cone driver.

What you hear is sound with improved transient and linear phase response with virtually no distortion.

Unlike electrostatics and other planar speakers with their inherent problems, the Dynapleats are capable of extremely accurate sound reproduction, full frequency response, extended bass and a wide dynamic range.

Because of the unique Dynapleats, sound is radiated equally from both the front and back sides of the Digital Reference. Aside from simplifying the problem of placement for proper stereo imaging, the bipolar pattern contributes to an openness of sound, increased definition, localization and realism.

The real benefit of SFI's revolutionary technology is in the listening. The Digital Reference's natural spacious sound and superb imaging is unsurpassed. So are the aesthetics in this unique, ultra-thin loudspeaker system which accommodates any environment. And, due to distortion free sound, listening to the Digital Reference over many hours is never fatiguing.

The digital age is here. Enjoy it more with a Digital Reference. Contact SFI for complete details and information on the Digital Reference, other speakers incorporating Dynapleats, and other SFI audio products.

Sawafuji America Corp.
23440 Hawthorne Boulevard, Suite 130, Torrance, CA 90505, (213) 373-0620, Telex: 756921
NITTY GRITTY 1.0 AND VPI HW-16 RECORD CLEANERS

Company Addresses: VPI, P.O. Box 159, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417. For literature, circle No. 96.
Nitty Gritty, 4650 Arrow Highway, #F4, Montclair, Cal. 91763. For literature, circle No. 97.

No cult can be successful without ritual purification, and this is as true of analog-record worship as any other primitive religion. The benefits of purifying records can, however, be more tangible than purifying most other idols. A professionally cleaned record does sound different from one cleaned with a hand-held brush. No combination of brush and fluid alone can properly remove the fine microdust in the bottom of the record groove where the stylus makes contact. This type of cleaning takes a strong vacuum, and very close contact.

Without such a vacuum, many brushes simply remove the surface particles, or move the dust around without removing it. This is often true even of the best carbon-fiber brushes and other excellent hand-held cleaners. Hand cleaning is also something of a lottery; it is extremely difficult to use most brushes with just the right stroke to remove as much dust and dirt as possible. The effectiveness of most brushes varies sharply with pressure, and humans lack the built-in pressure sensors of torque wrenches. Brushes are generally not wide enough to cover the entire record when used at the angle where they are most effective.

The problem with professional cleaners, however, has been their price. Few audiophiles are willing to pay more than $500 for a machine to clean their records even if this does mean substantially better highs and upper midrange, far fewer ticks and pops, longer record life, more detailed and stable imaging, a lower noise floor, and better tracking. Even fewer are willing to make regular visits to the few stores which still offer professional record cleaning services.

Enter the Nitty Gritty and VPI record cleaners. Nitty Gritty has a series of machines ranging from the basic Nitty Gritty 1.0, at $239, to the Nitty Gritty Professional, at $639. The basic difference is in finish, vacuum power, manual or power turning of the record over the vacuum, and application of the record cleaning fluid on one or both sides. VPI now has two models, the HW-16 ($355) tested here, and the professional HW-17 ($650).

The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is particularly interesting because it is the cheapest unit on the market. It also, however, is the most basic. You must put the record on a spindle, apply the fluid to the top with a brush, turn the record over, and manually rotate it over the vacuum intake. This is not a particularly difficult or time consuming process, but it can be a bit awkward. The record is not supported at the outer edges, you must be careful to saturate the brush before you begin, and you must then apply fluid to the brush with a very light hand to avoid pushing down on the record or having the fluid spill over the label.

In contrast, the VPI has a rotating platter which supports the entire record, and you simply apply the fluid and bring down the lid, which has the vacuum intake built in. This is a simpler process, although it costs more, involves a noisier and larger machine, and means the record grooves do touch the platter of the cleaning machine. I cannot quite bring myself to call the ergonomic trade-offs a "wash," but the advantages of the VPI HW-16 over the Nitty Gritty 1.0 are limited, and the Nitty Gritty 2.5+ has power rotation and an automatic scrubbing arm for $379.

Both machines give excellent results. I compared them by listening to a wide variety of music from records they had cleaned and by using a computer program which compared noise level over time by octave. Both machines yielded massive improvements in noise and musical detail over the best hand brushes I have tested. Both compared well to discs cleaned on a Keith Monks professional record cleaning machine.

I should note that a true believer will notice significant differences in the noise spectra produced by the Nitty Gritty, VPI, and Keith Monks and that the Keith Monks cleans the record more consistently. The differences are not, however, uniform, and they seem to vary with record thickness, shape, and flexibility. They also are very minor. I confirmed this with a simple test. I would clean a record on one machine, listen, and then clean it on another. None of the three machines made records noticeably noisier, although they did cause slight shifts in the frequency balance of the noise...
DENON RECEIVERS DO NOT COMPROMISE FIDELITY FOR CONVENIENCE.

Most receivers are designed as if the person desiring a compact, convenient component obviously cares less about sound quality. The DRA-Series Receivers, like all Denon products, place sonic quality above all. Their power sections incorporate Non-Switching Class-A circuitry (with no negative feedback on the DRA-750) and heavy duty power supplies, temperature-controlled by liquid-cooled heat sinks. Infinately variable loudness control now ensures full listening pleasure at all volume levels.

The tuner section stores up to 16 AM or FM stations or any combination thereof (DRA 35C; 5 AM/FM preset-memory tuning). The DRA-750 incorporates Denon's exclusive Super Searcher tuning circuitry which eliminates the principle causes of distortion without sacrificing stereo separation.

Whether you choose a 70W/CH DRA-750, a 53W/CH DRA-550 or a 36W/CH DRA-350, its uncompromised performance will convince you that Denon products share more than name alone.

DENON

DESIGN INTEGRITY

Side panels included on DRA-750 only.

Denon America, Inc., 27...aw Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006 (201) 575-7810
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A good record cleaner should mean better highs and upper midrange, fewer ticks and pops, longer record life, and lower noise.

| Floor. Use of a hand brush did make the record slightly noisier, and all three machines made records cleaned by hand brushes more detailed and musical, as well as improving their noise floors. The real issue is which model you find easiest to operate and most convenient to put in your home at the price you can afford. If anything, different brands of record cleaning fluid made far more difference than different brands of record cleaning machine. The PS Audio Soni-pure, LAST, and Nitty Gritty record cleaning fluids all produced quieter results than any mix of alcohol and distilled water that I could come up with—although a 20% to 33% alcohol solution in distilled water is quite good. I cannot defend my ranking on technical grounds, but I felt the Nitty Gritty Purifi-er fluid had a distinct edge in terms of sound clarity over the PS Audio and that it outperformed the LAST. Much, however, may depend on the particular contaminants present in your area. The dust and pollution "fallout" in a city like Washington, D.C. is different from that of New York City or a home in the country. I also should note that both the Nitty Gritty and VPI record machines, even with no fluid at all, produced better results than any handheld brush or combination of a handheld brush and fluid that I tried, provided that the record was cleaned with a fluid every 4 to 8 plays. I don't like using too much of any fluid (other cult priests and priestesses disagree), and I also tend towards occasional moments of inertia. Dry cleaning is quick and effortless. Further, professionally cleaned records mean you need to pay much closer attention to the rest of your cleaning process. You can hear the differences much more quickly. Again allowing for differences in cult practices, I recommend that you take the following four steps:

1. Clean new records with First fluid from Nitty Gritty. Budget, European and jazz records often come with crud in the grooves that ordinary cleaning fluids won't remove. First audibly improves the detail and sound-stage delineation of many records. If it has a drawback, it is that some records don't benefit from such cleaning. You can hear the hiss, miking problems, etc.

| better after you use First. This, however, is an argument for better records, not against First.

2. Use the LAST stylus cleaner. While the Discwasher stylus cleaner works reasonably well, and the Signet and Audio-Technica fluids work very well under most conditions, the LAST cleaner consistently removes the kind of black coating on the stylus that no other cleaner I have tried removes—at least not without extensive effort and repeated checks with a microscope. I also feel far more confident that I can use a minimum of fluid and safely avoid putting a stiff brush to my delicate cantilevers.

3. Use Stylast stylus treatment. I find that Stylast provides virtually all the sonic benefits of LAST record treatment, at far less cost and with far less difficulty in applying it. These benefits consist of better upper-octave detail and broader, if unpredictable, improvements in tracking and soundstage reproduction.

4. Use a carbon-fiber record sweep. To your turntable suspension permits it. On Hunt, Garrard, Signet, or Audio-Technica record sweep (a tone-arm-like device that cleans the record as it plays directly in front of your stylus) will not clean a record, but it will solve the problem of records attracting dust as they play or are handled, regardless of how they are cleaned. Unfortunately, the lowest-mass unit—the Garrard—must be imported from the U.K.) Even then, such devices are for high-torque turntables or those with stable suspensions like the SOTA and VPI. Sweeps will degrade the sound of low-torque or delicate-suspension turntables—the Linn and the Pink Triangle, for example.

I know that all this may seem a bit complicated, but it generally takes less than two minutes a record, and believe me, it pays off. If you are a true audiophile (and this can be defined as someone whose records cost more than the total cost of their hi-fi system), you will be amazed at how much better every record will sound and for how much longer you can keep your records—particularly those irreplaceable ones of great performances which are badly made—alive.

Thus endeth today's lesson on ritual purification. Anthony H. Cordesman

Pure power without bad vibes.

The key is Kyocera's ceramic technology—a superior new way to virtually eliminate mechanical and electrical vibrations that support and improve dynamic performance. Kyocera's ceramic compound resin base (actually the chassis) is rigid and inert, providing vibration-free stability immune from volume and frequency irregularities. Because ceramics are non-ferrous, there are no eddy currents—so there's no electrical hum. Result: a chassis with practically no mechanical and electrical impurities.

The Kyocera's matching PLL Quartz synthesized AM/FM Stereo A-910 Tuner.

In addition, fine ceramics encapsulate critical components throughout the circuit, to further isolate vibrations. Kyocera uses a heavy duty cutlass core power transformer to reduce eddy currents, minimize flux leakage and improve voltage regulation. These are many other features that distinguish this extraordinary integrated amp:

- Rated a full 150 watts per channel into 8 OHMS at 0.02% THD from 20-20,000 HZ.
- New MM/MC equalizer with ultra low noise, wide band frequency response.
- Single stage push pull amplifier circuitry for improved signal to noise ratio and wide band frequency response.
- Programmed 16 station pre-selects.
- Narrow or wide IF bandwidth programmable selection.
- Multiplexer decode with pilot and brave noise cancelling circuit.
- Multiplexer, programmable selected, dynamic noise reduction circuitry for improved weak signal reception. Programmed 16 station pre-selects.
- Heavy duty high speed 80 MHZ power amplifier design, incorporating parallel triple stage push pull final stages with MOS FET drivers for improved signal to noise ratio and wide band frequency response.
- Dynamic noise reduction circuitry for improved weak signal reception.
- New MM/MC equalizer with ultra low noise, wide band frequency response.
- Single stage push pull amplifier circuitry for improved signal to noise ratio and wide band frequency response.

Fluorescent digital display (low noise type).

- Dynamic noise reduction circuitry for improved weak signal reception.
- Programmed 16 station pre-selects.
- Dynamic noise reduction circuitry for improved weak signal reception.
Tuning mode: 18 station presets — 12 FM, 6 AM. Tape mode: program tape deck functions.

Volume up.

Volume down.

Automatic mute function.

AM/FM selector in tuner mode, direction/release in tape mode.

Up/down tuning in tuner mode, FF/Rewind in tape mode.

Full graphic equalizer lets you shape sound the way you like it.

Back panel connectors ready for digital cassettes or compact disc players.

Dual mode illuminated control panel (shown in tuner mode). Switch to tape and there's a whole new set of icons to figure out.

IT EVEN KNOWS WHEN YOU ROLL DOWN THE WINDOW.

© 1984 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc. (800) 447-4700. *Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
Pioneer's new Centrate offers you more sophisticated functions and features than you'll find in any other auto stereo in the world. (One Centrate Graphic Equalizer, for instance, even features a sensor that adjusts the volume when you roll the window down. Or up.)

So it's also one of the most expensive auto stereos in the world. What you see here — just the Centrate AM/FM Stereo Cassette unit and Graphic Equalizer — cost $850.00 and $240.00 respectively.

The complete Centrate System — including amplifier, sub-woofer, remote control, four speakers and installation — could cost $2,000 to $3,000.

But even though Centrate may not be on everybody's shopping list, we present it all the same to impart a bit of data you might actually use:

Even after we told our engineers to go-for-broke, damn-the-cost, build-the-best-of-everything into Centrate, the tuner component they chose was the very same Supertuner™ III available in a whole line of eminently affordable Pioneer models.

Which is another way of saying you can't buy a better car stereo. Even if you spend more for the stereo than you spent for the car.

Because the music matters.
A TOAD BY ANY OTHER NAME

Box of Frogs
Epic BFE 39327, $8.98.

Sound: B-  Performance: B

These days silly retreats like Frankie Goes to Hollywood and The Smiths pass for progressive New Wave music. In the midst of this flim-flam, that old blues outfit, The Yardbirds, has reformed under the monicker Box of Frogs, boogying their way across the airwaves à la ZZ Top. Their new guitarist isn’t Beck, Page, or Clapton, only Ray Majors (ex-British Lions), but just that their strength lies in the riff-oriented blues standards genre, so they’ve written plenty of their own for this album. Noteworthy guitarist Rory Gallaghe gives a kick in the pants to “The Edge” and “Into the Dark” but the outstanding song on this record is the moody “Two Steps Ahead.” Not far from the cowboy-rock sound of Tom Petty, this tune is the best composition, the most atmospheric, and boasts the most effective guitar parts of the bunch. Beck’s Spanish-flavored licks complement the vocal and lend a slightly off-center flavor to the wholesome melody line. Despite the celebrated soloists who appear here, it’s the voice producer Samwell-Smith plays up, doing an excellent job with a clean vocal sound. He has been paying the rent producing Cat Stevens and Carly Simon during the time since The Yardbirds’ demise, and it’s interesting to note how well this experience has served him and the group.

All in all, it’s fun to see these guys taking their stage gear out of mothballs and once again readying themselves for the rock world. Album two should be more telling—they’ll have to find themselves a permanent guitar player who can live up to the legends who preceded him. Granted that there’s nothing here to add anything but a renewal lease to the Yardbirds’ Historic Building status, Box of Frogs doesn’t do anything to deface the landmark. The Byrds, Spirit, CSN&Y, and The Animals can’t say the same, and Deep Purple should be so lucky.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Illustration: Rick Fulka

Breaking Hearts: Elton John
Geffen GHS 24031, $8.98.

Sound: B  Performance: B+

Much to my surprise, Breaking Hearts is as fine an album as any Elton John has made. He displays real zest here and sounds like recording this album was one of the real good times in his life. It has sure helped him to be reunited again with the band he used in his early days as a star. Although Davey Johnstone, Dee Murray and Nigel Olisa
He has always dared to write from his heart and conscience. With a rare gift for poetic expression and impact, plus a truly adventurous musical vision, Cockburn composes bracing and challenging songs which owe precious little to formulas. His one previous American hit song, "Wondering Where the Lions Are," is actually a good example of his work.

The new album, Stealing Fire, is an even better example. The songs are vibrant and cinematic, with warm and charismatic performances all joined by excellent recording which lets the rich detailing shine.

The album carries a constant thread of endangered grace. At the opening, "Lovers in a Dangerous Time" clearly signals the theme. "Maybe the Poet" expands on it, naming the poet in the modern world as a teller of more truth than the ruling system. "Sahara Gold" and "Making Contact," each adds to the motif of lovers and heat and passion which all leads to the violent conclusion of the side. This last is a scene of love gone sour and disastrously wrong, as it asks who put the bullet hole in "Peggy's Kitchen Wall." Answers never come easily and often not at all in Cockburn's vision.

Side two's songs are a Third World cycle mostly written during an early '83 trip through Nicaragua. Themes here are revolution and revenge, violence and hope for better and fairer times. Not exactly the stuff of Tin Pan Alley.

One common element that runs throughout Bruce Cockburn's many albums is the class he imparts to every record he makes. From the creative problem of songwriting to his superb musicianship (he is a guitarist of surprising power, sensitivity and subtlety, often all these at once). True, some of his albums are more memorable and better than others, but Stealing Fire is one of his best, most focused.

Lovely as it is, Stealing Fire is neither party music nor easy listening, although it may function well as either. It is serious stuff to be absorbed on reflection. Cockburn's music has always had this extra level of commitment, and this is what makes him uncommonly special and valuable.

Michae Tearson

Guitar Slinger: Johnny Winter
Alligator AL 4735, $8.98.
Sound: B  Performance: A-
Johnny Winter's first album for Bruce Iglauer's Chicago blues label is one of his best. It sounds like Johnny had one of the times of his life cutting this one.

There are times when a blues album can definitely sound like the musicians are only going through the motions. And then there are times when magic happens and it is much, much more. Guitar Slinger is one of those. Winter's guitar is tough, biting, nasty, often eloquent. So is his singing. There have been times when
Southside Johnny has taken his Jukes back to basics. The slick stuff of past albums is replaced by a more straightforward approach.

Winter has been so far in left field he has sounded like a jerk, but here, all is under control.

It runs from blues fast, slow and medium through some New Orleans funk. Hot chops and tasty licks prevail.

Production by Winter, Iglauser and Dick Shurman is suitably simple and clean, from the "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" school. Michael Tearson

In the Heat: Southside Johnny & The Jukes
Mirage 90186, $8.98.

Sound: C+ Performance: C-

After a disastrous album produced by Nile Rodgers, Southside Johnny has taken his Jukes back to a more basic approach. He's produced this new one with his guitarist, songwriter and all-around right-hand-man Billy Rush, and the slick stuff is replaced by more straightforward approaches.

The basic, seemingly insurmountable problem facing Southside Johnny & The Jukes is the same one that has hounded them ever since they moved out from under the tutelage of Bruce Springsteen and his erstwhile lieutenant, Miami Steve Van Zandt. Southside Johnny Lyon and Billy Rush just don't write songs which are as good as Southside is a singer or the Jukes are a band. The proof here is that the best cuts are both from outside sources. Alex Call's "New Romeo" isn't any great shakes either, but at least it has some real hooks. The best shot comes last, on Tom Waits's "New Coat of Paint" which closes the album. This one is a real blues, and you can feel how much more relaxed both Southside and the band are with the form. Johnny sings and the band plays with more authority here than at any other time in the album. It makes you want to hear them play more blues.

There's nothing really wrong with In the Heat. There's just not enough heat from it either. Michael Tearson

(Editor's Note: It's always been my opinion that Johnny & The Jukes was a blues band, as in Chicago Blues Band, and that Bruce and Miami simply muddied that music. So, yes! More blues.—E.P.)

Chequered Past
EMI America ST-17123, $8.98.

Sound: B+ Performance: B+

As their name suggests, the members of this group have been affiliated with important groups of yore. With Nigel Harrison on bass, Clem Burke on drums (both from Blondie), ex-Sex Pistol Steve Jones on guitar, ex-Iggy Pop cohort Tony Sales on guitar, and former Detective and Silverhead frontman Michael DesBarres at lead-vocal mike, the record-buying public is supposed to expect a Supergroup of the punkish kind. Cute marketing idea, and an enjoyable disc, but the sound of the group is far closer to corporate rock than garage band. Following the path already trod by Billy Idol, this album is a streamlined model of tamed, distorted guitars (Jones never sounded so adroit on Sex Pistols or Professionals LPs) and adept but heavily footnoted vocals (a Robert Plant here, a Billy Idol there). Don't get us wrong—DesBarres has a credible set of pipes and he goes for some interesting notes when he's not too busy projecting sexist-rock attitudes.

From the gist of these tracks ("Let Me Rock" in particular), the group is apparently aimed at blowing Billy Squier's Led Zep impression out of the water. Vocally, D.B. has Billy beat, but the drums on this record are a mite thinner for the genre—Burke's playing has always been most effective when he does his Keith Moon impression. When forced to lay down a steady backbeat, Burke comes off as strictly ordinary. Alas, Steve Jones' trademarked guitar riffing without the traditional Paul Cook fill suffers a bit, as the two of them performed more like a rhythm section than as a guitarist and a drummer. These are minor complaints, as overall the record is highly enjoyable.

What we have here are five veterans of several different rock genres pooling their talents—which have usually been utilized in a left-wing fashion—in a genre which is decidedly more middle of the road. This is Midwestern-style pop rock with which John Cougar would be comfortable, and it is amusing and satisfying to hear those who are somewhat out-the-window lending their slightly more individualized technique to this homogenized marketplace. It's certain that with success Chequered Past will get a little more outrageous, and closer to the punk roots from which they came. In any case, they are a band groomed for success and they probably deserve it. Above all, their debut album is musically solid, entertaining, and very promising. Jon & Sally Tiven
(sigh!) We're not complaining, but it does get monotonous having to tell people it's really a Magnavox every time they see a Magnavox. Like with our innovative Video Camera and Stereo VCR Deck.

The Video Camera, a mere 2.4 lbs., fits into your hand. All you do to shoot is push a button. The camera is so sensitive you can shoot from the light of a birthday candle. The automatic focus guarantees crisp, clear pictures every time.

The portable Stereo VCR recorder, just 7 lbs. with battery, slips out of the docking tuner, connects to the camera and you're ready to shoot anywhere with stereo sound. For TV use with total remote control, the recorder slips back into the docking tuner. Incidentally, the Magnavox Stereo VCR allows the unattended recording of as many as 8 events during a 14-day period.

Having read this much, you might think you're reasonably equipped to recognize your next Magnavox. Sure.
Peter Wolf's new album never slips into feeling scattered or disjointed. It's like a puzzle which keeps exposing new delights.

Lights Out: Peter Wolf
EMI-America SJ-17121, $8.98.

Sound: B-     Performance: A-

To be honest, I really wasn’t expecting to like the solo album Peter Wolf would record after his departure, under less than amicable circumstances, from the J. Geils Band. Frankly, I expected a shallow piece of soul/pop formula. Quite to my delight and surprise, Lights Out has happily turned out to be a strong and eclectic platter of vinyl delights.

Some of it does conform to what kind of stuff I expected: Numbers like the first single, "Lights Out," which Peter cowrote with R & B legend Don Covay; "Crazy," which opens side two, and the neo-Motown "Baby Please Don’t Let Me Go." But the stylistic range is much broader. There is the funky, hip-hoppy "Oo-Ee-Diddley-Bop" complete with scathing effects and very topical words delivered half-rapped, half-sung. There is the spacey, weird, funny "Mars Needs Women." There is the relatively simple but thoroughly modern "I Need You Tonight." There is a pretty, mid-tempo ballad, "Pretty Lady," which features guest vocals by Mick Jagger. And for a complete change of pace, there is the smoky nightclub sound on the chestnut "Gloomy Sunday." This is a lot of ground to cover, but the album never slips into feeling scattered or disjointed. It's more like a box puzzle that keeps opening in different ways to expose new delights.

Co-production of the album and coauthorship of most songs with Wolf has fallen to Boston funkster Michael Jonzun. Between the two, Lights Out has emerged with an excellent big sound and enviable clarity throughout.

But some songs are flawed. "Baby Please Don’t Let Me Go" does get tiresome by the end of its 4:03, reminding me how vintage-Motown hits rarely went past 3:14. The added repetitions on the way out just go on too long. "Here Comes the Hurt" and "Poor Girl’s Heart," to name two, just aren’t top-level songs. Still, a minor clunker or two does not detract from the high spirits that prevail.

Lights Out is one classy album from an artist who knows his roots well, cherishes and constantly regenerates himself from them, while keeping up with new developments. It could be that the really stellar part of Peter Wolf’s career is only now beginning, with his departure from J. Geils.

Michael Tearson

The one bright moment amongst all this mush, Stewart’s cover of “Some Guys Have All the Luck” is as close as he comes to a soulful performance. The original songs on side two are almost completely uninteresting, as Stewart’s songwriting abilities are best exploited when he is collaborating with composers who are strong in their own right. This isn’t the case here. There’s no Ronnie Lane, Martin Quittendorf, or even a Carmine Appice to bring life into these self-important lyrics.

But during those few moments of “Some Guys Have All the Luck” it’s almost worth it. Let’s hope it’s his next single.

Jon & Sally Tiven
MOST PEOPLE WOULD CALL IT OVERKILL.

The new ULTRX R100 receiver isn't for everybody.

You don't really need 100 watts per channel* of virtually distortionless power. Unless you like listening to today's ultra-high quality recordings at "live concert" sound levels.

And a remote-controlled digital tuner with 20-station memory is probably more than enough—unless you're a dedicated FM listener with wide-ranging tastes.

Likewise, most people could get along without the built-in dbx and DNR noise reduction systems. Except those few who've become spoiled by the almost eerie absence of noise in CD digital recordings. With the dbx, any cassette deck can make virtually noise-free recordings, while the DNR "cleans up" existing noisy signals.

Unless you're a nut about video sound quality, too, you won't have much use for the TV/VCR inputs and stereo synthesizer circuit.

The R100 is packed with features that are best appreciated by an audio perfectionist. It may be the best-equipped receiver ever built.

Get an ULTRX dealer to put an R100 (or one of our other new receivers) through its paces for you.

Some people might call it overkill. But you'll call it overwhelming.
PICTURES FOR AN EXHIBITIONIST

Tattoo You: The Rolling Stones
Toshiba-EMI CP35-3032.

Those Glimmer Twins sure can produce. Whether or not you are a Stones fan, if you like rock and are a connoisseur of sound reproduction, you must own this CD. It is a sparkling, alive, clear-as-crystal digital recording of Tattoo You, the 1981 album that helped shore up The Rolling Stones' reputation as the "world's greatest rock-'n-roll band" and initiated their hugely successful concert tour the year of its release.

The Glimmer Twins, in case you are unfamiliar with the pseudonymical bent of The Rolling Stones, is the nom de studio of Mick Jagger and Keith Richards, who are not only responsible for the care and feeding of the gutsy, blues-based Stones rock sound, but who run it through its studio tricks and make it sit up and beg as well. On this originally analog recording, recently transferred to CD (here reviewed as a Japanese import though it should now be available in the States), Mick and Keith are once again assisted by associate producer and recording engineer Chris Kimsey.

From the moment Keith Richards' dazzling guitar breaks into those three fat, shimmering electronic notes that fill both left and right channels (with a slight skew to the right), things get started and they never stop. Drums and bass kick into gear in the phantom center, Mick's rough vocals slip into mid-ground, and "Start Me Up" takes off at a steady rock clip. The production on this album opener is as straightforward as this tough little gem of a rock cut. It isn't fancy, but it's clean and solid. Spatial presencing is remarkable, and textures and aural detail are used with surprising subtlety, considering that subtlety is not the first word that comes to mind when listening to this great, chunky, basic rock instrumentation. This subtlety shows up on "Start Me Up" in effects like the clearly presented light, steady, percussive accent that appears faintly but deliberately in the right-hand channel and is answered by an even fainter percussive line in the left. This is an unexpected, delicate touch that holds its own while Mick and company rock away with drums, bass, guitars, and vocals at full throttle in the aural center. And don't forget the handclaps. I'm a handclap fan, and the crisp, happy claps that drive the musical action forward with brio are captured precisely.

In running the gamut with The Stones—whether reproducing Mick in his falsetto mode on "Worried About You," Bill Wyman's meaty bass runs, Charlie Watts' steady-ready-go drum work, Ron Woods' and Keith's mutually supportive, alternately blazing and gentle guitars—this CD really shows what the digital medium can do for solid, well-produced rock arrangements. There's very little fancy synthesizer work or complex electronic studio fussing here. However, The Stones do get to blow out their tailpipe whatever yen they've got for electronic dabbling on "Heaven," an atmospheric, sensual ballad of the type The Stones often use on an album to balance off their heavy rockers. This one features Mick's electronically treated high voice floating eerily in space, coming from all directions at once, double tracked, answering itself, fading and swelling. It becomes a ghostly presence that is simply riveting. Supporting these floating, other-wordly vocals are delicate, distantly tinkling masses of chimes. These are also recorded to sound like a directionless presence, and subtle synthesizer-produced wind effects swirl under and through the whole. Especially intriguing is the sharp, stretched...
inflection given to the sibilants in Jagger’s voice which cut through the misty clouds of sound like a glittering razor slicing through gauze. In contrast, the foundation of these atmospherics is a rock-steady rhythm section with an almost Latin beat.

Jazz great Sonny Rollins is along for this ride, although nowhere is he credited on this CD’s liner booklet, which does, however, contain the lyrics to all 11 cuts in both English and Japanese. Rollins’ strong tenor saxophone enhances several songs on this disc, most notably the easygoing “Waiting on a Friend,” one of The Stones’ biggest hits off this album.

If you have even a glimmer of interest in The Rolling Stones or in anything of what you’ve read above, get this CD. That’s all.  

Paulette Weiss


Okihiko Sugano is well known in Japan, both as an audio critic and recording engineer. A few years ago, many American audiophiles were exposed to his recordings on the Audio Lab label, so his reputation as an engineer stands out. Recently, Sugano founded a new label expressly for CDs, and the first two releases are piano-solo albums by the renowned Czech, Rudolf Firkusny. These discs present Firkusny largely playing a variety of middle-European music.

The piano is a 9-foot Hamburg Steinway Model D, and the recordings were made in a moderately live, extremely quiet concert hall. The microphone technique employed by Sugano presents the instrument in a moderately close perspective; there is clear articulation, with enough room sound to give the music warmth. The instrument is beautifully regulated, and there is never a harsh sound. Come to think of it, it is unlikely that Firkusny could make a harsh sound if he wanted to!

Firkusny is a pianist’s pianist. He elucidates all this music in the most satisfying manner, and technique is never exploited for its own sake. His palette of colors at medium and low pianistic levels is more varied than we normally hear, and one’s parting thought, after listening to these discs, is that music, rather than pianism, has transpired.

Most of this music has not yet appeared elsewhere on CD, and much of it will be a long time in coming. These discs are highly recommended.

John M. Eargle


This is the first CD I have heard from the Sine Qua Non label, and this recording of the great “Archduke” Trio of Beethoven certainly must be regarded as a technical and artistic success. The performance is virtuosic, with rich tonal production from all concerned. The recording was produced and engineered by my former colleague in the classical division of RCA Records, Max Wilcox. Max used three Schoeps MK2 omnidirectional mikes in a spaced array. The violin is heard in the left channel, cello in the right channel, with the piano in the phantom center channel. The work was recorded in the chapel of Wellesley College in Massachusetts on a Sony PCM-1600 digital recorder. Max knows how to get a good piano sound, having produced a great many of the late Artur Rubinstein’s recordings. He shows that he hasn’t lost his touch, as the piano in this recording is exceptionally natural-sounding, very clean, with crisp transients. The violin and cello are also quite smooth, with a notable lack of stridency. The instrumental balances are excellent, and the perspective affords a lot of presence in the warm acoustics of the Wellesley Chapel.

Bert Whyte


Perhaps because pianist Alfred Brendel is not a “flashy” personality with a glamorous image, he is not as highly regarded by the general concert-going public as some of the more flamboyant piano virtuosos. To the more musically astute, Brendel is often referred to as a nonpareil—a pianist’s pianist of enormous talent. In his traversal of these Mozart Piano Concertos, Alfred Brendel’s performances are insightful and deeply expressive. His touch is ever so clean and precise. Articulation is never a problem, and he can be fleet-fingered or produce massive chords of crushing sonority. Neville Marriner and the forces of the superb Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields furnish their usual sympathetic accompaniment.

Alfred Brendel
The Chandos CD of Symphony No. 2, by Sibelius, has fine sound and a good balance between orchestral definition and acoustics.

The sound is extremely good, very clean, with the piano transients having a sharp attack. However, the high strings are a bit on the bright side. Philips has adjudged this sound good enough to include the andante of Concerto No. 21 on one of their CD samplers. This andante has become very familiar to many people as the Elvira Madigan theme. Bert Whyte

Arnold Bax: Tone Poems. The Ulster Orchestra, Bryden Thomson. Chandos CHAN 8307. (Available from Harmonia Mundi, P.O. Box 64503, Los Angeles, Cal. 90064.)

I first made my acquaintance with the tone poems of Arnold Bax when I was in my teens, and was much enamored with their lush romanticism and brilliant orchestration. My two favorites were "The Garden of Fand" and, most especially, "Tintagel."

On this CD, the "Garden of Fand" is recorded along with "November Woods," "The Happy Forest" and "Summer Music." Bryden Thomson conducts my home-town orchestra—the Ulster Orchestra of Belfast, Northern Ireland.

This music is unashamedly romantic, with more than a hint of mysticism. There is a dreamlike quality to it, and the rich orchestration definitely has echoes of Debussy as well as some Wagnerian chromaticism. It has its exciting moments as well, notably in "Fand."

Of all things, the first performance of "The Garden of Fand" took place in America in 1920, with Frederick Stock conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Bax eventually became Sir Arnold Bax, "Master of the King's Music," and his music had the good fortune to be championed by the doughty Sir Thomas Beecham.

Happily, this is a superb recording of these Bax tone poems. There is a clean, highly detailed sound couched in a lovely, warm, spacious ambience. String tone is pleasingly smooth as are

Sir Alexander Gibson

Sibelius: Symphony No. 2. The Scottish National Orchestra, Sir Alexander Gibson. Chandos CHAN 8303. (Available from Harmonia Mundi, P.O. Box 64503, Los Angeles, Cal. 90064.)

Chandos continues to impress me, not only with their wise choice of repertoire, but with the consistent high-quality sound of their recordings.

The Sibelius Second Symphony is hardly venturesome programming, but with all the off-beat music Chandos records we can't begrudge them an occasional foray into the standard repertoire. Besides, Sibelius' Second Symphony may be an old warhorse, but it is always interesting and certainly has one of the most exciting and triumphant finales in all of music.

In matters of performance, Sir Alexander and his Scottish National Orchestra do surprisingly well, better than many more prestigious orchestras. Their ensemble playing is excellent, as is their string and woodwind intonation. The brass section plays lustily (if slightly ragged at times) in the great fanfares of the finale. In his interpretation, Sir Alexander may not reach the level of inspiration of a Sir Colin Davis and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, but it is an honest, straightforward reading, free of fussy mannerisms.

The sound is fine, with a good balance between orchestral definition and the spacious acoustics. I must say, however, that this recording did not seem to have the openness and lucidity of some other Chandos recordings I have heard. Nonetheless, dynamic range was quite wide, and the blaring brass fanfares of the finale made a glorious sound!

Bert Whyte

For additional information contact:

audiophile systems LTD.
6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
THIS MONTH'S BIG EVENTS ON CBS COMPACT DISCS.
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Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly-growing catalog features hundreds of titles by superstar artists in all categories of music. Ask for a free copy wherever Compact Discs are sold.
Conducted by Thomson, this is a superb recording of the Bax Tone Poems. It has clean, highly detailed sound couched in a warm, spacious ambience.


Denon 38C37-7022.

There is certainly no shortage of recordings of the Mozart Symphonies No. 40 and No. 41, "Jupiter," and, in fact, at this early point in Compact Disc history, there are already duplications of these works.

Be that as it may, these particular recordings are interesting in that they give us a chance to hear what caliber of sound is being recorded behind the iron curtain—in this case, East Germany. This was a Denon collaboration with VEB Schalplaten, and one wonders if the East German company has any digital recording equipment of its own.

Herbert Blomstedt conducts the Staatskapelle Dresden and turns in good, idiomatic performances distinguished by some excellent playing, especially in the strings and woodwinds.

The sound is really quite nice, and the orchestra is well-detailed in a large-sounding, quite reverberant hall. Good internal balances here and a convincing stereo perspective. Sound is quite clean, although the high strings have a slightly edgy sound in fortissimo passages. It would be interesting to know what percentage of this excellent sound is due to Japanese or East German expertise.

Bert Whyte

Don't buy this tuner.

(Until you've heard others at twice the price.)

Sonic performance is the best reason for selecting any audio component. And when it comes to tuners, performance is relatively easy to evaluate.

A tuner either brings stations in clearly, or it doesn’t. Especially the weak and distant stations that on some tuners come in noisily or not at all.

The music, of course, must sound clean and accurate. And two (or more) tuners should be auditioned under identical conditions.

Then you want to compare features: such as the tuning system, programming flexibility, signal displays and signal-enhancement controls.

Now, it's time to consider price. Our new GFT-2 is less than $250. But we suggest you ask your dealer to compare it with other tuners priced up to $500 or more.

When you've done all that, you'll no longer need our advice. You'll know exactly which tuner to buy.

The new Adcom GFT-2.

- Quartz-referenced digitally-synthesized tuning (accuracy: 0.000025%) 
- Dual-gate MOSFET RF amplifier
- Double-tuned quadrature detector
- Storage for seven AM and seven FM stations
- 5-stage LED signal-quality display
- Manual and automatic scan

For further information or the location of the Adcom dealer nearest you, please write to:

Adcom
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
WHO CAN MAKE A MORE DIGITAL-READY TAPE THAN THE COMPANY THAT INVENTED PCM RECORDING IN THE FIRST PLACE?

When other companies talk about being "digital-ready," remember that Denon is the Company that also builds professional digital studio tape recorders and is credited for having invented the PCM recording process in 1972. Denon has recorded more digital material than any Company in the world. It is only natural that Denon simultaneously developed the cassette formulation most suitable for making digital-to-analog recordings. The formulation is Denon DX-8. The ultimate non-metal cassette tape.
Nikolayeva Plays Bach is a good CD for loudspeaker testing. Transient accuracy and attack are outstanding, and the bass register is especially sonorous.

the other end of the dynamic scale, it is reassuring to know that the sonic violence of the storm in “La Mer” can be accommodated in all its unbridled fury.

Leonard Slatkin’s performance of “La Mer” may not have the insight of a Pierre Boulez or a Toscanini, but the ferocity of his storm gives away very little. Furthermore, he has the benefit of some inspired playing from the underrated Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra and the splendid sound provided by Telarc. The felicitous acoustics of Powell Hall balance nicely with highly detailed sound from every orchestral choir. There is a luscious and smoothness, too, in the string sounds which greatly add to the atmospheric qualities in all these works. Dynamic range is in no way compressed, and some of the climaxes in the storm are massive. In all, a superior performance with a sonic verity to match. 

Nikolayeva Plays Bach
Victor Company of Japan VDC-503, digital source.

More J. S. Bach, this time some exceptional solo-piano transcriptions of works such as the famous “Toccata and Fugue in D Minor,” which usually is played on the organ. Among other works are “Wachet Auf!” and a marvelous traversal of the “Fugue in G Minor” (BWV 578).

The piano sound is utterly crystaline, recorded on the JVC DAS 90 digital recorder. The piano is recorded quite close-up, in a rather dry acoustic environment.

Madame Nikolayeva has a wonderfully clean touch, and every note is completely articulate. With virtually no wow or flutter from the JVC digital recorder, Nikolayeva is exceptionally true and the pure tone of the piano is a revelation. The bass register is especially sonorous. Transient accuracy and attack are outstanding. A particularly good CD for loudspeaker and system testing. 

Bert Whyte

Infidels: Bob Dylan
CBS CK 38819.

This is Dylan’s passionate, poignant 1983 album, the one that convinced us all that the grand old man of pop was alive and thrashing around in the ‘80s. It was digitally remastered from the original analog by CBS.

Infidels is a splendid choice for CD reproduction, containing as it does the silences and spaces of spare rock instrumentation and sensitively understated performances. Dylan assembled some musical champs for this lyrical wrestling match with modern concerns: Mark Knopfler of Dire Straits and ex-Rolling Stone Mick Taylor on guitars, the outstanding reggae-rhythm section of Robbie Shakespeare on bass and Sly Dunbar on drums and percussion, and The Hollies’ Alan Clark on keyboards. This muscular ensemble knows the expressive value of the soft touch, knows how the spaces between notes can be played more eloquently than a barrage of technically perfect but insensitive sounds. In these spaces, the silence of the CD format speaks volumes.

Take the opening on “Jokerman,” for instance. The solid drum roll that thrusts into the left channel and follows through into the phantom center comes out of a total silence that wonderfully intensifies the drum’s impact. The quiet tone Dylan sets with his tender reverb-laced vocals on “Sweetheart Like You” is supported by a filigree of instrumentals—a soft guitar accent in the center channel, another in the left, again in the right, the drums and subtle acoustic piano threading throughout. The CD silence that fills this openwork is golden. Mark Knopfler’s distinctive guitar is often slipped in lightly, appearing in a subdued run in one channel or played off a paired guitar in the opposite channel. His delicate, shinning work is captured perfectly. Knopfler has done dolyb well by himself, playing splendidly on this disc and producing it equally as well, in full partnership with Dylan.

Make no mistake, though; Dylan doesn’t confine himself to fancy footwork alone. He takes a good, solid shot at full-tilt boogie with both “Union City” and the hard-rocking, controversial “Neighborhool Bully.” When all three electric guitars are wailing (Dylan plays guitar, keyboards, and harmonica) and the drums are bashing away, there is some loss of individual instrumental presence but not enough to matter much. In general, the spatial presence of all instruments is excels-
The CD of Dylan's *Infidels* has excellent spatial presencing of all instruments, with a good feel for aural depth.

The subtle but strong arrangements and the outstanding individual instrumentalists behind Dylan make this a sophisticated pop-CD choice. This one is a winner, not for pyrotechnical production, but for its solid, clean presentation of intelligent music that will grab your mind and wrestle it away while your body sways to the beat.  

**Paulette Weiss**


This CD is the second part of a two-disc set of J. S. Bach ouvertures. By far the most familiar is the BWV 1068, whose various sections, including the famous "Air," are favorites of aficionados of J. S. Bach's music.

This is the first CD I have heard from the prestigious Deutsche Harmonia Mundi label, and I'm quite impressed. The digital recording is open and transparent, yet highly detailed, even though the hall acoustics are quite reverberant. The famous, high Bach trumpets are disposed to the left and right of the orchestra and resound most brazenly. The high strings are quite clean, if a shade bright, and there is a nice balance between the various orchestral elements and the hall acoustics: La Petite Bande and its conductor, Sigiswald Kuijken, are unknown to me, but the playing is of a high order. The performances are nicely structured and, in the faster sections, are played with a verve and spirit that is most gratifying.  

**Bert Whyte**

**Year of the Cat:** Al Stewart. Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD 863

Old friends have a nice habit of poking up on Compact Discs. Listening to Al Stewart's *Year of the Cat* was like getting a "Hello, how are you, just wanted to know how your life was going" telephone call from Freddie Brussels, on whom I had an impossible crush when I was a hopelessly fat 10-year-old grade-schooler. Ah, Freddie. Ah, Al.

Al Stewart's folksy, late-'70s rock style sounds just a bit dated next to the synthesizer-laden output of most modern rockers, but it also sounds comforting, relaxed, intelligent, and, well—pretty. His historical ditties may be a bit lyrically pompous, but his songs of personal pain and discovery hold up despite the fact that hardly anybody uses patchouli scent anymore.

The arrangements and mostly acoustic instrumentation on this 1976 LP, originally released on Arista, are sophisticated and provide delicious textural contrasts. The throbbing, high staccato notes of the mandolin that reside in the left channel of "Broadway Hotel," for instance, are beautifully juxtaposed with the rich, resinous, breath-taking violin line in the right channel. (A violin so rich, by the way, that I would swear it was a viola, despite the liner notes' claim to the contrary.) Just barely holding these two soaring instrumental flights to earth is the steady—almost monotonous—melodic continuity.

Orchestral massed strings are used with finesse, adding body and melodic continuity, not mush. Their entrance in the album's hit title song puts starch into what comes after a pallid, rather limp introduction. Electronic instrumentation, other than the rock-standard electric guitar, is used sparingly but to great effect thanks to producer Alan Parsons, who has a winning way with studio dials. There is a shimmering, electric piano effect on two cuts here: "Midas Shadow" and "One Stage Before," which I have heard elsewhere and which continues to intrigue me above and beyond the sheer loneliness of the instrument's sound quality. Here, the piano's notes are subtly alternated from channel to channel to produce an almost physical pulsing sensation against the ear drums when heard through headphones. Parsons explores some advanced electronic territory only on "One Stage Before," where he tosses in some synthesizer wiggery, including spot-compression of Stewart's voice and a big bass synth that stands in the background with a subdued yet massive presence. Elsewhere, he limits his electronic knob-twirling to adding heavy reverb and double-tracking to Stewart's slightly adenoidal vocals, and to playing with channel location by, for instance, isolating the acoustic piano intro in "Year of the Cat" in the left channel and killing the right channel altogether.

In general, spatial presencing is excellent, with instruments located firmly and clearly in aural space, giving a
As a CD, Al Stewart’s *Year of the Cat* is a phone call from the past; there’s a little static on the line, but it’s well worth getting.

**The Dude:** Quincy Jones  
*A&M CD-3721.*

After first hearing this CD, I started a small, safely contained fire in my third floor Manhattan apartment, sent a puff of white smoke out over the Upper West Side, and personally declared Quincy Jones the Pope of pop production. Yes, I know he’s been praised and honored, awarded and garlanded by others in higher places (my friend on the tenth floor, for instance, once sent him a fan letter and $50 to say thanks for the good work). Nevertheless, listening to this digitalized version of his Grammy award-winning album, *The Dude,* was a semi-religious experience, and I am compelled to lift my puny voice in praise, joining all the other hosannas to his name.

Jones is a supreme master of aural texture. From multiple layers of instrumentation he calls forth a hot, brassy horn riff to heat up a smooth, resin vocal (“Turn on the Action”), lays the lightest trace of reverb on an acoustic piano to float it, shimmering like a vision, into empty space (“Just Once”), or sets a line of percussion—a light tapping of cymbals—so blessedly far back in the mix that it imperceptibly ticks off the passing of a song, a rare and subtle handling of percussion in the modern pop studio (“One Hundred Ways”). I could give an endless litany of the wondrous textural effects on this CD—crisp handclaps, sharply sweet strings, angelic clouds of vocal back-up, bass riffs that start rumblings in the soul—but I won’t. Instead, I’ll sing the praises of the digital medium that has captured all of this heavenly sound. From highest high to lowest low, this CD performs flawlessly. Jones certainly calls on all of its capabilities in this area, summoning up both celestial legions of high-pitched, piercing strings and one of the rock-bottom lowest bass figures I have ever heard recorded, the latter on “Ai No Corrida.”

Jones earns the pop papal crown for...
Quincy Jones earns the pop papal crown for his mastery of aural space. *The Dude* is a multi-dimensional cathedral of sound.

As Audia, true art allows no compromise in reproducing sound accurately. Even in the hostile audio environment of a moving vehicle, and outline of high end receivers, tuners, amplifiers, equalizers, and speakers is living testimony to that belief.

With over forty years of experience, no wonder Audia was the first to introduce many state of the art features, engineered to give you absolute performance.

Features like our FM Diversity Tuning System. With two FM front ends and antennas, it detects and monitors multipath noise, instantly locking onto the strongest, cleanest signal. So you get optimum reception at all times.

We've also corrected the undesirable low end frequency response "hump" caused by the dynamics of your car's interior. How? With the '80 Hz Acoustic Compensation Control. It returns mid bass sounds to their natural balance and reduces power demands on the amplifier.

The Dual-Direction Automatic Azimuth Adjustment is an exclusive feature of our auto-reverse decks. It adjusts the tapehead to achieve accurate zero azimuth in both directions. And that eliminates high frequency "dropout."

But the list of significant features goes on. So ask your dealer for all the facts. Once you see and hear the Audia line for yourself, we think you'll agree it isn't just the only system to listen to. It's the only system to look to. For state-of-the-art performance and aesthetics that simply won't be outstated.
The occasion of Mr. Feldman's comment was his review of our S2680-CP top-of-the-line receiver. His statement was sparked by the fact that, while quite affordable, the S2680-CP, like all Sherwood receivers, is designed and built with the care, precision and innovation which have become Sherwood trademarks.

A tradition of affordable quality. More than three decades ago Sherwood was founded on this philosophy: Through innovation, make quality audio equipment more affordable. That philosophy has been nurtured throughout Sherwood's history and is the foundation of our newest line of receivers.

We never cut corners on sound. All five Sherwood receivers deliver true high-fidelity performance. Even our budget-priced S2610-CP sounds better than many separate components. And the entire group is laced with features that can make significant differences in your listening enjoyment. Ultra-low-bass EQ, multi-deck dubbing, auto-scan digital tuning and discrete phono preamp circuitry are standard on several Sherwood models, yet missing from many other brands, regardless of price.

Certified Performance. Sherwood is the only manufacturer to test and certify the performance of each individual receiver. On the outside of every carton you will find a certificate showing the measurement details of the power amp, phono preamp and FM tuner sections of each receiver. These are not just the rated specs; these are the actual measured performance data of the individual unit, so you know exactly what you're buying.

Find out what the experts say. Get the whole story on why Sherwood receivers—in Mr. Feldman's words—"...offer excellent performance at very reasonable prices."

To get your own copy of his review of the S2680-CP and to find out just how much quality and innovation you can afford, visit your nearest Sherwood audio specialist today. To find him, call (800) 841-1412 during west coast business hours.

This is the sort of professional contemporary music which is both extremely avant-garde and at the same time, in certain aspects, professionally conservative. Where it belongs, for us listeners to recorded music, is a real question. Are we, in living rooms and cars, really expected to hear this material, and are we counted as intended audience? I rather doubt it.

We're dealing here with a major figure in current music and, of course, an ex-conductor of the label's prize orchestra, the New York Philharmonic, whose work for that reason is widely available in the CBS catalog. But there is also the top-flight stratum of celebrated contemporary music, a kind of parallel to the world of great opera singers, famous solo artists and so on. The cash is available to record music of this caliber, and the operation pays off in prestige, you may be sure. Isn't that perhaps enough? No need at all, as I see it, to please you and me, who are merely looking for entertainment, hi-fi sound and the stimulation of something new, comprehensible or no.

So, you try it and what do you get? Perhaps the most difficult music so far composed for good-sized aggregations of instruments. The cover lists "Rituel," a memorial work and kind of memorial piece for large orchestra, as first, but, oddly, it comes on side two. As this suggests, you'd do best to start with "Rituel," which has elements that are helpful and within our grasp. There are unusual sounds, colors; eight separate groups of instruments enter one after the other and give recognizable side-to-side and forward-and-back separation in the stereo recording—good job. And, above all, there is a beat, a funereal beat, to be sure, not steady but enough to keep the mind engaged. The groups come in one by one, then they depart similarly, towards a quiet ending. You will find their different textures definitely interesting, which, in the end, can lead you on to further perceptions.

The other work, "Eclats/Multiples," is a double-length version of a still earlier piece and half of a really tough work yet to be completed. (Boulez, like others today, writes in this curious fashion, which is much in style among professional composers.) It is one of those enormously complicated, serial-sounding pieces which have absolutely no beat and which come in violent bursts of sound and numerous silences. It is incredibly complicated and offers practically nothing familiar for the average-intelligent listener to latch onto for at least a beginning. First time through, I made nothing at all of it. So, being a conscientious reviewer, I played the whole thing straight through again. (Isn't repetition one of the greatest assets we have in recorded music—how much the live audience gets to hear the music more than once?)

Yes—I liked it more the second time. Not that I understand the music! And the less so after reading the liner notes, which are likely to scare off anybody, though no doubt quite accurate. I think you might like it too. Music is supposed to speak in its own terms, convey its own message. Given time, patience, and optimism, it surely does, even in the case of Boulez.

I still think the man is a cold-fish, precision type—but that's merely for today. For all we know, he may be as popular as Bartók, a few decades hence.

Tchaikovsky: The 1812 Overture; Capriccio Italian; Cossack Dance from Mazeppa. The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Erich Kunzel. Telarc 10041, digital, limited edition, $12.98.

Considering my private oath never to play another "1812," I feel guilty about listening to this one; but since it had become such a well-known demo disc by its belated arrival here, curiosity got the better of me. It is, indeed, as Telarc says, the "Ultimate Audio Challenge," at least for the moment and in terms of the ancient LP! Limited edition, "super-cut" to special parameters, JVC-pressed on double weight, flat, special vinyl without the usual raised edge and dish-like interior. This record is surrounded by dire warnings in heavy black type and no liability statements. Play at your own risk. So I did.

Happily, my excellent but slightly middle-aged LP playing system has remarkable built-in safety factors. It self-protects. It emerged unscathed. As the recording reached the well-known and genuine cannon shots, the high-quality pickup (not the latest but one of the recent bests) hopped lightly into the air, touched down several times and landed as easily as a feather a half inch or so on the other side of the...
cannon portion. I was delighted at its performance—all was intact and I never did enjoy cannon shots anyhow. Thanks, Telarc, I think I'll stick with my present equipment.

There is music. I am reminded, in the "1812," some of it quite lovely. Especially the variations on the two familiar tunes representing the French and the Russkies. Does anybody bother to play this part? I did. Sorry to say that this is one of the chilliest, most monotonously unemotional playings of that music I can remember, just another job unemotional playing of one Russkie. Does tunes representing specially "1812," Thanks, Telarc; er cannon portion. Present equipment—all of performance—all I did enjoy cannon shots anyhow. Trust that this milder works chilliest, did.

But for the other side. We are pleased to announce update of the HP's A1 power amplifier. Reflecting APT's continuing commitment to our customers and the lasting value of our products, we are pleased to announce update modifications on both the classic HP preamplifier and A1 power amplifier.

These modifications represent a modest investment in retaining the highest standards of performance at a small fraction of the original cost of your equipment. At $75 for the A1 and $99 for the HP, an extended one year warranty is included. A moving-coil headamp can be added to the HP for an additional $135.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

APT Corporation 175 Walker Street Lowell, MA 01854
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Bryston announces . . .

a substantial advancement to the technology of audio power amplification.

Bryston has been researching the science and the art of amplification for over ten years. Recently, a breakthrough of sorts at Bryston in the application of complementary Bipolar power-delivery systems has almost perfectly optimised the output transfer-function, resulting in an amplifier more linear, less sensitive to loading, with smaller amounts of upper-order harmonic content than previously possible without class-A biasing, or other special compensation techniques.

We feel that another veil has been lifted from the amplifier's contribution to the overall audio picture. We believe you will think so too. Write to Bryston at the appropriate address (below) for a technical paper on Bryston's newest advancement on the state of the art, and a list of dealers where you can listen to the optimal amplifier (and, of course, our matching preamplifier).

Though there is quite lovely music in the "1812," Kunzel's is one of the chilliest, most monotonously unemotional playings I can remember.

The wiry sound and, like the balalaika, goes in for rapidly repeated tones, street-piano style. This recently emigrated Russian plays with fabulous speed and lightness; his guitar helper (definitely a folk-classical man) has an equivalent virtuosity on guitar. No fumbling around for chords here. The two together can produce unusual effects and an extraordinarily fleet and sprightly ensemble.

The music is all arranged, of course, and all mod Russian (which means not very modern), from Prokofiev and Shostakovich to assorted semi-familiar names you'll know from very different sorts of music. There's nothing of any great importance to be heard and the arrangements are sometimes a bit obscure, if you know the originals—but who cares. Just a lot of nice tidbits. Faint percussion sounds (bells, etc.) enliven some items in the upper range (Ksenia Sudarikova plays them)—no big drums or such. The bass range of the LP is virtually empty. It's all highs.
WE SOLD ONLY 3,000,000 OF THESE HEADPHONES.

SO WE MADE THEM BETTER.

Ah, our legendary HD 414's. They've become the standard of recording and broadcast studios. The favorite of critics and music lovers everywhere. And they're even used by NASA.

Which explains, in part, why they've outsold every other headphone.

So why tamper with success?

Because as good as the transient response and dynamic range of the HD 414 were, we found ways to make them even better.

And as comfortable as the HD 414's Open-Aire® design was, we were able to improve it with larger cushions and lower headband pressure.

The result: Our new, improved HD 414 SL. Audibly superior with analog records, tapes and broadcasts. And incredible with digital.

Audition them—as well as our more modestly-priced 410 SL—at your Sennheiser dealer. And hear what happens when the world's leading headphone innovator won't leave well enough alone.

© 1984, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
48 West 38th Street • New York, NY 10018 • (212) 944-3440
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I found no fault with Luca’s violin playing. But Bilson bangs the fortepiano metronomically in the loud and fast parts.

Nonesuch 79070, two-record set, $23.96.

This series will eventually cover the same ground as the Sonic Arts set (LS-36) on standard modern instruments recorded in concert, as does one of those big Vox box LP sets. But this version has the increasingly valid distinction of using “original” instruments—not only the fortepiano, a modern copy of a piano of Mozart’s day, but also the violin, an unretouched instrument from 1733 that, unlike others, was never rebuilt.

These were the Sonatas Mozart wrote on his “solo” expedition, from Salzburg to Paris, stopping off at the celebrated musical center of Mannheim where he did his best to make a musical impression, with very little success. They are all familiar to Mozart fans and are often played today. Note that these were the first in which the violin moved from a mere optional accompaniment to near-equality with the piano, though the piano still does most of the heavy work. Nonesuch’s sophisticated recording, of course, takes this into account, in its placing of the two instruments.

The fortepiano, again being brand-new, a copy, sounds pretty much like a modern instrument in the treble, but the lower notes have that pleasantly twangy, harpsichord-like sound that Mozart expected. The overall effect is brighter and less ponderous than the same music played on a modern grand.

An amusing sidelight, ever so British, accounts for the unretouched old violin, which has a noticeably fruity, rounded sound, from lower tension gut strings and a light bow of the Mozart period. The instrument was stashed away for storage by a British violin firm back in the late 18th century. When that company, in the seclude British fashion, finally decided to move to more modern quarters—about 200 years later—the violin was found intact, right where it had been put away. I’d say that company could use a computer to keep track of inventory. (Editor’s Note: May I say, to the contrary that

Sergiu Luca had the company had a computer, Mr. Luca, our violinist here, would not have had use of his instrument.—E.P.)

I wish I could praise this project to the skies and to our readers. It’s okay and very well recorded in digital. But Mr. Bilson again seems to me an accurate, well-trained but chilly player who tends to bang metronomically in the loud and faster parts of the music. After a time, this wears on the ears, though the slower movements are nicer. I found no fault with Luca, the violinist, but it’s the fortepiano that calls the tune or, if you will, sets the tone of the ensemble.


I don’t know whether the record biz, among the small companies, is desperate or burgeoning; we printed several reviews of this new “audiophile” classic label, whereupon we were rushed by hand a whole batch of advance white-label pressings, more than we have any business reviewing. I’ll try one, though I’d probably be perfectly happy writing about any and all of them if mega-space allowed.

There are special interests or, better, problems involved in Sonic Arts’ expensive releases (taking over from Telarc’s former astronomical price for digital LPs). First was “live in concert” recording, with all that method’s pros and cons. If this Mozart duo was playing live (i.e., in concert before an audience), then there is no direct evidence of it here. The sound is studio-dead and very close, with neither coughs nor clapping audible. The second and more pervasive interest is that this company—or rather Leo de Gar Kukla, impresario and boss—is one of that new phenomenon, the successful pop recording man moving over into what one might call vanity-classical, as a kind of business-hobby and builder of prestige. There are many such, and often with highly knowledgeable operations by people who are not sophisticated in the classical area.

Choice of music is one facet, choice of performers a more important aspect; but the payoff in terms of good judgment comes in the actual recording technique used to make the records—the halls, the recording procedures and, especially, the balances and mike placements.

Can you simply switch from high-level, state-of-the-art pop recording, big-studio style, to classical recording? Most definitely, no! It is here that Sonic Arts, for all its fancy processing, determinedly flounders around, making grandiose claims and all sorts of amiable and well intentioned booboos. Live and learn! The company’s records are anything but dull and often very interesting; good things are bound to happen sooner or later where
Good news for your new Corvette, Mark VII LSC, 745, Quattro, 380SEC, Quattrovalvole, etc.

The new ADS P80 and P120 are designed for everyone who loves lots of car and lots of music.

Electronically they’re miles ahead of any other amplifiers including the ADS "replicas" who claim to be as good.

Frankly, they represent the state-of-the-art. Anything with four wheels and a pedigree deserves nothing less.

Both new powerplates are light and compact. Both power two pairs of speakers easily. Both use new circuitry designed for cool operation.

The result: exceptional performance and a lot more flexibility designing your installation.

The P80 (on top, above) puts out 40 clear, clean watts per side. Money can’t buy a better car amplifier.

Money can, however, buy more power and flexibility. The P120 at 60 watts per side is also "bridgeable" which means it’s a stereo amp til you want more power. Then with the push of a button you can have a 90 watt mono amp to power a single side, adding another P120 for the other.

Naturally, these new Powerplates sound best mated to ADS speakers (300i, 320i). But that's another ad.


ADS Audio apart.
Staying ahead of the competition in auto-reversing cassette decks has been an AKAI tradition for the past 14 years. Now we're introducing the all-new GX-R99, a deck that has so many advanced features you'd have to buy six other auto-reversing decks to get them all.

Features like our Computer Record Level Processing System, that sets a tape's bias, equalization and tape sensitivity, measures a tape's MOL, then sets the optimum recording level. A Spectrum Analyzer encompassing MOL display, which displays frequency response with greater accuracy. AKAI's exclusive Auto Monitor. And our super GX heads. So super, they're guaranteed for 17½ years of continuous play.

It's easy to see why the GX-R99, just one of four great AKAI auto-reversing decks, is called the Dragon Slayer. And to find out why it's getting more praise than all the other guys combined, write to AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Dept. A9, Compton, CA 90224.
These Mozart sonatas reminded me of a subcompact car on a scenic, bumpy road. Nice view, but the ride is poor.

There is so much zeal (and so much cash) involved.

First—balance, mike placement. Here you have a quite close piano and with it a very close violin, which sounds about eight inches back of your speaker(s). You can practically hear the fingernails. Also, maybe, a mike with some edginess in the highs—common enough in pop music, absolutely fatal for the violin, which at close range is always brilliant. Here, it goes into near-scratchiness every time the player digs in a bit. These two instruments are encased in non-liveness, where even a bit of mellow resonance would help them mix their dissimilar tonal qualities, as in a good concert. From a classical view, this is not a good technique at all. But there is more.

It happens that in Mozart’s day the common sonatas for this pair of instruments were piano sonatas with semi-optional violin. The breed persisted well into the 19th century, but Mozart was the first to head towards equality. In the two early works recorded here, the violin has only a minor role, and definitely should be subordinate, an accompaniment to the piano. In the two later works it takes on more authority but still is not the lead—the piano keeps that function.

So what do we have? Too much violin, too forward, too loud. It is far out of balance in the pair of early works, in the two later pieces (K. 301, 303), things are better but still the fiddle is too close and on the scratchy side.

This is why a classical recording engineer and his producers must really know their music, century by century. Otherwise, basic disaster, digital, CD, or what have you.

The Mozart performers? Same sort of problem. These two are genial, goodhearted players and you’ll enjoy them—it’s a pleasant musical ride. (The balance, etc. is not their problem, after all.) But the pianist is heartily lacking in good rhythmic sense—all the music is, instead of, say, “one, two, three,” just “one, one, one,” minus larger shape. Result: The music is bouncy and bangy. Any pop or dance player knows all about that, whether it’s a tango or a contemporary rhythm section. As for the violinist, he is better on shaping, if a bit quavery now and then. Some movements go unexpectedly well (especially the genuine “one, one” type!), but the whole reminded me of a merry little subcompact (the kind with the sewing-machine motor) bouncing along a scenic but bumpy road. Nice view but the ride is poor.

P.S. The ride is likely to be better in a parallel series from Nonesuch, the Mozart Sonatas for Fortepiano and Violin (note the correct order of precedence), covering the same ground as Sonic Arts but with considerably more sophistication. Volume one of this series is currently out, just ahead of Sonic Arts. Nonesuch also uses digital and charges a mere $11.98 per LP. Take your choice—the competition is getting hotter.

“Almost unbelievable stereo imaging.”

Julian Hirsch

Listening to the Soundfield One speaker system can be very addictive. The speakers seem to vanish, leaving the listener gratefully immersed in a sea of music. Almost any complimentary adjective could be applied to the sound of these speakers without undue exaggeration. The apparent volume and stereo-stage configuration were practically independent of the listening location. This quality alone would be sufficient to set them apart from conventional speakers—and, in our opinion, above most of those on the market.

“The dbx Soundfield One is a great and important speaker system. Hear it for yourself, but be prepared for dissatisfaction with your present loudspeaker system after you do.”

Now, a word from us.

For the first time, you can enjoy the full sonic potential of your stereo system, with proper tonal balance and a convincing stereo image experienced throughout the entire listening area. We encourage you to audition the dbx Soundfield One system, and learn how it can turn your living room into a total listening environment.

The Soundfield One speaker system.

For more information, mail this coupon to dbx, Dept. ASF. We’ll reply promptly.

Please send me the following information:

☐ Free. The complete Stereo Review report and a list of dbx Soundfield speaker dealers.

☐ For the $3.00 enclosed: All the above, plus an owner’s manual (a $4.00 value) and three technical papers on psychoacoustics and speaker design by Dr. Mark Davis, inventor of Soundfield Imaging technology.

NAME __________________________

ADDRESS _______________________

CITY ___________________________

STATE ZIP _____________________

71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02195
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Japanese Jottings

Earlier this year, in Japan, I ran into a number of interesting audio products, none of which I had yet seen in this country (and some of which, I assume, I never will).

Remember the fad for putting bricks on amps? Now, the bricks may be built in. Kyocera has announced a whole line (including amps, tuners, cassette decks and CD players) with massive ceramic or aluminum stabilizing bases. And Luxman and others are showing amplifiers in Japan with what appear to be vibration-damping feet.

Yamaha is offering, for its GT-1000 turntable, a 60-kg (132-pound) isolation-footed stand costing nearly as much as the turntable itself. Plus an 18-kg (39.2-pound) copper platter (with lifting tabs) which costs even more. Miyamoto has an oil-damped phono headshell—fine from the vibration standpoint, but does it interfere with proper cartridge/arm coupling?

The big audio novelty, everywhere I went in Japan, was Teac's Ocassie tape, which stands for "open-reel cassette." The cassette's shell is an open metal framework, holding two flanged reels, at least one of which is removable. Round cans are provided to hold the reels once they're removed, and the tape is by Maxell. I was tempted to pick up a set, but, at $18 to $25 (for cassette plus five reels of tape), I resisted, especially because I remember how hard it is to re-thread that wispy tape in ordinary cassette shells if they're opened.

Toshiba KT-AS10 portable

The most heavily advertised item I saw was a Toshiba headphone portable that's thicker but otherwise smaller than a cassette—during play, the back of the cassette sticks out. In Japan, it's known as the "Wally" and comes (like many Japanese electronic products) in a wide choice of colors. Here, one version of it has been announced as the KT-AS10, in black or silver only, for $149.95. It has auto reverse, Dolby B and a slip-in, AM/FM tuner shaped like a cassette.

Nepali. This causes much hilarity when the movies play in countries where these languages are spoken. Similarly, sound effects may be based on familiar sounds, to give them "the needed complexity" and "a root in reality," but the sounds are then shifted in pitch, reverberated and otherwise changed to render them unrecognizable. For example, The Millennium Falcon's sound is based on that of the P-51, a propeller-driven fighter plane, while another ship is based on a blimp. A big door in The Empire Strikes Back has no mechanical-sound basis but does have a lion's growl buried subliminally in it.

On a more earthbound note, Holman presented the opening sequence from Raiders of the Lost Ark several times, each time accompanying it with a different one of the many music, voice and effects tracks which were layered together for the final release. (To me, the music best conveyed the feeling of the sequence, even more than the dialog did.) "When you put them all together," Holman told us, "the tracks sound fine at levels which would sound too loud when playing any individual track."
OWN A MOVIE FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF A BLANK TAPE. JUST $4.95
WITH MEMBERSHIP

31 TOP HITS TO CHOOSE FROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>SELECTION NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOOTSIE*</td>
<td>1569042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERMAN III*</td>
<td>6640092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARGAMES*</td>
<td>0628002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL LAMPONI'S VACATION*</td>
<td>6439022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR WARS*</td>
<td>0961662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRTY HARRY*</td>
<td>6017082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREAKER MORANT</td>
<td>1969012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASABLANCA</td>
<td>0107082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISKY BUSINESS*</td>
<td>6333082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUMBRO*</td>
<td>5151052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WAY WE WERE*</td>
<td>1529002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON GOLDEN POND</td>
<td>0020002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MAKING OF MICHEL JACKSON'S THRILLER*</td>
<td>7103012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN*</td>
<td>0634012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE*</td>
<td>0710182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK HOLE</td>
<td>5263012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAMER VS. KRAMER*</td>
<td>1503012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING KONG (ORIGINAL)</td>
<td>5602002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANE FONDA'S WORKOUT CHALLENGE</td>
<td>5260042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOPUSSY*</td>
<td>0856052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR 80*</td>
<td>6410052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND*</td>
<td>1510012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAIN*</td>
<td>5263012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH PACIFIC*</td>
<td>3561072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LONGEST DAY*</td>
<td>0670032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIPES*</td>
<td>1513082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHO*</td>
<td>1101032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AFRICAN QUEEN</td>
<td>0111022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORKY'S*</td>
<td>0751052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNNY GIRL*</td>
<td>1511002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DEEP*</td>
<td>5400052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ALSO AVAILABLE ON CED DISC

In the CBS Video Club, there’s no membership fee. And you don’t have to buy a lot of movies. Just two more within the next year. The movies you order will be mailed and billed at regular Club prices, which currently range from $39.95 to $79.95 for cassettes and $19.95 to $39.95 for discs—plus shipping and handling. (Extra-long films and specials may cost a bit more.) Choose from the best, too. Superman III, Octopussy, Risky Business and more.

BONUS PLAN—SAVE 50%

After buying two movies at Club prices in the next year, you can cancel. Or stay with us and save even more under our current Bonus Plan. With each movie you buy, the plan currently allows you to help yourself to another movie of equal value or less at 50% off.

SHOP-BY-MAIL CONVENIENCE

About every four weeks (up to 13 times a year) we send you our CBS Video Club Program, reviewing our Director's Selection plus alternate movies.

If you want the Director's Selection, don't do a thing. It will arrive automatically. If you prefer an alternate title, or none at all, just return the card always provided by the date specified.

You'll have two full weeks to decide. And a toll-free number to call if you have any questions or service requests. (If you ever receive a tape that you had less than two weeks to consider, send it back at our expense.)

TRY US AT NO RISK

Join today and we'll send your movie for just $4.95, along with details of how the Club works. If you're not satisfied, return the entire 10 days for a full, prompt refund—no further obligation. So clip the coupon now. It's a great deal.

For faster service, use your credit card to order and call toll-free 1-800-457-0866 (in Indiana 1-800-742-1200). Or use the coupon. Enter No. 64 on Reader Service Card.

Advance Bonus:
SAVE UP TO $50 MORE!

...by ordering a second movie right now. Any movie listed in this ad—yours for $29.95 on videocassette. $15.95 on disc.

See coupon below.

CBS VIDEO CLUB
800 North Poncebridge Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811

CBS VIDEO CLUB,
Dept. 28F, P.O. Box 1111, Terre Haute, IN 47811

Yes, please enroll me in the CBS Video Club under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy just two more movies within the next year. Check one:

- [ ] BETA  [ ] VHS  [ ] CED-DISC

Send me the movie indicated below for $4.95.

List selection by number:

- [ ] My check is enclosed. $Z4/$Z5
- [ ] Charge my introductory movie(s) and $Z5/$Z7 future Club purchases to:
  - [ ] Dinner Club
  - [ ] MasterCard
  - [ ] American Express
  - [ ] VISA

Account #

Expiration Date

- [ ] Also send me movie # $Z5/$Z6
for $Z5/$Z6 ($29.95 or $15.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling), which I’m adding to my above payment

Signature

Name

Address

City  State

Zip  Phone

Note: CBS Video Club reserves the right to reject any application or cancel any membership. Offer limited to continental U.S. (excluding Alaska). Applicable sales tax added to all orders.
Magnetite is an ancient ore, a venerable tape oxide, but a new factor in cassette duplication.

**Music On Magnetite**

Magnetite is nothing new—as lodestone, it's the naturally occurring iron oxide (Fe₂O₄) from which mankind discovered magnetism thousands of years ago. It's not even all that new as a tape oxide—Agfa, for one, used it as such back in the '60s. And it's still used, according to Agfa, in some premium cassettes. But now it's available in bulk tape for use by professional duplicators. Agfa claims better high-frequency output than standard ferric oxide (Fe₂O₃) and a lower noise floor than ferric (or chrome, for that matter—which they demonstrated). The first release on Magnetite-12 is 90125, by Yes (Atco 90125-4).

**Racking up CDs**

Polygram’s Wolfgang Munsczinski recently told us about an often-unnoticed property of the “jewel-box” CD package: With its lid removed, it can be used as a drawer in a rack.

**More on Tape EQ**

Back in February, I mentioned that some prerecorded chrome cassettes lacked the chrome recognition notch—deliberately, as I learned in time to note in our June issue. Now comes a note from BASF on just why it’s done: “Since the majority of cassette players in use frequently don’t have switchable EQ settings and are equalized for 120 µS... the ‘normal’ EQ setting is more appealing to this mass audience. Playback of... chrome tape in the 120-µS position retains the low-noise characteristics of... pure chrome... while delivering a bonus in high-end frequency response... Hence, no chrome notch.”

“In fact, the IEC standard... gives the international standard for prerecorded cassettes as 120 µS, with 70 µS listed as an option... To my knowledge, those who have used this IEC option—RCA Red Seal, for example—to equalize their prerecorded products at 70 µS have used the chrome notch.”

Incidentally, BASF says that the cost of chrome is “pennies per cassette,” and that among those using it are A&M, CBS Masterworks, Inner City Jazz, RCA Red Seal, Sine Qua Non and Vanguard (not to mention Musical Heritage Society).

Meanwhile, just to round the issue out a bit more, Agfa states that its Magnetite can also be recorded and played back with 70-µS EQ.

In the meantime, less visionary storage devices for Compact Discs are becoming available. The most cost-effective (i.e., cheap) one I’ve seen is the Model 9042-1, from United Media Systems/Miterfold International, a wood cabinet with woodgrain vinyl finish that holds 42 discs; in three stacks of 14 each. I don’t have the original manufacturer’s address, but Laury’s Records, a store in Chicago, sells it for $14.98 plus shipping.

The nicest looking may be the Sonrise Mirromont III, a swivelling cabinet of solid oak or walnut with rounded corners. It holds 40 discs (two stacks of 10 in front, two more in back), and sells for about $70.

**Sound Accessories Stako-Disc**

Custom Woodwork and Design now makes an 81-disc CD drawer ($75 in oak, $85 in walnut) to fit its line of cabinets.

In plastic, there’s a wide choice, too: Sound Accessories has a handy rack with a cumbersome name (Stako-Disc CD Library System #CD-12). It holds 12 discs horizontally, so you can read their names more readily, on shelves that slope back to hold the discs more securely; it’s $7.95. International Book & Record Distributors imports the Discbox, from England, it holds 10 CDs, and costs $6.95. Sony, naturally, has one, too: the Model CK-1 holds 10 discs and sells for $11.95. While the capacity of these plastic racks is limited, you can interlock several of any given model together, both horizontally and vertically, into a neat array. The plastic racks can be either wall- or shelf-mounted, too.
"THE HOLY GALE!"
-HI FI FOR PLEASURE, England

Gale GS402

"Gale loudspeakers have been to the hi-fi world what Leica cameras are to the world of photography"...
-NEW HI-FI SOUND, England

The new Gale is the ultimate handcrafted loudspeaker. As NEW HI-FI SOUND stated: "You are magically transported across the sound stage...the Gale GS402 is a very powerful and very, very smooth loudspeaker, capable of an astonishingly effortless performance at frighteningly high output levels." England now brings its finest to the United States.

STEREO SHOP Martinez, Georgia (404) 863-9143
GALE LOUDSPEAKERS 875 Merrick Ave., Westbury, N.Y. 11590 (516) 683-3000
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The compleat Audio·phile library

Enhance your listening pleasure and increase your knowledge of sound systems with this collection of books selected by the editors of AUDIO magazine.

**Sound System Engineering/Davis**
Complete design and installation guide for sound systems in halls, studios, theaters, and arenas. $21.95

**Music, Speech, High Fidelity/Stong & Plitnik**
Plain-language descriptions of the basic acoustical principles in music, voice, and hi-fi sound. $20.00

**'84 Audio Blue Book/Orion Lists**
Average prices for used equipment by make, model, amount of wear, etc. $95.00

**Audio Cyclopedia/Tremaine**
Often called "the best single-volume reference," this 1700+ page volume uses a handy question and answer format. $44.95

**The Microphone Handbook/Eargle**
This eminent recording engineer discusses basic mike theory and offers lots of practical "how to" advice. $31.95

**Acoustic Techniques for Home and Studio/Everest**
Easy-to-understand explanations of acoustic theory, recording technique, and design practice for both studio and home. $19.95

**The Recording Studio Handbook/Woram**
Practical guide to recorders and recording, with emphasis on real-world situations by a veteran recording engineer. $39.50

**Sound Recording/Eargle**
One of the best books available on the technical aspects of sound and recording. $24.95

**Designing, Building & Testing Your Own Speaker Systems/Weems**
Several projects with off-the-shelf components, plus theory and practical data on crossovers, ported and closed boxes, horns, etc. $8.95

**Spatial Hearing/Bluvert**
Comprehensive review of how humans perceive direction, distance and size of sound sources. $40.00

**Digital Audio Technology/Nakajima, et al.**
Explains digital electronics revolutionizing sound technology in Compact Disc players and PCM recorders. $11.95

**AUDIO Bound Issues**
A full year of AUDIO is carefully hardbound for easy reference. Volumes for the years '77, '79, '80, '81, '82 and '83 are available. $40.00 each

**IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION:** To insure prompt processing of your order, please include the following handling charges with your order: single book $2.50; 2-4 books $4.00; 5 or more books $6.00.

Audio is a registered trademark of CBS, Inc.

ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-833-6363
CA residents call 1-619-466-0866
Use your VISA/MasterCard or AMEX card when calling the ODME Direct Order Desk Mon.-Fri. 8:00AM-5:30PM PST
Send all orders to:
ODME
P.O. Box 2512
Spring Valley, CA 92077

Include product description and correct handling charges when ordering by check or MO (US FUNDS ONLY). CA residents add 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. All products are sold on the basis that you are fully satisfied or the purchase price will be promptly refunded.

- VISA - MASTERCARD - American Express - Check / MO (US FUNDS)
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AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. M/AV
Stamford, CT 06925

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE—First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS—3 times less 5%, 6 times less 15%, 10 times less 20%. These discounts apply to line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency are unchanged. Frequency discounts not fulfilled will be short rated accordingly. Agency discounts do not apply to line advertising.

BLIND ADS—Audio box numbers may be used at $6.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION—Ad copy must be type-written or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES

1 col x 1 inch $275.
1 col x 2 inches $435.
1 col x 3 inches $629.
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2 cols. x 2 inches $836.

One column width is 2 1/8". Two columns wide is 4 1/8". For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.
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ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent to:

Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION contact Laura directly at (212) 719-6338

New England Compact Disc Headquarters
Acoustic Research, Armonk, Acoustic Research, Wallingford, Connecticut
Sorical - Denver - Dual - Frank Highland
Harman/Jardon/Onyx/Integra/Chromal
Pyramid - Shure - Sony ES - Stanton - Thomas
Sound & Music
52 King St., Norwalk, CT. 433-584-9567

Audiophile's Corner
Zip-ward a extinct! Proper speaker cables can bring out things in your system that you never knew were on the record. We recommend the New Monitor Cable for the best combination of cost and quality. Plus there's a money-back performance guarantee, and we ship anywhere in the world. Call Steve at
TROLLEY STEREO 164 Trapelo Road
Belmont, MA 02178 617-484-7827

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

NATIONAL

ABBIE'S AUDIO OFFERS EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS.

Bering, Nova, Rotel, Lutazers, B&K, Board, Precision
Fidelity, Goetz Systems, Watkins, JSE, Spica, M&K, Me-
ros, VPI, AR Tables, Pink Triangle, Sonographe, Southern
Alphason, MMT Premier, Tailisman, Audioquest, Promethe-
an Green, Sumiko, Nitty Grifty, Music Link, Creek, Hey-
brook, Monster Cable, and others. Free newsletter, 302 E.
High St., Wayneburg, PA 15370. (412) 852-1134.

ACOUSTAT IN WISCONSIN!!

AUDIOTECHNIK, MENASHA, WI. 414-725-4431

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

NATIONAL

ATTENTION: BERNING, ALPHA, SOTA, DENON CAR-
TRIDGES, DYANAVERC, FULTON, STAX, KOETSU,
LNN, AR TURNTABLE, ROBERTSON, AUDIBLE ILLU-
SIIONS, WALKER, ALPHASON, ZETA, GOETZ, PRECI-
SION FIDELITY, MUSIC & SOUND, LAST, BRB, OTHERS.
713-728-4343 MAURY CORB.

ELECTRACRAFT FEATURES Akwa, ADS, B&O, Dai-
quist, DCM, Denon, Grado, Hafler, Mitsubishi, NAD, NEC,
Revox, Signet, Spica, Tandberg, Thiel, ELECTRACRAFT,
212 North First Ave., Sandpoint, Idaho 83864, (208) 263-
9516.

IF YOU ARE OBSESSIVE ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO, WELCOME TO THE CLUB.

It's the Sony Digital Audio Club. The world's first club dedicated to creating awareness and understanding of the remarkable technology behind compact disc players—from the company that's most qualified to provide it.

This year, to welcome you to the club, you'll receive special promotions on compact discs, discounts on digital accessories, the club's quarterly newsletter, "The Sony Pulse", the Sony Book of Digital Audio Technology (with over 300 pages of facts and details), a 30" x 40" digital audio poster, a digitally-recorded compact disc and extensive information about the latest advances in digital products from Sony—the leader in digital audio.

To become a member, simply mail the coupon below, along with a check or money order for $15** to Sony Digital Audio Club, Post Office Box 151, Lowell, Massachusetts 01852.** And join the thousands of people who are already well on their way to satisfying their obsessions.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.**

*Minimum order $15*

**Sony Digital Audio Club will match your donation to Sony's Children's Charity—so you're giving twice.

Name __________________
Address __________________
City __________________
State ______ Zip ______

AM-11/84

$3.00 additional for postage and handling outside the U.S. ** Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
A BRAND NEW WONDER CAP!!

A TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It’s bigger, it’s far better—and it costs LESS! How much better does it really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited users have said: SPECTACULAR! UNBELIEVABLE! What will you say when you hear the NEW IAR Wonder Caps® in your own electronics and speakers? Write for FREE application notes and order forms.

IAR/TRT
VISTA, CA 92083
AD

ATTENTION DYNAS, HAFLER, CROWN OWNERS
Frank Van Alstine and Associates engineer complete New Transcendence power mos-fet amplifier and precision fet preamp designs in your existing chassis. Original circuits, and their problems, are detailed. Obtain superior performance without buying expensive new hardware. Learn why "underground" magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a best buy, our MOS-FET 120 sounds like 150 watts, our RM-5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play music, call or write for free catalog and sample Audiobasics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517

ELECTRO-VOICE DEALER—Speakers, components, microphones—included renowned RE20 microphones, Sentry 100A crossovers—including renowned RE20 microphones, Sentry ELECTRO-VOICE FREE application notes and order forms.

136

POWER BASE ELECTRONICS
6767 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge it...Call 516-497-7680

AUTHORISED DEALERS
NATIONAL

SYMOND SIMGA/Omega
SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street,
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

OHM WALSH 4 SIMPLY SUPERB.
Incredible, imaging, you listen to music, not the speaker. Treat yourself with some of the finest sound to be had outside a concert hall.

AUDIO CENTER, 4815 Grafco, Saginaw, Michigan 48603
(517) 790-7444

PS AUDIO—SUPERB!
Free shipping/Fast service! Also Nakamichi, Thorens, Talisman, Proton, Hafler, Klipsch, Adcom, Mitsubishi, SAE, digital discs and players. READ BROTHERS STEREOS
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403 (803) 723-7276

GOODWIN’S MUSIC SYSTEMS
In New England, Goodwin’s is recognized as the leader in high performance audio. Along with the finest in components, we can provide the most sophisticated custom installation tailored to your individual needs. We offer:

Mark Levinson, Magneplanar, Apogee, Soundfield, Quad, Entec, Goldmund, Linn, Ortofon, Tandberg, Yamaha, Nakamichi, Bryston, Hafler, Adcom, Celestion SL, Emi-

ter Technology, Nitty Grity, Walker, AR, Thorens, Infinity, H-K, NAD, Proton, B & W, Rega, Mordaunt, Monitors, Velodyne, Janis, Sanus, Definitive, Mission, Premium, Arca-

matics, and their problems, are detailed. Obtain superior performance without buying expensive new hardware. Learn why "underground" magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a best buy, our MOS-FET 120 sounds like 150 watts, our RM-5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play music, call or write for free catalog and sample Audiobasics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517

ELECTRO-VOICE DEALER—Speakers, components, microphones—included renowned RE20 microphones, Sentry 100A crossovers—including renowned RE20 microphones, Sentry ELECTRO-VOICE FREE application notes and order forms.
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MIDDLE ATLANTIC

ADIRONDACK MUSIC can put the excitement back in your stereo system—with a JBL subwoofer. Even the best systems today can't deliver the bottom octave—but a JBL subwoofer gives it to you with punch and power of the original performance. The improvement is little short of amazing. Adirondack Music, Commercial Drive in New Hartford, NY.

EVER WONDER WHAT REALLY GOOD DEEP BASS SOUNDS LIKE? Head over to Camsonic Sound and wonder no more. We'll show you the remarkable JBL subwoofer, a speaker that reproduces the lowest octave with clarity and accuracy. Today's best sound sources have plenty of good deep bass, and only a JBL subwoofer will let you hear it the way it's intended to be heard. Camsonic Sound, 1614 2nd Avenue, New York City. (212) 734-0459.

SOUTHEAST

CUSTOM SOUND INVITES you to stop by and discover the missing octave—the truly deep bass that gives music its foundation. We feature JBL subwoofers—the world's best. JBL subwoofers restore that missing octave, and once you hear it you won't want to live without it. Custom Sound in Athens GA (404) 540-4844; in Augusta (404) 738-8181; and in Montgomery, AL (205) 279-8940.

THE "Use of TOPTES will increase the clarity, inner resolution and detail, and dynamic range of almost any audio system." SENSIBLE SOUND

TIPTOES

The Mod Squad

THE PERFECT PLATFORM for high quality gear setups. 542 Coast Highway 101 • Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666

ALABAMA

Accurate Audio, Auburn
Cambridge Audio, Huntsville
Jew Audio, Birmingham

ARIZONA

Sound of M. Mesu, Wilson Audio Tucson

CALIFORNIA

Absolute Audio, Santa Ana & Woodland Hills
Accurate Audio, Santa Monica
Asa Bama Stereo, Grants Valley
American Hollywood
Audio Basic, Commerce
Audio Dealer, San Luis Obispo
Audio One, West Hollywood
Audio Today, Woodinville
Dimensions in Stereo, Torrance
GNA Poulson
Juno Main Sound, Santa Monica
Madison, Kemp & Shepherd, Anaheim
Monkberry Stereo, Monterey
Music by Doug, Salinas
Music for the Tithing, Omaha
North County Stereo, Encinitas
Optimal Enhancement, Santa Monica
Paul Jordan Audio, Los Angeles
Shelby's Stereo, Santa Monica
Sound Center, Woodland Hills
Stereo Unlimited, San Diego
Systems Direct Group, Riverside Beach

FLORIDA

Audio by Crusio, Miami
Audio Experience Hollywood
Audio Insight, Ft. Lauderdale
Audio Lab, N. Tampa
Sound Components, Coral Gables, & Ft. Lauderdale

GEORGIA

Backtrack Stereo, Alhambra
Fat John V. Audio, Alhambra
HiFi Bay, Atlanta
Stereophonic Speaker, Atlanta

LOUISIANA

Wilson Audio New Orleans

MASSACHUSETTS

Audio Mirror, Lexington
Scenesound, Sudland

MICHIGAN

Audio Controls, Birmingham
Audio Treadmill, Mt. Clemens
Casa Stereo, Grand Rapids

MINNESOTA

Audio Reflections, Minneapolis
New Date, New Brighton

NEBRASKA

Audio Additives, Omaha

NEW JERSEY

Audio Connection, Vernon
Prophonic Audio Consultants, Millburn
Sound Mirror, Northfield

NEW MEXICO

Cordy Circle & Center, Hobbs

NEW YORK

Audio Source, New York
Eardrum, New York
JG Audio, Binghamton
Lynn Stereo, New York & White Plains
Sound Systems, New York
Stereo Ensign, Brooklyn
Stereo Exchange, New York
Village Music, Rye

OHIO

Chair Bari, New York

PONY

Audio Work, New York

WASHINGTON

Professional Sound, Seattle

WISCONSIN

Audio Analysis, Madison
HiFi Importer, Green Bay
Salon 1, Wisconsin Rapids

UTAH

Mountain West Audio, Salt Lake City

VIRGINIA

High & Dennis, Lynchburg

IN CANADA

Distribution by May Audio Marketing, Longmont, CO.
Lee Hartman & Sons is the place to go when you want the best in bass. We have the JBL subwoofers, outstanding systems that reproduce the lowest octaves with clarity and power. Even the best full-range systems can benefit—and the difference is dramatic. Hear for yourself at Lee Hartman & Sons, 3236 Cove Rd., Roanoke, VA.

Once you've heard a JBL subwoofer system, you won't want to live without it. A JBL B380 or B460 will let you hear the bottom octave, the octave missing from most full-range speaker systems. And the sound is crisp and tight. Hear JBL subwoofers at Melton's Pro Sound in Atlanta (404) 873-4484. Also in Doraville, GA.

Arizona's finest audio systems
No component-of-the-month recommendations here, only time-proven products from industry leaders such as Audio Research, Vandersteen, Linn Products, Naim Audio, Spendor, and more. Tired of obnoxious, fast-talking, uniformist salesmen? Relax and enjoy the music at THE LISTENING POST. If you want this month's 'hot' component, (better hurry), shop our competitors. To audition a lasting, correctly engineered audio system, visit THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 Tempe, Arizona. You've heard of us before, try us today.

Gene Rubin Audio—Los Angeles
Linn Sondek Naim Audio Isotrakts Thorens Concord-Johnson Acoustat C.J. Walker Creek Spendor Acoustic Research NAD Celestion Dual Precision Fidelity PS Audio Pre-paid shipping. (818) 571-1299. (Pac time)

Hi-Fi Sales of Mesa...wants to introduce you to true low frequency reproduction, the kind you can't get from most full-range systems. But you can get it from a JBL subwoofer. The JBL B380 and B460 will let you hear the deep bass that's on today's top recordings, and hear it with clarity and accuracy. Hi-Fi Sales, 810 W. Main, Mesa, AZ.

Jerry's Concepts in Home Entertainment Environments now brings you the ultimate in low frequency reproduction—the JBL subwoofer system. Yes, JBL makes the best subwoofers around—the only ones we know of that actually deliver clean, natural deep bass. Even the best systems can benefit. Jerry's Concepts in Phoenix (602) 263-9410.

Linn-Naim Tri-Amper system
Experience this world renowned reference system in Arizona exclusively at THE LISTENING POST (602) 967-1250 Tempe, since 1979.

Authorized Dealers
SOUTHWEST
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MUSIC, NOT JUST SOUND.

Our equipment is designed to reveal the full range of music. Hear it at Chestnut Hill Audio:

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO LTD.

DEEP BASS THAT'S REALLY crisp and clean? You bet. When you have a JBL subwoofer, Audition the JBL B380 at the Sound Wave in Pocatello and you'll hear how much bass there really is in today's best recordings. Only JBL can give you the bottom octave with such clarity and power. Hear it at the Sound Wave, 416 S. 5th Ave., Pocatello, ID.

MARK'S CUSTOM STEREO now features the world's best subwoofers—JBL's That's right—JBL. The JBL B460 and B380 restore the bottom octave that's missing from most stereo systems—and you've heard that deep bass, you won't want to live without it. We wouldn't. Hear it at Mark's Custom Stereo, Orange, CA (714) 681-8800.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Hi-Fi WANTS to help you find the missing octave in your stereo system—the lowest octave. Most full-range systems simply can't reach that low. But a JBL subwoofer can. These are the best subwoofers we've ever heard, and adding one to your system will make a dramatic difference. Rocky Mountain Hi-Fi In Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8653.

TRADE UP TO THE BEST—ACOUSTIC!!! AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI 414-725-4431.

DEEP BASS THAT'S REALLY crisp and clean? You bet. When you have a JBL subwoofer, Audition the JBL B380 at the Sound Wave in Pocatello and you'll hear how much bass there really is in today's best recordings. Only JBL can give you the bottom octave with such clarity and power. Hear it at the Sound Wave, 416 S. 5th Ave., Pocatello, ID.

MARK'S CUSTOM STEREO now features the world's best subwoofers—JBL's That's right—JBL. The JBL B460 and B380 restore the bottom octave that's missing from most stereo systems—and you've heard that deep bass, you won't want to live without it. We wouldn't. Hear it at Mark's Custom Stereo, Orange, CA (714) 681-8800.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Hi-Fi WANTS to help you find the missing octave in your stereo system—the lowest octave. Most full-range systems simply can't reach that low. But a JBL subwoofer can. These are the best subwoofers we've ever heard, and adding one to your system will make a dramatic difference. Rocky Mountain Hi-Fi In Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8653.

TRADE UP TO THE BEST—ACOUSTIC!!! AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI 414-725-4431.

THE SOUN D TRACK NOW OFFERS the world's best subwoofers—JBL's That's right, JBL. The B380 and B460 reproduce the lowest octave, the one missing from most systems. From thunderous crescendos to delicately played timpani, a JBL subwoofer brings out the best in your best recordings. The Sound Track, Boise, ID (208) 375-5530.

FIDELITY SOUND OF ORANGE wants you to hear low frequency sound so good you won't believe it's from a speaker system. But it is—and from a JBL subwoofer system. There's really no other way we know of to get true deep bass. The JBL subwoofers are the best around. Hear them at Fidelity Sound, Orange, CA (714) 997-3030.

GRAMAPHONE SHOP, Inc. now offers the world's best subwoofers—and they're from JBL! That's right—JBL's subwoofers deliver the truest low bass reproduction we've ever heard. Today's best recordings demand these systems, and so will you when you hear them. Come in now—the Gramaphone Shop in Denver (303) 744-1283.

HARMONY STEREO CAN SHOW YOU how to take your stereo system to new lows—with a JBL subwoofer. Today's top recordings have lots of good low frequency information, and it takes a JBL subwoofer to let you hear it as it ought to be heard. So for clean, powerful bass, hear JBL at Harmony Stereo in San Francisco (415) 661-2525.

KUSTOM Hi-Fi IN BURLINGAME wants to introduce you to the best in low frequency reproduction—a JBL subwoofer. From cannon to contrabassoon, a JBL subwoofer gives you all the power—and the detail—that's present in the lowest octaves. We won't live without it. And we think you'll feel the same way. Kustom Hi-Fi, 220 California Drive in Burlingame, CA.

LISTEN UP BRINGS NEW LOWS to the mile-high city—subwoofers from JBL! JBL makes the best low frequency loudspeakers around, and the B380 and B460 subwoofers are what you need to hear the bottom octave that's missing from just about all full-range systems. Hear what we're talking about at 695 S. Pearl St, In Denver.

HOME AT LAST!

In our new location at 165 E. 33rd Street (between Lexington and Third Avenues). We've been told that in our new home, customers feel more like people. The design and construction of the store, and our attitude toward business, create that feeling.

There are 2 single-speaker demonstration rooms (furnished like a typical living space), a top-notch service facility, and an oversized inventory/delivery area.

Not to mention the infamous Lizard Lounge . . .

Sound by Singer, Ltd.

165 E. 33rd Street, NY, NY 10016
212-683-0925

APOGEE • KLOSS • KRELL • LINN • MONSTER • RANDALL RESEARCH • ROBERTSON • SNELL • SUMIKO • THRESHOLD

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

MIDWEST

IN BLOOMINGTON, THE PLACE TO GO to add new lows to your stereo system is American Audio Video. We feature the best subwoofers you'll find—and they're from JBL! We think that only JBL can reproduce both the power and the subtlety of the low bass on today's best recordings. Come in and hear what we mean. American Audio Video, Bloomington, IN. (812) 334-1185.


QUITE A CHALLENGE, but there is a way to add the lowest octave to your stereo system. Hear a JBL subwoofer, and you'll be amazed at the clarity and power it adds to even the best full-range systems. Once you hear it, you won't want to be without it. Come to Stereo Center, Flint, MI (313) 239-9474.

RED BARON'S INC. IS PROUD to feature JBL subwoofers, the very best. The JBL B460 and B380 reproduce the lowest octave with clarity and depth, and they reach the volume levels that make such bass stunning in its impact. After you hear a JBL subwoofer you can do for your favorite state-of-the-art recordings, you'll wonder how you lived without it. Red Baron's Inc., Wixla, KS (313) 684-6572.

SO YOU THOUGHT SUBWOOFERS were only for reproducing cannon shots? When you hear the JBL subwoofers, you'll find out how much of them can add to any good recording. In fact, when you hear what really good bass actually sounds like, you'll wonder how you ever got along without one—even if you don't like sound. Sound World in Appleton, WI (414) 733-8539 and in Green Bay (414) 499-4519.

TRADE UP TO THE BEST—ACOUSTIC!!! AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI 414-725-4431.

NORTHWEST

DEEP BASS THAT'S REALLY crisp and clean? You bet. When you have a JBL subwoofer. Audition the JBL B380 at the Sound Wave in Pocatello and you'll hear how much bass there really is in today's best recordings. Only JBL can give you the bottom octave with such clarity and power. Hear it at the Sound Wave, 416 S. 5th Ave., Pocatello, ID.

MARK'S CUSTOM STEREO now features the world's best subwoofers—JBL That's right—JBL. The JBL B460 and B380 restore the bottom octave that's missing from most stereo systems—and once you've heard that deep bass, you won't want to live without it. We wouldn't. Hear it all at Mark's Custom Stereo, Orange, CA (714) 681-8855.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN Hi-Fi WANTS to help you find the missing octave in your stereo system—the lowest octave. Most full-range systems simply can't reach that low. But a JBL subwoofer can. These are the best subwoofers we've ever heard, and adding one to your system will make a dramatic difference. Rocky Mountain Hi-Fi In Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8653.
OLD FOURTH STREET STEREO SHOWCASE
AUS OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION

LOUDSPEAKERS


ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS Models 1 and 2 with a Lifetime Transferable Warranty, recently reviewed in Sensible Sound magazine, are now available. After 25 years of marketing high-quality audio components, we are pleased to offer these remarkable loudspeakers. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn 06010, (203) 504-0131


CONSTRUCT STATE-OF-THE-ART LOUDSPEAKERS at far less cost than you've ever dreamed! Dynaudio, Strathern, Sven, Peerless, Morel etc. Capacitors, coils included, assembled, bonded, balanced, sealed, shipping. Call or write for Information. Marchand Electronics Inc., 1334 Roden Hood Lane, WEBSTER NY 14580. (716) 265-2818

DIMENSIONS UNHEARD NC-1 LOUDSPEAKER images so vividly it's almost unsettling. Time aligned. Phase coherent. Transparent perfect. Hand-built polyelephant woofers coupled to European dome drivers by a FET optimized crossover. Ten year warranty RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703 (217) 529-8793

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also Nakamichi, Hifonix, XA. Pro, Proton, Mitsubishi, Adcom, digital discs and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 583 King St., Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276

HIGH-END SPEAKERS! SAVES 40% on isoelectric speaker systems. Fast service. Visa/MC, RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

A Wonderful Bargain!
The MARIAH LS-4 loudspeaker, honest, clean reproduction, excellent imaging, truly musical. easy to drive, handsome unusual appearance, at an amazing $2990 paid price. In complete "sound sense" systems from $775.

- Give the Gift of Music -Specials being offered for the holidays

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON NEW YORK 11704

(516) 661-3355

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977 with the commitment to offer always the finest in music reproduction for the dollar. To this goal there will always be a high degree of pride, love and personal satisfaction involved in each piece before it leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer shares in this commitment, and has been carefully selected for his ability to deal with the complex task of assembling a musically satisfying system. Although sometimes hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

AUDI/O/NOVEMBER 1984
LOUDSPEAKERS

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN, REVOX, HAPLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO-VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S WAR- RANTY. AMERI SOUND SALES, INC., P.O. BOX 24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0879.

JBL L-222 TOWER SPEAKERS (48 INCHES HIGH). MINT. $975/PAIR. BUYER PAYS SHIPPING. 1-914-395-4517, AFTER 6 EST.

J. L. SPEAKERS AND COMPONENTS used - bought, sold, and traded 1-312-29-5191 eves. alt. 7 EST.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS. Heir your music at last! Now, unique and technologically ad- vanced crossovers deliver unparalleled clarity, smoothness, dynamics. Call AUDIO NEXUS, (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409 for copies of Sensible Sound's rave reviews.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS. A significant breach in loudspeaker art & science, 100% per octave crossover. Phase shift bass loading. Awaits your audition at the Audio Workshop of Braden- ton Florida, 813-748-3868.


MAGNEPAN MG3 SPEAKERS. 215-567-4626.


ONE PAIR OHM LOUDSPEAKERS model "H". Very good condition. $400.00. 404-221-4299 after 5 p.m. EST.

Q. Can I make tapes as quiet as Compact Discs?
A. Yes.

With dbx noise reduction you'll be virtually unable to tell the CD from the copy. Write for details. Better yet, visit your dbx dealer.

dbx... High-Performance Options for Home Stereo Systems

dbx Inc., Dept. ANRK, 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 02158 Tel 617-984-3270

ONE STEP UP SYSTEM (UNDER $1200)

Turntable: Rega 2
Receiver: NAD 7125
Speakers: Snell Type K's
SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd St.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

SAVE BIG'S. Build your own loudspeaker system. Custom designed to adapt to any room. Send for ideas in Speaker Design Variations, $2.00 to AUDIO PALACE, P.O. BOX 894, Coloma, MI 49038.

SHAMINIAN OBEISK SPKRS. TWEAKED BY DICK BOUGHT FROM FACTORY. UTTERLY UNUSED. COST $1700, SELL $950. 619-755-5213.

SPICA TC-50

These amazing speakers are available from:

OPUS ONE
400 smithfield street
pittsburgh, pa. 15222

SPEAKER
357 north main street
butler, pa 16001

Telephone orders, please call toll free 800-441-2237.

FREE shipping on all pre-paid orders with the 45 states. Visa, Mastercharge and American Express accepted.

SUBWOOFER-Complete DIY plans for building enclo- sure and electronic crossover using readily available com- ponents. Requires separate amplifier. Send $2.95 to D. Milley, PO Box 276, Newton, NH 03858. Unconditional money back guarantee.

THE PROJECTION SERIES OF LOUDSPEAKERS by Speaker Designs, Audition a system in your home. If you can find a better value within 15 days ship them back. Price $250 to $750 (includes stands and equalizer). Speaker Designs, 528 Demmier Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15237. (412) 367-1573 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., (412) 367- 8086 after 5:30 p.m.


The knowledge, creativity and dependability you expect from a dealer who represents these manufacturers.

Acousan
Koski
ADS
Magnepan
Alpha
Midnight
Audio Interface
NAD
AudioPro
Nakamichi
Audioquest
Niles
Bang & Olussen
Nitty Gritty
Boston Acoustics
Oracle
Bryson
Plexus
Carver
Proton
Counterpoint
Pyramid
C. J. Walker
Roberson
Dennessen
Signet
Dehun
SOTA
Dyana
Star
Energy
Sumiko
ESB
Tandberg
Grace
Threshold
Haffner
Vandersteen
KEF
VP1
Keith Monks
Wooden Images

Listening rooms: New England's largest Audiophile record dealer... Keith Monks record cleaning & store service... All shipments pre-paid and insured in the continental U.S.

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750

FREE from SPEAKER BUILDER MAGAZINE

OUR NEW BOOKLET:
"How to Build Your First Speaker" and "Loudspeakers From A to Z" is free with our satisfaction guaran- teed subscription offer from the definitive quarterly for music lovers who want better loudspeakers.

$10/year, you must be satisfied or your money back!

Here's my $10 for one year of Speaker Builder and my free Booklet.

NAME
STREET
CITY STATE ZIP

Charge to my □ MasterCard □ Visa □

CARD NUMBER

GARSHOLDER SIGNATURE L/WKHE DATE

SPEAKER BUILDER
P.O. Box 494, Peterborough, NH 03458-0494
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AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1984
The Legendary Counterpoint SA-2

Taking the superior sonics of tubes to their furthest end was the goal; the Counterpoint SA-2 is the realization. Find out why this product is consistently considered by top audio reviewers to be the moving coil step-up device.

See your Counterpoint Dealer.

COUNTERPOINT
(619) 453-9090
P.O. Box 12294, La Jolla, CA 92037

COMPACT DISCS AND ACCESSORIES

7 DAYS A WEEK — FREE CATALOG CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-ALL DISC IN CT CALL 1-452-0203 ALL DISC MUSIC, INC. 133 WHEELER RD., MONROE, CT 06468

LOUDSPEAKERS

TWEETER OF THE MONTH CLUB!
High frequency masterpieces from all over the world, picked at the point of perfection and delivered to your door. A gift to delight the audio gourmet. WHERE ELSE BUT...

MADISOUND Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608-767-2673.

VANDERSTEEN 2C
With the Orpheus SW12 subwoofer—an awesome combination! ORPHEUS AUDIO, Locust Valley, NY (516) 676-5092 AD

TURNTABLES

BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR SYSTEM
(UNDER $2100)

Turntable: Rega Planar 3
Cartridge: Rega R100
Receiver: NAD 7155
Speakers: Snell Type E II

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 603-0295

MERRIL AR MODIFICATIONS
Sound quality upgrade for KA, XB, and TXE. Allows replacement of original tonearm in KA and XB. Replacement Subchassis Kit (KA, XB) $85.00—Subchassis Kit (TXE) $95.00. Following mods for all models: Platter Coating $10.00. Replacement Spindle $25.00. Spring Kit $6.00. High Torque Motor $45.00. Planter Balancing Service $10.00. Replacement inner and outer platters. $150.00. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 272-1275.

MULTI COMPONENTS

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT AT GREAT PRICES! WE CONCENTRATE ON COST EFFECTIVE AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS AND HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM. GREAT SELECTION INCLUDING ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. SPECIALISTS IN TURNTABLES TONEARMS CARTRIDGES. GOOD HONEST ADVICE AVAILABLE. CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 (916) 345-1341


AUDIO ECSTASY offers the finest audio values: ATC, JSE, Spica, Entec, VSI, B&K, Counterpoint, VPI, AP, Zeta, Goldbug, Kimber, Audiophile, Monitor, and more. 360 East Main St., Rochester, NY 14604 (716) 423-9919. AD


MUSIC OR MAGIC . . . ?

When developing a new product many decisions must be made and many different parameters must be balanced. The best audio equipment is the result of someone listening very carefully and being very sensitive to the notion of musical intent vs information processing. There are no magical solutions, alchemy isn’t the answer. If we wanted to sound trendy we would call our approach “holistic.”

The new AQ T-5 and AQ T-7 moving coil cartridges have a musical balance we are very proud of — a combination of superior tracking, smooth, clean, fast, neutral sound, high dynamic contrast and a minimum of tone arm sensitivity. AudioQuest has earned its strong reputation in the quality cartridge market with its high output moving coils. Almost single-handedly, AQ has made most preamps and transformers obsolete. The AQ T-5 and T-7 are available in 3 output levels so you can choose the best one for your equipment. The T-5H and T-7H have an output of 0.2 mV for all normal phonic inputs. The T-5M and T-7M are 1 mV and are perfect for “high gain” preamps (which includes almost all current tube units). The T-5L and T-7L are .22mV and should be used when a high quality MC input is available.

The AQ T-5 and T-7 use a specially developed tapered titanium cantilever. Both cartridges have a compliance of 12 and track at 1.75 grams. The T-5, with its solid brass mounting plate, weighs 8.8 grams and sells for $295. The T-7 has a solid sapphire support system including mounting plate, weights 6.9 grams and sells for $495. The AQ M-1 induced magnet cartridge at $595 and the AQ MC-3 high output MC at $145 also set value standards that can’t be matched.

412 N. Coast Highway, #B-360, Laguna Beach, California 92651 714/720-1995

audioquest

AudioQuest brings your system to life!

aq
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AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1994
MULTI COMPONENTS

AUDIO HOUSE—FLINT MICHIGAN: ROGERS, SOTA, CONRAD-JOHNSON, ROBERTSON, NEC, VIDEO, ON-KYO, REVOK, AUDIO PRO, SPECTRUM, SOUTHER, GRIAD, BELLES, GONZA Speaker wire 12 gauge 100ft. $49. 4304 Bayvan, Swartz Creek Michigan, 313-655-8639 by appointment.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-6B Ad #3793 D 120A. Tympani I: D 1000 3.125 w/bry, Marantz 110: BO 1100 Salisbury II, Lincoln NE 68505.

AUDRE OTEZ 250 $1,595; Yamaha PX-3 $395.00; VAN ALSTINE Super Pas (new rebuilt) $200.00. 512-699-7444 for appointment.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIERE ONE AMPLIFIER—$1,250; Premiere Two Preamp—$570; Infinity RS-1 Speakers—$2,900. (308) 237-7993

DEEP SIX SYSTEM

(ABOUT $6000)

Turntable: Linn Sondek LP-12
Cables: Tailsman S
Tonearm: Linn Ittok LV-II
Tuner: Adcom GFT-1A
Preamp: Threshold FET 2 Series II
Amplifier: Threshold S-150 Series II
Speakers: Linf SARA

SOUND BY SINGER

165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

ESOTERIC SOUND-STONY BROOK, LI NY invites you to hear this superb, musically accurate system, unsurpassed in fidelity, craftsmanship and aesthetics! The Hartley Reference Speaker with the famous 24'' bass driver, Counterpoint Electronics; SA-2, SA-4, SA-5, Michel GyroDec, Zeta, Goldbug Brier. Spectacular dynamics, outstanding definition, lightning fast transients, awesome bass and breathtaking realism are the hallmarks of this system. Also available: Hartley raw drivers, SPL-1 and 'H' series, Edison Research, Amber Electronics. Call (516) 689-7444 for an appointment.

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DX IN PRODUCTIONS, ELECTRO-Voice and OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES—PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY U.S. MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY. AMERSOUND SALES, INC., P.O. BOX 24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 640-0678.

HCM AUDIO 1-916-345-1341 "VALUE LIVES" AUDIOQUEST • B & W • GRACE • GRAVO • HAFLER • LIVEWIRE • MONSTER CABLE • NITTY GRITTY • PREMIER • PYRAMID • SOTA • STAX • TALISMAN • THORENS • SUMIKO • AND MUCH MORE ALL AT REASONABLE PRICES! FREE NEWSLETTER & EXPERT ADVICE. HCM AUDIO, 1600 BB MANGROVE, CHI CO, CA 95926

KIMBER KABLE

HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER WIRE

Strong in the West, headin' East. ASK YOUR DEALER

Manufactured by,
RKB Industrial Inc.
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

State of the art in the heart of the city.

Home Of High End Values

Audioquest Harman Kardon
Conrad Johnson Magnep Futterman
Souther Jensen Video Koetsu
Pro Ac Spica Electrocompaniet
Vanderveen Beles Amber
Infinity IS1 Perreaux B & K
Sumiko Systemdek Mardian
VPI Monozel Cable JSE
AR NYAL Mosode Shion

ATLANTIC SUPER PAS (new rebuilt) $200.00. 512-699-7444 for appointment.

MULTI COMPONENTS

INFINITY RS-1 LATEST, Immaculate $3675.00. PERREAUX SM-2 latest $599.00. PERREAUX 1158B latest $799.00. PERREAUX 2150B latest $1075.00. TANNOY Dreadnought. Large high SPL speaker system. Two 15'' subwoofers, one 15'' coaxial per enclosure. TANNOY's largest system. Over $14,000.00 invested, sells $599.00 or trade. UREI 813A studio monitors $2199.00. Galen Carol, P.O. Box 17562, San Antonio, Texas 78217. 512-494-3551

MANHATTAN SALON opening soon near Lincoln Center In a high floor residential studio. Auditon quality components (Eschericon too) in a REAL environment. Free parking and shipping. Send SASE with negotia- tion. UREI 813A studio monitors $2199.00. Galen Carol, P.O. Box 311, NYC 10023.

MINI: MAGNEPLAN MQ2; Levinson 9 amp; Levinson 10 preamp; Oracle Alexandrita (Magnepan Arm-Dynavector Ruby; Sony Beta Hi Fi; Professor must sell. (414) 271-9303

LUCKY 16 SYSTEM

(ABOUT $1650)

Turntable: Rega Planar 2
Cartridge: Adcom HC/E II
Receiver: NAD 7155
Speakers: Snell Type J II

SOUND BY SINGER

165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

THORENS REFERENCE! Single No. 55 with SME 3009 series III. TSD 15 professional pick-up at EMT 9-arm; $25,000. Revox A700 14-track with 8 new tapes (Maxell UDXL 35-18) $2200. All prices basis of negotiation. W. Watanke, Zugsplitzstrasse 1, 8081 Athesagenstr- West Germany.
MULTI COMPONENTS

MORE WITH FOUR SYSTEM
(UNDER $4300)

Turntable: Linn Sondek Lp-12
Tonearm: Linn Basik LV-X
Cartridge: Audioquest 404
Tuner: Adcom GFT-1A
Preamp: Counterpoint SA-7
Amplifier: Robertson 4010
Speakers: Fuseleier 3.3

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(121) 683-0925

TRADE-INS WELCOME
Nakamich, Conrad Johnson, Gold Aero tubes, Acoustat, Grado Signature, Carver, harman/kardon, Sonographe, VSP model, VPI turntable and lots more! Carver PM 1.5 pro amp has 450 watts! Used specials—M & K Rabco mint, $400; Macintosh MB-76 mint, $599. THRESHOLD AUDIO 409 S. 22nd St., Heath, Ohio 43062, 614-522-3520

21ST CENTURY AUDIO LTD For all your high end audio needs at reasonable prices. Top brands such as Argent, Belles, C.J., DCM Eagle, Grado, Pentagram, Pyramid, Sonographe, VSP model, VPI turntable and lots more! Carver PM 1.5 pro amp has 450 watts! Used specials—M & K Rabco mint, $400; Macintosh MB-76 mint, $599. THRESHOLD AUDIO 409 S. 22nd St., Heath, Ohio 43062, 614-522-3520

COMPACT DISCS

Get All Your Compact Discs From ONE SOURCE AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

All Labels Available
Send $15.00 for 56 page catalogue with over 900 titles & growing!
OMNI DISTRIBUTORS
Main Office 869 S. Lynnhaven Rd., Va. Beach, VA 23452

YOU NEED BOTH!

For Revealing Reviews, Candid Listening Evaluations (With Head-to-Head Comparisons of Competing Models) AND Leading-Edge Tests are Absolutely Needed. Like no other, we give you this balance. Plus reviews of the best from Conrad-Johnson, Mark Levinson, Dynavector, Quad, Yamaha, Citation, Sony Esprit, Krei, Celestion, Tandberg, Infinity, Hafler, KEF, B & W and many others. Each quarterly 170 page issue (no Ads) reviews 10-15 components and has B & recording reviews written by musicians and other music professionals. Extensive photographs and graphs. Join us today!

High/Performance Review
PO Box 2989, Stanford CA 94305 USA

☑ Yes, start me with Vol. 3, 4 issues $26.00 check or Mastercard/Visa enclosed
☑ I want Volumes 2 + 3, 8 issues $50.00 enclosed (reduced price offer)
☑ I want Life Membership, Vols. 1 + 2 + 3, 12 issues $72 (reduced price)
☑ Overseas & Canadian Subscribers: Check in US Funds Net on US Bank or International Postal Money Order. Add $4.00 per volume for non-US surface mail delivery.
☑ Mastercard / Visa

Account No. 
Expiration Date 
Signature 
Signature Required for Credit Card Purchase

Name 
Street 
City 
State Zip

For Questions Telephone (408) 446-3131 M.F 10-4 (Pacific Time)
**ATTENTION HAFLER OWNERS**

**AUDIO PERFECTION IN MINNEAPOLIS**

**AUDIO RESEARCH D-160-D REVISED**

**AMPS/PREAMPS**

**HAFLER IN THE SOUTH**
In stock, the superb Hafler pre-amps, amplifiers, tuner and equalizer. Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Adcom, Audire, Conrad-Johnson, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage, Nakamichi, PS. Proton, SAE, Telefunken, Thorens, Vandersteen, digital discs and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 563 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. AD

**HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN, REVCO, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO-VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC. P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32234. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.**

**MARK 9 POWER AMPLIFIERS,** 250 watt amp using six 6550A outputs tubes and a regulated power supply. $795.00 kit - $975.00 wired. Write for brochure. AUDIO CLASSICS-ATLANTA, PO BOX 690, ROSWELL GA 30077.


**BIG TEN SYSTEM**
(UNDER $10,000)

- **Turntable:** Linn Sondek Lp-12
- **Tonearm:** Syrinx PU-3
- **Cartridge:** Kiseiki Blue
- **Tuner:** Adcom GFT-1A
- **Preamp:** Krell PAM 1-A
- **Amp:** Krell KSA-100
- **Speakers:** Apogee Scintilla's

**SOUND BY SINGER**
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

**BRB SYSTEMS**—delivers performance without the hype and high prices! Model 200 Power Amps 100w/ch $395. Model 120’s 60w/ch $250. Full 3 year warranty, 30 day return policy. COD, checks or M.O.; P.O. Box 391202, Mt. View, CA. 94039.

**DB SYSTEMS OFFERS PRECISION ELECTRONICS AND AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES.** Five year warranty. Write for our complete product list. DB SYSTEMS, Main Street, Ridge, N.H. 03461 (603) 899-5121.

**ELECTROCOMPANIE PREAMPLIFIER** II and amplifier II—$2100 (3 months old w/original packing), call 303-850-3501 (day) or 303/690-1206 (night).

**FM ACOUSTICS' 240 PREAMPLIFIER.** Should one spend $3950 on a preamp? Fine music knows no price. Audio Connection 201-239-1799.

**THE Revelation Basic III**
1840 W. 11th EUGENE, OR 97402
Phone: (503) 345-4222
Available Factory Direct!
Immediate Delivery
$399.00

**MUSIC TO YOUR EARS**

- **PREAMP AMP**
- **SPEAKERS**
- **TURNABLE**
- **CARTRIDGE**
- **CASSETTE DECK**
- **TUNER**
- **VIDEO**

Audio Research • Sony Esprit • SAE-X
Infinity RS-18 • B&W 808
Oracle Adelphi • Micro- Seiki BL-111
Black Koetsu • Accuphase AC-2 • Alpha 2
Tandberg TCD-3014 • Nakamichi Dragon
Tandberg TPT-3001A

**MUSIC TO YOUR EARS**
425 Park Avenue South at 29th Street New York, N.Y. 10016 212 685-8101 3102
For accuracy, quality and reliability, we carry and demonstrate:

Audio Research • Sony Esprit • Sony ES Series • McIntosh • Nakamichi • SAE-X • Black Koetsu • Accuphase AC-2 • Oracle • B&W • Quad • Meridian • ESB • Bang & Olufsen • Tandberg • Audio Research • Sony Esprit • Sony ES Series • McIntosh • Nakamichi • SAE-X • Black Koetsu • Accuphase AC-2 • Oracle • B&W • Quad • Meridian • ESB • Bang & Olufsen • Tandberg • Kirby Satter •砂浆/AN Acoustics • Pioneer Laser • Vision • Denon • Infinity • Mitsubishi • Lundmark • Signet • Kloss Nova Beam • ADS • Proton • Monster Cable

**EXTRAORDINARY PRODUCTS**
Triplanar Tonearm, Phoenix Preamplifiers, SOTA & Oracle Power Supplies, Tiptoes, MacMod Tonearm Supplies, Terminal Box, MacMod Tonearm Connect Cables, MacMod & interConnect Cables, MacMod Regulated Power Supply, MacMod Crossover, MacMod Subwoofer.

**EXCEPTIONAL MODIFICATIONS**
QUAD 405 amplifiers, Ikotk, Premier MMT, Mission 774, Technics EPA-100 & SME tonearms, Belles & Spatial preamplifiers, QUAD 63 & Rogers LS3/5A speakers.

**LEGENDS MEAN TO BE HEARD**
For more than a decade, Rogers has combined a classic approach to loudspeaker design with the latest advances in technology. To actually hear what has been accomplished, take the time for a serious demonstration. Legends are meant to be heard.

For the name of your nearest authorized dealer please write:
Rogers
BRITISH Hifi HIGH- FIDELITY

U.S.A.
Nasad Products Inc
Box 1250 Falls Sta.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14003-0250

CANADA
Nasad Products Inc
Box 1640
Brantford, Ont.
N3T 5W4
**TUNERS**

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANGBERG, CROWN, REVOX, HAPLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO-VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC., P.O. BOX 24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL, 32241; EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0678.

**TAPE RECORDERS**

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANGBERG, CROWN, REVOX, HAPLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO-VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC., P.O. BOX 24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL, 32241; EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (818) 840-0678.

**TAPE DECKS**

TANGBERG 3004 CASSETTE DECK with rosewood side panels, remote control, gold-ens cables. $1,000. Andy (505) 6671330/6629111/6626767.

NAKAMICHI 700 MARK III 3-head cassette, only used one month. Absolutely mint with box, manuals & remote control, extension, List $1,250, asking $850. (619) 729-8333.

**GUARANTEED SAVINGS**

**FEATURED OVER 60 BRANDS INCLUDING:**


**CAR STEREO**

- ADS - Alpine - Alphasonik - Altec - Blaupunkt - Clarion/Audia - Concord - JVC - AF/KRIKET - Phillips - Sherwood - Sony - Unidon Box - And More...

Call or Write Harold Mixon, Proprietor.

Angelo American Audio, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 USA
**TUBE EQUIPMENT**

**MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT**—All types—tubes & transistor—electronics & speakers—bought—sold—traded.

**MCINTOSH SOLID STATE**—bought, sold, and traded. 1-315-229-5191 alt. 7 EST

**QUIKSILVER TUBE AMPLIFIERS**—sound and value without compare. Audio Connection 211-238-1779.

**TUBE SPECIALS!** Premium quality Tungsram 12AX7, $2.99 each; Amperex (British) EL34-SCAT (tall slender style), $19.95-matched pair. Complete kits: Dyna Mk4 40W mono power amp, $199.00; Dyna PAS-3X stereo preamp, $149.00; FREE BARGAIN CATALOG: SSC, Box 551(A), Dublin, OH 43017. (614) 889-2117. Visa/AM/M/C/CO.

WHOEVER SAID THAT TUBE ELECTRONICS had to be ugly or unreliable hasn't seen Counterpoint! The Audio Doctor, Buffalo, MO. (417) 345-7245

**PARTS/ACCESSORIES**

**DBP-SC SOUTHER CLEVER CLAMP**—Ultra-light, clear polycarbonate rear lock clamp. One piece design, simple to use. $10.00 plus $2.50 handling. DB SYSTEMS, Main St., Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5129.

**ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS:** 6, 12, 18dB/ octave. Kits from $100.50. Transient-Perfect Crossover, $175. Free poster: ACE AUDIO CO., 523-5th St., E. Northport, NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

**ESOTEK SW-12DB MULTIPLE BI-AMP X-OVER:** Outputs for up to four bi-amp sub-woofer systems. 120000 design, six x-over freq. available. $119.00. Info write: ESOTEK Inc. 1412 SW 150th #175A Seattle, WA 98146.

**FRUSTRATED?**

- PAS stocks over 100 values of polyester and pollypropylene audio-grade capacitors, OPFHC/TEFLOL wire, ALPS, gold-plated RCA connectors, silver solder and more for the serious builder. All items are prime new stock.

**PRECISION AUDIO SUPPLY**

MC

DOWNEY, CA 90241


**SUBSONIC FILTERS,** 18 or 24dB/octave (from $98.50) remove unwanted sub-bass from your system. Complete kits or parts. Free flyer! Write: ACE AUDIO CO., #532-5th St., East Northport, NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

**THE NEW GOLD STANDARD**

When VSP Labs released our now-classic Trans Mos amplifier, it received excellent reviews from the audio experts at Sensible Sound, Stereophile, and Stereo Review. Now, we are pleased to introduce an enhanced performance version—the new Gold Edition Trans Mos. Featuring more power (200 watts/channel) and a naturally smooth musical sound, the Gold Edition breathes life into even the most complex program material.

For complete specifications and reviews of our Trans Mos, Gold Edition Trans Mos, and the Straightwire Preamplifier, plus the location of the dealer nearest you, call (313) 769-5522. Or write: VSP Labs, Dept. A6, 670 Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

**GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT**

Audio systems dedicated to the presentation of the art form.

**THE MUSIC**

**ACCUPHASE** • **ADCOM** • **ARISTON** • **AUDIO INTERFACE** • **BEVERIDGE** • **BERNING** • **CLASSE** • **AUDIO** • **COUNTERPOINT** • **DISTECH** • **DYNAVOY** • **EAR ** • **ELECTROCOMPANIE** • **ELECTRON KINETICS** • **ENTEC** • **GRACE** • **GRADO** • **HAFNER** • **HTC** • **JSE** • **KISERI** • **KIMBER KABLE** • **KLYNE** • **KOETSU** • **NEC** • **ONION** • **PRECISION FIDELITY** • **PROFILE** • **RECA** • **SPECTRUM** • **SIDEREAL AKUSTIC** • **SOUTHER** • **SPICA** • **STAX** • **SUPERX** • **THORENS** • **TRIAD** • **VIP** • **VSP LABS** • **VAN DEN HUL**

Auditions by appointment. Shipping and export facilities.

7805 Greenfield Street • River Forest, Illinois 60305
312/771-4680

**DIAL Q FOR AUDIO!**

COMPETITIVE LOW PRICES ON NEW AUDIO & VIDEO PRODUCTS.

617-547-2727

**BOB NEENAN**

**NEW CATALOG $5.00**

**COMPANY STORE**

COMPANY TRADES & PLAYERS

REPAIR & SERVICE

CABLING & INSTALLATION

VIDEO

THE NEWEST SELECTION OF NEW/USED EQUIPMENT IN AMERICA

95 VASSAR ST

CAMBRIDGE, MA

02139

MON - FRI 10-7

SATURDAY 10-5

**TUBE PLAYGROUND**

J & D CORPORATION

NORTHEAST DISTRIBUTORS

2997-33rd

BROOKLYN, NY

11227

COMPTROL

DISTRIBUTORS

3605-546th

SOUTH FLORIDA

1300

**THE NEW GOLD STANDARD**

When VSP Labs released our now-classic Trans Mos amplifier, it received excellent reviews from the audio experts at Sensible Sound, Stereophile, and Stereo Review. Now, we are pleased to introduce an enhanced performance version—the new Gold Edition Trans Mos. Featuring more power (200 watts/channel) and a naturally smooth musical sound, the Gold Edition breathes life into even the most complex program material.

For complete specifications and reviews of our Trans Mos, Gold Edition Trans Mos, and the Straightwire Preamplifier, plus the location of the dealer nearest you, call (313) 769-5522. Or write: VSP Labs, Dept. A6, 670 Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
SONY
UCX 90 $148
UCS 90 2.38
LX 90 .78
SONY
TA 90 1.88
TA 90 1.98
LX 90 1.18
LX 90 1.18
LX 90 1.38
UO 36-90 4.48
KODAK 5.88
Discwasher
T100 7.98
Hi-Fi, Video, TV: Most
Brands — CALL!

WORLD WIDE ELECTRONICS
2410 Ivy St., Braintree, Mass 02184
800-225-8656

PARTS ACCESSORIES

PETERSON PRESENTS EMERALD™ — a new, air-
dielectric, symmetrical, twoway Interconnect and
Tonearm Cable System of Incorporatable transpare-
cency and musicality. No price increase. Peterson Inter-
connects have been setting performance and quality stan-
dards since 1979, and EMERALD™ continues that
tradition. See your dealer or contact us for information
and no-risk trial terms. PETERSON AUDIO, Dept. AM,
1365 SW Garrett Court, Tigard, OR 97223. (503)
639-2401. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

CD PLAYERS

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS!
In stock! Many titles. Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi,
Kijou, Nakamichi, more (see our Halper ad.) READ
BROTHERS STEREO 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. AD

COMPACT DISC PLAYER, TEAC PD-11 & DISCS. 215-
567-4626.

OPEN REEL TAPE Mostly Ampex 641 used, 7 in.
1800's 50 REELS Unboxed $70 with box $84 Shipping
included. (ALSO VIDEO PRODUCTS) R.M.T.C., Box
1733, Na Leandro, Ca. 94575, (415) 895-9992

TEAC REEL-TO-REEL BLANK CASSETTES. Profession-
al Look and Quality, Steen In Leasing Manufacturer's Cas-
sette Deck Advertisements. Write: For The Record ....
Box 21201-C, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

BLANK TAPE

AFFORDABLE PRICES: All ratings, VHS, Beta. Large
selection of sports, children's and vintage movies. Send
$5.50 for catalog) Spark About Video Sound Video, P.O. Box 7096,
Dept A, Mpls, MN 55407. (612)721-7772. We sell albums too!

STAX

STAX
ADS STAX 8961-9888
DES DEMON 9961-3888
KLOSS THE UNI BOX
FAS ALPINE FIDESTES PHONOT 30 ACOUSTICS
REX GRACE HATACH CLIFFORD ACOUSTIC
MAD ANDER LUBIAM SANYOR BAND CLIFFER
AD ADON ALLISON CATTLE BAND SOUNDFIELD
DCI DIX EDSON BOSTON ACOUSTICS

Please visit our stores at:
CD boater
New York City, NY 10007
(Refundable if purchased on same day)
(Discs are not returnable)

Experience the Finest Headphones Available
Visit our Star display featuring electret and electrostatic
"thin speakers" ranging in price from $100 to $800.

Call for store hours:
No mail orders accepted.

STAX

STAX
ADS STAX 9961-9888
DES DEMON 9961-3888
KLOSS THE UNI BOX
FAS ALPINE FIDESTES PHONOT 30 ACOUSTICS
REX GRACE HATACH CLIFFORD ACOUSTIC
MAD ANDER LUBIAM SANYOR BAND CLIFFER
AD ADON ALLISON CATTLE BAND SOUNDFIELD
DCI DIX EDSON BOSTON ACOUSTICS

Please visit our stores at:
CT boater
New York City, NY 10007
(Refundable if purchased on same day)
(Discs are not returnable)

Experience the Finest Headphones Available
Visit our Star display featuring electret and electrostatic
"thin speakers" ranging in price from $100 to $800.

Call for store hours:
No mail orders accepted.

DIGITAL COMPACT DISCLUB

JULIN and get SUPER SELECTION, SUPER LOW PRICES,
TRADE IN PRIVILEGES. Free updated quarterly catalog
with 1000 titles. Send $1.00 (Refundable with membership)
for DETAILS TO SOUNDPRO DISCLUB A. P.O. Box 945,
Carmel, Ind. 46032

JAZZ CDs

RECORDED TOTALY DIGITAL. Free catalog OMP. Box
2317, NY. NY 10185

NEW FULL-HOUR DELOS DIGITAL JAZZ CD's: Joe Wil-
lams—Nothing But The Blues—with Holloway's Blues
All-Stars; Mavis Rivers—It's A Good Day—16 great stan-
dards by Shew-Chuck Finney—Trumpets No End.
Each $19.98 postpaid. JU 60026, Succ. Monetta, CA
90405-9065.

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or
virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo
record and leave most of the background untouched.
Record with your voice or perform live with the
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet
connects easily to any home component stereo
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works
over the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and
demo record.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. A, PO Box 338
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
(404) 292-6542

TOLL FREE: 1-800-241-3005 — Ext. 43

PLATEAU SPEAKER STANDS

Plateau speaker stands provide an easy
and inexpensive way to dramatically
improve the performance of your audio
system. Designed to acoustically de-
couple and position the speaker, Plateau
provides lighter bases, a focused mid-
range and precise stereo imaging. For
more information and the name of your
nearest Plateau dealer, please write:
Canada: United States:
Naiad Products Inc
Box 1840
Sbrandton, Ontario
N3T 5W4
Naiad Products Inc
Box 1250 Falls Sta
Niagra Falls, N.Y.
14303-0260
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**COMPACT DISCS**

TELARC "MANY MOODS OF CHRISTMAS" CD, $14.95. New 2-disc: Händel's Messiah, $22.95. FREE CATALOG lists world's best selection of CD's: For The Record . . . Box 21201-GCD, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

**WE PROMISE** to undersell any other catalog on the 2,000 listings in our 40 page imported and domestic catalog. Send $1 to Supersound Record Service, P.O. Box 7092-Z, Forest Park, Ill. 60130. (312) 366-1300.

**AUDIOPHILE RECORDS**

**AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.** Mobile Fidelity $15, Telarc $12, Sheffield $14, Denon (CD's) $18, compact discs and more. Send $2.00 (refundable with first purchase) for complete catalog. Satisfaction Sounds, Inc., 2888 Buff St., Suite 361C, Boulder, CO 80301. Charge customers toll free 1-800-443-0100 ext. 5886.

**NEW! FRESH AIRE CHRISTMAS ALBUM** Specially Priced $11, Telarc: 3-record boxed set: Händel's Messiah, $34.98; "Messiah" 1-record highlights or Telarc Christmas Album, $11.98. FREE CATALOG of Audiophile Albums, CD's, Accessories. For The Record . . . Box 21201-GCD, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

**REFERENCE RECORDINGS**

BIG BAND BASH! You asked for it and here it is: "Your Friendly Neighborhood Big Band" features current concert jazz with vocalist Mavis Rivers and her son Matt Catingub's 20-piece band. Concert hall ambience, natural balances and Prof. Johnson's patented punch give big band lovers the thrill of the real thing! Not a rehash of tired 1940's dance tunes, RR-14 features dynamic new charts of standards and original material. 45 rpm audiophile pressing available directly from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107, 408-745-7156, $16.98 postpaid in US. Visa/MC welcome. Call free: 800-621-0854 Ext. 107, or 408-745-7159. Dealer inquiries invited!

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE: Audiophile records, compact discs, horns, M: F: S: L, Stones Collection, and Last Cleaners at HUGELY SAVINGS. Free catalog! CLASS A UNDERGROUND, 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY 10994 or call (914) 635-4089. Visa and Mastercards accepted.

SHEFFIELDS, LINCOLN MAYORGA, distinguished colleagues vols. 4 or 5 or vol. 11. Have 9 also Dave Grusin, Discover Again, Thelma Houston, Pressure Cooker, all unopened, original offer. Jones, 412 Ferndale, Santa Ana, CA. Call: 93455. 805-937-3600.

**RECORDS**

OUT OF PRINT, SEALED "KATY LIED"—Copies by Mobile Fidelity. Call 516-889-7276 leave message.

**SONEX looks as good as it sounds.**

SONEX traps sound four times better than rich, thick carpeting, so just a few squares can tune your room like recording engineers tune their studios. It's easy to hang, and it looks good. Write for our color brochure, or try a box today. Four 24" squares per box. Send $39.95 plus $3 shipment/handling to: 3800 Washington Ave. No., illbruck Minneapolis, MN 55412.

**FREE ISSUE OF GOLDFINE, world's largest record collector's publication! Thousands of records of all types, eras for sale. Plus articles on recording stars, past and present. Rock `n roll, jazz, country, folk, blues. Every two weeks! 13 issues, $32 GOLDFINE, Circulation Department AJY, 700 E. State St., Iola, WI 54990.**

**LOWEST PRICES anywhere on Mobile Fidelity's 'Rolling Stone Collection' and Fresh Air's 'Christmas Album': Over 5,200 Japanese imports on sale for $11.50. Super- sound Record Service, P.O. Box 7092-A, Forest Park, Ill. 60130. (312) 366-1300**


**3M BRINGS YOU STATIC-FREE LISTENING FOREVER!**

Wipe out static permanently and hear your records at their best. Just one application of the unique 3M SCOTCH® RECORD CARE SYSTEM does it. It cleans, reduces friction, prolongs record life, too. Full refund in 30 days if not delighted. For credit card orders, call TOLL-FREE: 800-328-1448. Or send just $24.50 to 3M Scotch Record Care System, Dept 6601, P.O. Box 33073, St. Paul, MN 55133.

**WANTED TO BUY**

BIG REWARD! All Mac equip., JBL spkr. & electronics, Allan Acoustica-voicette, MXR ETC 31 band equalizers. Thorens T 125, SME 3009-J, JBL speaker cabinet blueprints. 1-312-229-5191 alt. 7 EST.


MCINTOSH, MARantz TUBE COMPONENTS, Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Mixers, Consoles, Amps, tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Etc.) Tel: 819-576-2642 David Yo, POB 832, Monterey-pk. Ca. 91754

MCKAY DYMIEK AM 5 TUNER Good Condition. Call (914) 235-9562.

PIONEER SD100G, SD1000 AUDIO SCOPES; Japanese 'Stereo Sound' magazines; Sequerra Reference Recordings, 45 rpm Audiophile pressings & the VMPS Subwoofer System, designed John Curl, $250 each. Call (914) 638-4089. Ext. 107, or (914) 638-7159. Dealer inquiries invited!

MCINTOSH, MARantz, LEAK, TUBE AMPS. Thorens TD 124, Garrard 301, Old Tannoy Monitor Speakers, Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Mixers, Consoles, Amps, tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Etc.) Tel: 819-576-2642 David Yo, POB 832, Monterey-pk. Ca. 91754

MCKAY DYMIEK AM 5 TUNER Good Condition. Call (914) 235-9562.

PIONEER SD100G, SD1000 AUDIO SCOPES; Japanese 'Stereo Sound' magazines; Sequerra FM1 Sematics, Teac AT3000 for parts. 818-709-1662.

**WANTED TO BUY**

WANTED: ELM TABLE RADIO. Prompt payment for either FM or AM/FM model in good condition. (415) 397-2718 or (415) 456-3940.

**LOWER SUBWOOFER DISTORTION**

A subwoofer should perform three primary functions in the system to which it is added: extension of bass response into the first octave (150-220Hz); generation of less harmonic distortion in the subbass and bass regions (200Hz and below), and reduction of intermodulation and doppler distortion in the main speakers by relegating long wavelength fundamentals to a separate driver designed just for this purpose. Such a woofer system should be reasonably compact, efficient enough and of sufficiently low mass and inertia to interact virtually any fulsrange main system, and not prohibitively expensive. In all these areas, the VMPS Subwoofer excels.

This dual-driver (12" & 15"), 5.6E3 square system features 94dB/1W/1m sensitivity, -3dB points of 19Hz and 603Hz, THD of no more than 0.5% (22Hz-100Hz/1W driven), and high power handling (250W rms, 20Wmin. required). J. Peter Moncneff, writing in IAR Hotline 31 about the VMPS Widerange Ribbon—which utilizes two VMPS Subwoofers for bass below 80Hz—comments: "A VMPS demonstration of the famous Dafo's drum whack left no doubt as to the most powerful, well controlled deep bass we'd ever heard. Fortunately, the best subwoofer is also the most affordable ($250ea kit, $375ea assem)."

Hear the new VMPS QSO Series of speaker systems, kit and assembled, at the dealers listed below, or write us for information and test reports. And don't forget our John Curl-designed Electronic Crossovers—Models 1, 6dB/oct lowpass only, $250. Model 2, 12dB/oct low & highpass, $395. All prices include free shipping in USA, kits supplied with fully assembled cabinets.

**VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS**

div. Iitone Audio, 1018 Contra Costa Dr. El Cerrito Ca 94530 (415) 536-7034

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio Boston, Efficient Stereos, Torrance Ca; The Long Ear, Big Bear Lake Ca; Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca; A-Visio Electronics Long Beach Ca; Iitone Audio El Cerrito Ca; Cucum's, Salem NH; Leisure Electronics Chugiak Ak; Arthur Morgan (rep) Altamont Springs Fl.

*VMPS also distributes John Curl's Vendetta Research electronics, which includes all the FET SCP-1 precedes $750, plus class 1A by the International Audio Review. Write for details.
**TEST RECORDS**

**TEST RECORDS FROM CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER**

**STR 100 PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD**, includes sweep frequency with sync for record, spot frequency, separation; compliance; vertical- and lateral-tracking; tonearm resonance, and more. $10.00 each.

**STR 112 PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD**, includes square wave, graduated-tracking, and IM bands. $15.00 each.

**STR 120 PHONOGRAPH CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD**, includes ultra-sonic test tones, high-level low-frequency glide tones, standard-level and silent bands, and can be used with a graphic level recorder. $15.00 each.

**STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD**, provides accurate means of calibrating professional recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot frequency bands. $15.00 each.

**STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD**, is designed for acoustical testing of loudspeakers in ordinary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic tests. Includes spot frequency tones with voice announcements and glide-tones in 1/6 octave bands from 30 Hz to 15 kHz synced for a graphic recorder. $15.00.

**STR 150 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD**, the standard test disc for SQ decoding adjustment, has test bands for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel identification and balance. $15.00 each.

Payment must accompany order and be either a check or money order in U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

- **STR 100 Stereo Frequency Record** $10.00
- **STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc** $15.00
- **STR 120 Wide-Range Cartridge Disc** $15.00
- **STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc** $15.00
- **STR 140 Pink Noise Disc** $15.00
- **SOT 1500 Quadraphonic Test Disc** $15.00

**AUDIO TEST RECORDS**, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406, Cincinnati, OH 45219

---

**ALPS VOLUME CONTROLS**

The world’s highest quality, closest tolerance potentiometer. Dual section, 20k logarithmic (audio) tapper. Tracking error 1dB max. at -60dB. Stepper 1.5dB max. at -60dB. ¼ shaft, flatted. Die cast case is 34 x 33.5 x 40mm. Ideal for most solid-state preamp upgrades.

*Each 272 ppd.*

Old Colony Sound Lab
PO Box 2434 A Peterborough, NH 03458

VISA/MA Telephone Orders (603) 924-6371

---

**PLANS & KITS**

**GAP ZAPPER VIRGIN SPRAY NASA APPROVED.**

Cleans and restores great performance to tape heads, transports memory systems, digital and analog discs. Removes particulates which are soils (0.1 to 100 microns) that are not soluble using conventional cleaning agents and must be physically removed with chemically supported spray action. 16oz can $25.65.


**POSH DECOSOND**—music with perfect balance and control, in every room in your home, using your stereo equipment. Write: Proh Systems, 9100 SW Taylors Ferry, Portland, Oregon, 97219.

---

**SERVICES**

**AUDIO CONSULTING FOR CONSUMERS ONLY**—Finally purchase the finest audio system your budget permits, with no sales hype. Send us your price range ($700 & up), room plans and M.O. for $36. We'll call you to discuss your music tastes and the advice we'll send you. Unlimited free calls after that. We teach the basics to beginners and audiophiles. DC DESIGNS, 1511 E. Fowler Ave., Suite R-123, Tampa, FL 33612. SASE for additional information.


---

**RADIO PROGRAMS**


**OLD TIME RADIO**—Original broadcasts on quality tapes. For free catalog send SASE to: Triple Trivia Studios, PO Box 2973A, Chicago, IL 60639.

---

**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

**DEALER AND STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED**

For Denon And Nakamichi Cassette Decks And Turntables. Serious Inquires Only. AudioWorkShop, Box 16009, Seattle, WA 98118, 1-206-323-4987. Established 1967

---

**PUBLICATIONS**

Are you interested in quality, used stereo equipment? Send for the play it again SAM newsletter—hundreds of listings—items for sale—items sought—published 6 times per year. $8. 1-year subscription. Send today to: play it again SAM, 12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio 44107, (216) 228-0040. Master Charge and Visa accepted.

---

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT**—All types—tubes & transistor—electronics & speakers—bought—sold—traded.

S.O.R. P.O. Box 176, Watton, NY 13866. 607-986-7200.
GRACE BY MAIL-ORDER? PLEASE READ THIS.
EVERYONE LOVES A BARGAIN. But if you're considering a Grace 'level II' cartridge as a lower cost alternative to a Grace F-9 series cartridge, you may be getting less than you bargained for.

As the only authorized importer of Grace products to the U.S., we offered the Grace 'level II' series two years ago. We rejected this series because technical evaluation showed that the motor mechanism and body of the 'level II' were identical to those used in the old F-8 series, the only differences being the type of cantilevers and stylus available. The F-9 series, on the other hand, has a motor mechanism and body far more advanced from the F-8 or 'level II.'

The 'level II' cartridges are not updates of the F-9 series. 'level II' cartridges should cost less than F-9s—they're worth less.

Several 'mail-order discount' type outfits are offering 'level II' cartridges for sale. The public should be aware that these cartridges are not imported by Su-miko, Inc., are not quality controlled by us, and are not covered by our warranty. The companies that sell these goods claim to provide warranty on defective units. We have no way of knowing how valid these claims are, nor does the consumer have any assurance that these companies will still be in business when service is necessary. Warranty repairs may be available only in Japan for cartridges obtained from these sources.

To be sure your Grace products are coming from an authorized Sumiko dealer, please contact us and we will be glad to provide you with the name of your nearest dealer.

SUMIKO, INC., P.O. BOX 5046, BERKELEY, CA 94705
(415) 842-4500

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! Industry presentation/national exposition. 1-800-528-6050. X831.

MISCELLANEOUS

TICS, 617-235-0427.


MISCELLANEOUS

TICS, 617-235-0427.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

RECEIVERS

COMACT DISC PLAYERS

TUNERNABLES

SOUND ENHANCERS

STEREO-CORPORATION-OF-AMERICA

Dept. AM. 1629 Flatbush Avenue Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210

For America's best brands at America's lowest prices . . . CALL S.C.A. TOLL-FREE!

800-221-0974

(In N.Y. State Call (718) 253-8888)

Save hundreds on top-name brands like Bose, A.R., Sansui, Aiwa, Shure, JVC, Technics & more. Call us today. Orders accepted by phone using your Visa or Mastercard. All merchandise is brand new & fully warranted. Free catalog by request.


20% TO 40% SAVINGS: NAKAMICHI, B&W, KOETSU, Denon, Tascam, NAD, Etc. VISA/MC. COD. AudioWorkShop 1-201-323-4987.

NAKAMICHI NAKAMICHI DISCOUNTED America’s Largest Selection OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES, 100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE

INDEX

Audio-Technica 5 3
AKG 5 3
Onkyo 5 3
Oppo 5 3
Polk 5 3
Qustodio 5 3
RCA 5 3
Shure 5 3
Sony Electronics 5 3
Sony Electronics (57, 58) 26
Technics (59) 23
Technics (60, 61) 23
Technics (62) 23
Technics (63, 64) 23
Toshiba 5 3
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AOS (2) 127
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Akai (4) 128
Alpine Luxman (5) 92
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Apt (7) 124
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Audio-Technica (10, 11) 15, 74
Belles (12) 94
B.E.S. (13) 98
Bryston/Cherry (14) 124
B & W (15) 80
Camel (16) 75
Carver (17) 28
CBS Masterswells (18) 4
CBS Records (19) 116
CBS Video (64) 137
Columbia House (19) 29
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TDK (57, 58) 26, 51
Technics (59) 87
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Toshiba (61) 21
Winston 39
Yamaha 97
Presenting High Bias II and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Extraordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB recording levels, combined with remarkably low noise levels, means music is captured live.
Then Permapass, our unique oxide-bonding process, locks each oxide particle—each musical detail—onto the tape. So music stays live. Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.
We've engineered every facet of our transport mechanism to protect the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind. Silicone-treated rollers insure precise alignment and smooth, safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.
If you ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'll replace it free.
Your tape player deserves Discwasher® care as much as your records do.

For well over a decade, Discwasher has provided the music world with superior record care accessories and is most often considered the world leader in record care technology. Don't settle for less when it comes to caring for your cassette players.

Discwasher Brand tape care accessories offer a high technology maintenance program for home, car or portable tape players.

The Discwasher® Perfect Path® Cassette Head Cleaner safely removes dust and oxides from tape heads and from along the tape path with a single pass of its unique fiber matrix tape. Through its regular use, Perfect Path will preserve the fidelity and longevity of your player.

The Discwasher® C.P.R.® Capstan-Pinch Roller Cleaner is the only cassette cleaner specifically engineered to properly maintain a cassette player's critical capstan-pinch roller assembly. This scientifically safe system cleans away contamination that can cause jammed cassettes and "eaten" tapes.

The Discwasher® D'MAG® Cassette Deck Demagnetizer demagnetizes not only tape heads but capstans, tape guides and other steel portions of a cassette player as well. The unique use of high energy samarium cobalt magnets eliminates the need for batteries or power cords.

When it comes to maintaining the quality sound of your cassette player, trust Discwasher. After all, we've never let you down before!

To learn more, write Discwasher for your free copy of "Guide to Tape Care."

Discwasher

1407 North Providence Road, P.O. Box 6021, Dept. AU, Columbia, Missouri 65205 USA

A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company
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